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CHAPTER 1
INTRODUCTION
We live in an information based society made possible by technology that progresses with nanoscale
fabrication methods. The development of new solid-state devices to meet the increasing demands on
miniaturization and functionalities keeps material science in constant growth. In particular, improving storage
densities for the relentlessly increasing data receives much attention from the scientific community. In turn,
advances in nanotechnology trigger the enthusiasm for unexplored opportunities of theoretical and
experimental physicists with both academic and industrial purposes in mind. Spintronics, a new field that
brings together basic physics, materials science and nano-science, births new technologies capable to improve,
among others, the current strategies for low consumption random access memories (RAM).
In this chapter, we contextualize this thesis in the Spintronics scenario and describe some of the most
important challenges met by Spintronics in recent years. Following the improvements in data storage and
RAM applications as guidelines we describe the evolution of Spintronics from the use of magnetic fields and
spin-polarized currents in the early years to the current approaches related to multiferroic materials and
magnetoelectric coupling. At the end of the chapter the main motivations of this work are presented as well as
the choice of the materials and the contribution of this thesis to the field of Spintronics and materials science.

SPINTRONICS
Spintronics is currently one of the most exciting and active research areas in condensed-matter physics
[Sinova2012, Steil2013, Fert2013, Xue2013]. It is based on the control of the electron spins in addition to
charges – hence, the name spin-transport electronics. Important applications of Spintronics run from spin field
effect transistors to spin quantum computers. In particular, a highly successful result of Spintronics is the
fabrication of devices such as read-heads that enable high density information management, with more Tbytes
each year at lower cost. The key for novel Spintronics applications takes advantage of the exotic behavior
appearing in nanomagnetic systems at ultrafast time-scales or under non-equilibrium configurations
[Smart2011, Winpenny2013]. The success of giant magnetoresistance (GMR) and its broad application and
commercial impact on information technology – which awarded Albert Fert and Peter Grünberg the Nobel
Prize in Physics in 2007 [Fert2008, Grünberg2008] – boosted the interest of the scientific community in these
systems over the past two decades. The discovery of GMR in 1988 is considered the starting point of
Spintronics.
Recent discoveries in Spintronics have enabled the control and manipulation of magnetic moments in diverse
manners [Bader2010]. Figure 1 shows some of the most important of these approaches classified according to
the variable used to control and manipulate the spins in a magnetic specimen, that is, photonic, magnetic or
electric fields as well as spin-polarized currents. In processes such as tunnelling magnetoresistance (TMR),
spin transfer torque (STT) [Tay2013, Locatelli2013, Saidaoui2013, Stiles2002] and devices such as racetrack
memories [Trinh2013, Parkin2008, Chappert2007], control is achieved through spin-polarized currents. Other
control mechanisms are those found in topological insulators [Winpenny2013, Hasan2010, Cava2013,
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Moore20100, Jozwiak20013] and quantum spin Hall Effect (QSHE) [Z
Zhou2012, Q
Qi2010, Kan
ne2005] wheere
photonic annd magnetic fields
f
are useed. The workk in thesis deeals with queestions arisinng in TMR sttrategies.

Fig.1. Diagrram showingg the differen
nt approachess to Spintron
nics. Adapted
d from Ref. [[Parkin2008]]
A major appplication of Spintronics
S
is
i the develoopment of new
w memory architectures
a
that render improved
i
noonvolatile Ranndom Access Memories (RAM). Seeeking the “u
ultimate mem
mory” [Scott22006] that in
ncorporates all
a
the desired properties (endurance, size, speed , energy con
nsumption…
…), several ttypes of RA
AM have beeen
proposed raanging from Ferroelectric RAM (FeR
RAM) to Magnetoresistiive RAM (M
MRAM). In a broad sensse,
FeRAMS uuse a ferroeelectric thin film as a capacitor for
f storing data
d
and M
MRAMS exp
ploit the largge
magnetoresistance effecct to write bitts as two diffferent resistaance states (h
high and low
w resistance).
overy of GM
MR, IBM alrready introdu
uced in 19977 the first GM
MR Hard-disk
Just a shortt a decade affter the disco
read-head. S
Soon afterwaards, new an
nd improved devices baseed on GMR and
a TMR weere designed
d. New devicces
appeared, ssuch as Sppin-Valves and
a
Magnettic Tunnel Junctions (MTJ)
(
that required th
he control of
consist of two or more conductinng
magnetizatiion using reeasonably sm
mall magnettic fields. Spin-Valves
S
magnetic m
materials, whhose electrical resistancee can chang
ge between two
t
values ddepending on
o the relativve
alignment oof the magneetization in the two layeers (see Fig.. 2). One off the magnettic layers is “pinned” –ffor
example to an antiferroomagnetic (A
AF) layer– aand the otherr “free” layeer is tuned aapplying a sm
mall magnettic
p
and free layers are separateed by a very
y thin insulaating layer. The tunnelinng
field. In ann MJT, the pinned
resistance is modulatedd by a magneetic field in the same way
w as the reesistance of a spin valvee is. In a moore
recent methhod, the maggnetic fields used to tunee the “free” layer were substituted
s
bby spin-polarrized currentts.
This can bee achieved inn devices based on the Sppin Transfer Torque (STT
T) effect wheere the angullar momentuum
of the spin polarized cuurrent is tran
nsferred to tthe “free” laayer, thus ch
hanging its oorientation (ssee Fig. 2 annd
figure captioon).
Today, the practical prooblem of meemory devicees is addressed (among other
o
possibiilities) using electric fields
m
ordeers with the iidea of writin
ng data electtrically and rreading it maagnetically inn a
to control annd modify magnetic
single multtiferroic bit [Dong2013
3, Ghidini20013, Evans2
2013, Tokun
naga2012, SSpaldin2010] (multiferrooic
materials w
will be describbed in the neext section). This can be achieved, fo
or example, bby modifying
g the magnettic
anisotropy [Parkin20088] of Fe-baseed structuress or exploitiing the influ
uence betweeen coupled ferroic ordeers
b
multifeerroic heteroostructures. The
T advantag
ge of this neew approach
h compared to
[Bibes2012] in oxide based
on in the proccess of magn
netic switchinng
magnetic baased RAM iss the considerable reductiion of powerr consumptio
[Parkin20088, Bea2008]. In addition
n, the non-loocal characteer of magnetic fields useed in earlier devices couuld
affect surroounding mem
mory bits, too. The use oof electric fields
fi
– generated with vvoltages which are local –
removes thiis disadvantaage [Parkin20
008].
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Fig.2. Simpple spin-valve structure consisting
c
in two magnettic layers (F1
1 and F2) sepparated by a non-magnettic
metal (M) iin two resisttance states. When F1 annd F2 are aliigned antiparallel (upperr figure), eleectrons of booth
polarizationn are scattereed giving risee to the highh resistance state,
s
when they
t
are alignned parallel (lower figurre)
only one oof the polariizations is scattered
s
prooviding the low resistaance state. FFigure adaptted from Reef.
[Chappert20007].
The promissing applicattions of mulltiferroic maaterials exten
nd to the dessign of mem
mories based
d in four loggic
states [Fert22008, Gajek22007, Bibes2
2008, Velev22008]. Figure 3 shows a way to encoode quaternarry informatioon
in a device where ferrom
magnetic and
d ferroelectriic orders are coupled. In these devicees, four statees of resistance
can be obtaiined by com
mbination of the
t parallel aand antiparallel alignmen
nt the magnettic layers of a MTJ and thhe
two possiblee polarizatioon states of a ferroelectricc barrier.

Fig.3. Four states logic in a device consisting inn a MTJ witth a ferroelectric barrier.. In this dev
vice a biferrooic
thin film (L
La0.1Bi0.9MnO
O3) was used
d as the ferrooelectric barrrier between
n the non-maagnetic gold electrode annd
the La0.66Sr00.33MnO3 maagnetic thin film.
f
Figure aadapted from
m Refs. [Fert2
2008, Gajek22007].
Also, the suuccessful fabbrication of high-perform
h
mance hetero
ostructures (thin films) w
with high spattial coherencce,
the understaanding of thee new physicc phenomenaa that result from
f
structurral changes – compared with
w their buulk
counterpartss – and inteerface effectss enhanced with the red
duction of device
d
size [[Ramesh2007
7] have hadd a
major impaact on the evoolution of th
his field. In aaddition, stro
ongly correlaated materialls, such as trransition mettal
oxides, beccome convennient due to
o their versaatility in magnetic,
m
sup
perconducting
ng or other ferroic ordeers
[Bibes2007]. An exam
mple of this is the posssibility of using
u
Colosssal Magnetooresistance (CMR)
(
effecct,
observed inn manganite oxides, in data
d
storage devices. In this sense, finding the appropriate materials annd
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heterostructtures is one main
m
motivaation. Advanncing from th
he single layer structure tto more com
mplex system
ms,
say, multilaayers or nanoo-patterned sttructures, theese heterostru
uctures are th
he focus of ccurrent strateegies.

ELECT
TRIC FIIELD CO
ONTRO
OL OF MAGNET
M
TIZATIION
Briefly, m
multiferroics are materiials exhibitiing two orr more priimary ferrooic orders [Spaldin20005,
Eerenstein22006, Bea20008, Wang2009]. The fouur basic prim
mary ferroic order param
meters are ferrromagnetism
m,
ferroelectriccity, ferroelaasticity and ferrotoroidiccity. In a feerromagneticc material, m
magnetization (M) can be
b
modified byy applying a magnetic field (H). S
Similarly, in a ferroelectric materiall, polarizatio
on (P) can be
b
affected by an electric field (E), wh
hereas in a fferroelastic material
m
a strress (σ) is reesponsible fo
or a change of
strain (ε). In multiferrroic materialls exhibitingg two of th
hese order parameters
p
iin the samee phase, moore
ngs in the ordder parameters (see Fig. 4).
4
complicatedd interactionss can appear through lineear and quadrratic couplin

Fig.4. Phasee control in multiferroics
m
s. In a “ferroiic” exhibitin
ng only one order
o
parameeter the electric field E, thhe
magnetic field H or thee stress σ control the pollarization P, the magnetiization M annd the strain
n ε, to produce
g two of theese
ferroelectriccity, ferromaagnetism and ferroelastiicity, respecttively. In a multiferroicc, exhibiting
orders in thee same phasee, additional interactions occur. Figurre adapted frrom Ref. [Sppaldin2010].
One of the canonical multiferroic
m
materials
m
is BiFeO3 [Waang2003, Caatalan2009] w
which is ferrroelectric annd
w 640 K. Th
he room-tem
mperature ph
hase of BiFeeO3 is rhombbohedral bellonging to thhe
antiferromaagnetic below
space groupp R3c and haas perovskitee structure (ssee Fig. 5). The
T large elecctrical polariization in BiFeO3 epitaxiial
thin films coupled to small magn
netization ooriginated th
he study of magnetoeleectric multifferroics as an
a
Lebeugle200
07].
alternative tto only magnnetic RAMs [Zhao2006, L
Although B
BiFeO3 is a great examp
ple of intrinssic multiferrroic materialls, these aree very rare in
i nature. Thhe
limited availability of intrinsic
i
mulltiferroics am
mongst transsition-metal oxides
o
was studied in Ref.
R [Hill20000,
patibility betw
ween ferroellectric and feerromagneticc orders in ox
xides seems to
Wang2009]]. Essentiallyy, the incomp
be the origin of this “rrarity”: a ferrroelectric m
material, by definition, must
m
be an iinsulator. Ho
owever, manny
when ferrom
magnetic). In addition, microscopic
m
ffactors, such
h as structurral
ferromagnetts are often metallic (w
distortions ((Jahn-Teller distortions), seem to be pparticularly unfavorable for the coexxistence of feerroic orders in
strongly corrrelated mateerials, (for ex
xample, in m
manganites, see Chapter 2).
2 This is proobably the most
m restrictinng
factor: Com
mmon perovskite oxide feerroelectric m
materials hav
ve a formal ch
harge corresp
sponding to the
t d0 electroon;
this favors the distortion between positive
p
and negative chaarges that gives rise to thhe electric dipole
d
momeent
and, thus, too ferroelectriicity. Howev
ver, as soon aas the d shelll is partially occupied
o
(paartially doped
d manganitess),
for examplee the tendenccy to develop
p a distortionn that removees the centerr of symmetry
ry is eliminatted. Thereforre,
quite often, magnetism and conventtional ferroeelectricity aree incompatib
ble [Spaldin22010]. For th
his reason, thhe
d
of m
multiferroic based deviices is com
mbining ferrroelectric annd
most extennded strateggy in the design
ferromagnettic materials in hybrid heeterostructurees.
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Fig.5. Perovvskite structture ABO3. In
I the ideal cubic-symm
metry, cation B is surroun
unded by an octahedron of
oxygen andd A cations occcupy the veertices of the cube.
The controll of magnetic properties of materialss via the app
plication of an
a electric fi
field is know
wn as (inversse)
magnetoelectric couplinng [Bichurin
n2003, Fiebiig2005]. Theermodynamically, the m
magnetoelectrric effect in a
t
described inn the contextt of Landau theory
t
by wr
writing the freee energy F of
single-phasee crystal is traditionally
the system aas a power seeries of the applied
a
magnnetic field H and the applied electric ffield E as folllows:
1
1
 F ( E, H )   0 ij Ei E j  0 ijj H i H j   ij Ei H j
2
2
1
1
 ijkk Ei H j H k   ijk H i E j Ek  ...
2
2

[1]

The first teerm describees the electriical responsee to an electric field, where
w
the perrmittivity off free space is
denoted as ε0 and the relative perrmittivity εij (T) is a seccond-rank teensor, functiion of the teemperature T.
Similarly, thhe magnetic response co
ontribution coorresponds to
t the second
d term, wherre μ0 is the permeability
p
of
free space aand μij(T) is the
t relative permeability.
p
. The third teerm describess linear magnnetoelectric coupling, wiith
coupling constant αij(T
T); the thirrd-rank tenssors βijk(T) and γijk(T) represent qquadratic magnetoelectr
m
ric
coefficientss [Fiebig20055, Wang2009
9].
Differentiatting F with respect
r
to Ei and then seetting Ei = 0 allows us to
t obtain thee electric polarization ass a
function of the magneticc field, Pi(Hj),
) (direct maggnetoelectricc effect):
Pi   ij H j 

1
 ijk H j H k  ...
2

[2]

g Hi = 0, the expresssion for Mi(Ej), (inverrse
Similarly, differentiatinng with resspect to Hi and setting
magnetoelectric effect) is obtained:
1
2

0Mi   ij E j   ijijk E j Ek  ...

[3]

he magnetoellectric couplling constantts αij are of the order of 10-9-10-7 s//m
Values repoorted in literrature for th
[Eerenstein22007, Thielee2007, Vaz20
010]. Findingg heterostrucctures with higher
h
couplin
ing constantss is essential to
improve thee functionalitty of new dev
vices based oon Multiferro
oics.
We detail two mechannisms that may
m render magnetoelecctric couplin
ng in heteroostructures: strain
s
induceed
coupling in two-phase composites
c
an
nd electroniccally-driven interface maagnetoelectricc effects.

STRAIN MEEDIATED MAGNETOELE
ECTRIC E FF
FECT
The strain m
mediated maggnetoelectricc effect usuallly involves heterostructu
ures consistinng of a magn
netoelastic annd
a piezoelecttric materiall, where the magnetoelasstic properties of a thin ferromagnettic layer or composite are
a
‐9‐

modified through the piezoelectric effect of a ferroelectric substrate. In general, combining piezomagnetism,
piezoelectricity (linear), magnetostriction or electrostriction (cuadratic), artificial magnetoelectric materials can
be fabricated [Vaz2010, Eerenstein2006, Livesey2011]. Several examples of these systems are nano-patterned
heterostructures [Lu2011], composites [Wang2011] or epitaxial multilayers [Li2009, Eerenstein2007,
Moya2012, Thiele2007, Vaz2012].
As far as ferromagnetic layers on ferroelectric substrates are concerned, changes in the magnetism of the
ferromagnetic layer are mediated by the piezoelectric effect of the substrate via magnetoelastic coupling (ME).
Magnetoelasticity is a phenomenon in which the dimensions of a magnetic material – and its preferred
direction of magnetization – change due to the applied stress.
Magnetoelectric coupling at the interface of a ferromagnetic/ferroelectric heterostructure may also involve
changes in the magnetocrystalline anisotropy near the interface when an electric field is applied [Wang2013].
Since the magnetic anisotropy determines the preferential direction of the magnetization in a magnetic thin
film, this phenomenon may allow switching the magnetic moment and, therefore, is interesting for
applications.

INTERFACE RECONSTRUCTION
Interfacial electronic reconstruction based magnetoelectric coupling occurs at the ferromagnet/insulator
interface due to spin-dependent screening: at the interface, an applied electric field induces accumulation or
depletion of spin-polarized electrons resulting in a change of the interface magnetization [Tsymbal]. Interface
magnetoelectric effects may involve magnetic reconstruction, i.e. a change in how magnetic moments are
ordered near the interface, leading to a significant change of the interface magnetization [Tsymbal2009,
Dagotto2012, Sohrab2012].
Good examples of the interface reconstruction-based mechanism of magnetoelectric effect are Fe/BaTiO3 or
Co/BaTiO3 multilayers [Bea2008]. In these heterostructures, the bond fluctuation at the
ferroelectric/ferromagnetic interface modulates the interfacial magnetization upon polarization reversal due to
the interface bonding sensitivity to the atomic displacements there.

MOTIVATION AND AIMS OF THIS THESIS
From a practical point of view, the study of new suitable materials and heterostructures for multiferroic
systems is of great relevance [Wu2013, Streubel2013, Lahtinen2012, Perks2012], and the strategy of
electrically modifying magnetic orders emerges as a good alternative for the needs of modern information
technologies.
Presently, many of the actively studied multiferroic heterostructures combine different types of complex
oxides, which comprise two or more transition metal cations (usually 3d) and oxygen [Spaldin2010, Bea2008,
Bibes2007]. The interest in these materials resides in the highly localized electrons that lead to the so-called
strong correlation physics, which, in consequence, lead to unusual magnetic and electronic phenomena, such as
metal insulator transitions, superconductivity or half-metallicity, often used in technological applications.
In this thesis, we studied a particular case of multiferroic heterostructures consisting of a ferromagnetic thin
film layer (La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 manganite) grown on ferroelectric BaTiO3 substrates. The choice of these materials
is motivated by their similar perovskite structure (see Fig. 5) and lattice parameters, which allows epitaxial
growth and, more importantly, by their intrinsic properties. Optimal doped manganite La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 is a
strongly correlated compound well known for exhibiting CMR effect. This manganite is particularly prone to
phase separation [Dagotto2003] and, therefore, susceptible of being strongly affected by substrate strain and
‐ 10 ‐

ferroelectric polarization. On the other hand, BaTiO3 is one of the most studied ferroelectric materials of the
perovskite class [Shirane1993]. Bulk properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and BaTiO3 as well as the ferromagnetic
and ferroelectric properties in these compounds will be reviewed in Chapter 2.
In thin film geometry, interfacial electronic reconstruction and strain mediated processes (magnetoelastic
coupling) appearing between substrate and thin film (or between thin films in multilayers) drastically modifies
the compound properties. As discussed before, taking advantage of these processes is the key in the design of
new devices. Whether these effects alter the magnetic order of the whole thin film (magnetic anisotropy,
electronic transport…) or are localized in the interface (interface reconstruction), the starting point is to study
the properties of one single interface, and, later, the implementation in multilayered or more complex nanopatterned devices.
An important aim of this thesis is to explore the interfacial effects in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 ultra-thin films
that arise from the interaction between the ferroelectric and magnetic orders at the discontinuity between thin
film and substrate. In La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, the effect of the substrate is prominent and the way to enhance
the observation of interfacial effects is through reducing the thickness of the thin film. The other way is to
explore the magnetoelectric effect in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 by modifying the magnetic phase via the
polarization of the ferroelectric (electric field control of magnetization). The results shown throughout this
thesis reveal new, unexpected, physics that are ultimately related to strong magnetoelastic coupling between
substrate and thin film. This magnetoelastic coupling is also responsible for the strong magnetoelectric effects
observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 systems.

THESIS OUTLINE


Chapter 2: An introduction to the main properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and BaTiO3 bulk compounds is
given, highlighting those characteristics relevant to the rest of the thesis.



Chapter 3: The experimental techniques used throughout the thesis is reviewed



Chapter 4: The structural characterization of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 is discussed. The presence of
ferroelectric domains and surface corrugation in BaTiO3 bulk results in enhanced interface effects with
the ferromagnetic thin film. X-ray diffraction and atomic force microscope topography techniques
reveal the characteristics of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 heterostructures.



Chapter 5: The magnetic properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 are presented. Magnetism suggests
strong magnetoelastic coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 systems and magnetic granularity.
Matteucci magnetic loops observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 in ultra-thin films are described in this
chapter.



Chapter 6: In this chapter we study transport properties in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 heterostructures.
Magnetotransport, electro-resistance and poling effect of the substrate are studied. Hints of an
antiferromagnetic phase near the interface with BaTiO3 are given.



Chapter 7: This chapter deals with magnetoelastic coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. Here, a twolayer model to describe ferromagnetic resonance experiments is proposed. This model is supported by
Polarized Neutron Reflectometry results.
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Chapter 8: Finally, magnetoelectric coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films on poled and unpoled
BaTiO3 substrates is studied.
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CHAPTER 2
MATERIALS OVERVIEW

In this chapter, a brief introduction to manganites (specifically La0.7Ca0.3MnO3) and BaTiO3 is given. The first
part is focused on the key concepts of phase separation and cooperative effects (from the Zener double
exchange model to the Jahn-Teller effects) that lead to coexistence of metallic and ferromagnetic phases in the
ferromagnetic La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. In the second part, the bulk properties of the ferroelectric BaTiO3 substrates are
considered (bulk structure, ferroelectricity and piezoelectricity at all temperatures) emphasizing the origin of
corrugation and surface morphology. The purpose of this chapter is to review the basic phenomenology of
these materials that lead to the complex behavior presented later in this thesis.

MANGANITE OXIDES. La1-XCaXMnO3
The family of materials with chemical composition A1-xRxMnO3 is named manganites, where A ≡ La, Pr, Nd…
and R ≡ Sr, Ca, Ba… They were first described in 1950 by Jonner and van Santen [vanSanten1950,
Kresin2004]. In manganites the ferromagnetic phase is only found at a finite doping, x ≠ 0 and the Curie
temperature in which this transition occurs coincide with a transition from an insulating to a metallic phase. In
La1-xCaxMnO3 manganites, for example, the FM phase is found in the interval 0.2<x<0.5. This is a fundamental
property of manganites and was explained for the first time by Zener in 1951 [Zener1951]. In his paper, the
connection between the metallic and the ferromagnetic phase was explained in terms of the Double Exchange
mechanism. The second fundamental property of manganites is the colossal magnetoresistance effect,
discovered by Jin et al. in 1994 [Jin1994].
Manganite compounds are members of a broader set of compounds known as strongly correlated systems. One
of the basic properties of these systems is the generation of energy gaps different than the band gaps that lead
to insulating behavior in other materials. For example, cooperative effects may take place conditioning the
appearance of phase transitions.
As we will see two key concepts become relevant in manganites: 1) competition between phases and 2)
inhomogeneously distributed carriers resulting from phase competition. In this theoretical framework, the
fundamental properties of manganites have been studied [Dagotto2003] in order to understand the rich phase
diagrams (exhibiting unusual spin, charge, lattice and orbital orders) and colossal magnetoresistance.

PARENT COMPOUNDS
The zero doping parent compound of manganites is LaMnO3 [Dagotto2003, Salomon2001], with perovskite
structure (see Fig. 1) in which the Mn ion is in the center of an oxygen octahedron. The electronic
configuration of the Mn ion is [Ar]3d54s2. Due to the crystal field splitting, the five d electron levels are
separated in 2 degenerated sets: 2 orbitals of higher level, denoted as eg (dz2, dx2-y2) and three orbitals denoted as
t2g (dxy, dyz, dzx). Mn3+ has 4 electrons in d-orbitals. Three of them occupy the t2g orbitals according to Hund’s
coupling with spin S = 3/2. The remaining eg electron is free to hop in the crystal. Manganites are classified as
large, intermediate and low bandwidth, according to the magnitude of the hopping amplitude of the eg electron.
As the hopping amplitude increases more metallic (and ferromagnetic) the manganite will be.
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A
froom
Fig.1. Peroovskite structture, crystal splitting annd the correesponding orrbitals for thhe d-shell. Adapted
[Dagotto20003]
The groundd state of LaM
MnO3 is insulating antiferrromagnetic (A type) witth orthorhom
mbic unit celll, (space grouup
Pnma) [Saloomon2001]. The magnetic moments lie in the a-cc plane and are
a ferromagn
gnetically alig
gned along thhe
a-axis and aantiparallel aligned
a
in su
uccessive plan
anes along th
he b-axis. Up
pon doping a rich phase diagram
d
arisses
with differeent magneticc, charge and orbital ordders. Replaccing a fractio
on x of La+ ions by a divalent
d
ion is
equivalent tto doping wiith x holes. In the particcular case off doping with
h Ca+ cationns, the end-m
member of thhe
series is CaaMnO3, whenn x = 1, which is cubic (space grou
up Pm3m), also
a antiferroomagnetic an
nd G-type (thhe
inter-plane and the inttra-plane cou
uplings are antiferromag
gnetic) [Maeezono1998]. The magneetic phases of
LaMnO3 annd CaMnO3 and intermeediate dopedd compoundss (see Fig. 2),
2 were firsst studied by
y Goodenouggh
[Goodenouggh1955] in terms
t
of cov
valent and ssemicovalentt bonds betw
ween Mn-O--Mn bond angles
a
and thhe
correspondiing lattice disstortions.

Fig.2. La1-xC
CaxMnO3 Phhase Diagram
m (left) and aantiferromag
gnetic orderin
ngs. Adaptedd from [Dag
gotto2003] annd
[Maezono19998]

La1-XCaXM
MnO3
La1-xCaxMnO
O3 compounnds are onee of the moost extensiv
vely studied intermediatte bandwidtth manganittes
[Dagotto20003]. From noow on, we will
w only conssider Ca2+ su
ubstitutions. In
I the optim
mal doping region, the moost
relevant prooperties of thhese mangan
nites are: 1) The insulatiing state oveer the Tc, in the paramag
gnetic regim
me,
which is noot well explaained by thee double-excchange mech
hanism. 2) A sharp trannsition from the insulatinng
phase to thhe metallic phase
p
observ
ved around tthe Curie teemperature, making the metal insulator transitioon
coincidental with the paaramagnetic-ferromagnettic transition.. 3) At very low
l temperaatures, the ressistivity is sttill
several ordeers of magniitude higher than most ccommon. Fo
or reference and easy com
mparison in the followinng
chapter, thee basic phenoomenology frrom Ref. [Scchiffer1995] is shown, in Figure 3.
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Fig. 3. Maggnetization, resistivity
r
an
nd magnetorresistance off La0.75Ca0.25MnO
M 3, as a fu
function of teemperature, at
various maggnetic fields.. Adapted from Ref. [Schhiffer1995].

COLOSSA
AL MAGNE
ETORESIST
TANCE
Colossal m
magnetoresistance is one of the funddamental properties of manganites. It was firstt described in
Volger’s paaper [Volger11954], but, as already meentioned, the real magnitu
ude of the efffect was reco
ognized by Jin
J
et al. [Jin199
94]. The maggnetoresistan
nce ratio is o ften expresseed as:

 R  R0 
R
 H
R
RH

[1]

where R0 is the resistancce when no external maagnetic field is applied an
nd RH is the resistance under
u
a certaain
applied maggnetic field. In Ref. [Jin
n1994], a thoousand fold change
c
in reesistivity wass reported. An
A example of
magnetoresistance obseerved in man
nganites can bbe seen in Fig.
F 3, middle panel. Earl
rly theoreticaal works baseed
solely on doouble exchannge and one orbital modeel do not exp
plain the colo
ossal magnettoresistance effect. In facct,
only theoriees based on the strong competition
c
bbetween neaarly degeneraate ground sstates, proposed in the laast
two decadess, have succeessfully explained the obbservations [D
Dagotto2003].

DOUBLE EXCHANG
GE MECHA
ANISM
As mentionned above, onne of the earrly attempts to explain th
he correlatio
on between fferromagnetic and metalllic
phases was the Double Exchange mechanism
m
prroposed by Zener.
Z
In dop
ped manganeese oxides the two possibble
configuratioons are degennerate:
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 1 : Mn
M 3O2Mn 4 and  2 : Mn 4O2Mn3

[2]

and connectted by the “ddouble Exch
hange” matrixx. The elemeents of this matrix
m
arise from the pro
ocess in whicch
an eg electroon moves froom one Mn ion
i to anotheer through th
he O ion in beetween. Figuure 4 shows this
t process as
thought of bby Zener: onne eg electron
n moves from
m the oxygeen to the Mn
n in one sidee and anotherr one from thhe
Mn in the oother side to the oxygen (“double
(
excchange”), giv
ving a net traansport of onne electron. Several
S
factoors
favor this exxchange: firsst, the electro
ons preservee their spin during
d
the traansfer; seconnd, the condu
ucting electroon
lowers its kkinetic energgy (regulated
d by the hoopping ampliitude, t, if th
he t2g electrron band (d--shell) is fullly
polarized, bbecause the t2g electrons are indirectlly coupled (H
Hund couplin
ng, JH) with the eg electrrons; third, thhe
direct couplling betweenn d-shells is antiferromaggnetic (JAF). The couplin
ng lifts the ddegeneracy and
a the systeem
resonates beetween ψ1 annd ψ2 if the core spins arre parallel. This
T process leads to the ferromagnetic-conductinng
ground statee [Salomon22001, Dagotto
o2003].

Fig.4. Mainn interactionss and coupliings consideered in the Zener
Z
model (left) and a scheme of the process of
double exchhange. Figuree adapted fro
om Ref. [Daggotto2003].

JAHN-TELLER EFFEECT
moment, we have consid
dered only ccrystal field splitting off the five deegenerate d orbitals
o
of thhe
Until this m
3+
3+
isolated ionn Mn . That is,
i once in a crystal with cubic symm
metry, Mn orbitals split iinto two setss of degeneraate
orbitals, t2g and eg. Estiimations of this
t
splittingg energy can
n be found if Ref. [Dagootto2003].Th
here, the wellknown exprression for thhe energy gaap is derivedd: Δ = 10Dq, where D is given by Z  r 4  / 6a5 , Zq iss the charge of
the oxygen ions locatedd at a distance “a” of thhe Mn-ion an
nd responsible of the perrturbing poteential. Typiccal
results for tthe gap Δ aree between 1 and 2 eV. Iff the symmettry is lower than
t
cubic, oother splittings can appeaar.
For example, in the casee of a tetrago
onal distortedd lattice, the t2g triplet caan split as thee dxy and dxz and dyz are not
n
equivalent. The same haappens with the eg doubllet: dx2-y2 has most of its relevant weiight in the x--y plane whiile
the d3z2-r2 is eelongated aloong the c axiis (when connsidering a diistortion such
h as a = b ≠ cc).
However, thhe degeneraccy left in cu
ubic symmetrry is usually
y broken by lattice displaacements. Th
he ligand ionns
surroundingg the Mn ionn can move sllightly to adjjust their possition, breakiing the symm
metry, lowerring the energgy
of the systeem and effecctively removing the deggeneracy. Th
his is the Jah
hn-Teller coooperative efffect. Althouggh
this distortioon is small, this
t effect beecomes cruciial in the und
derstanding of
o the physiccs of mangan
nites. Again, in
Ref. [Dagottto2003], a detailed
d
analysis of the possible mo
odes of disto
ortion and thheir effect in
n breaking thhe
degeneracy of the differrent orbitals is given. Thee most intereesting distorttions to consiider are thosse in which thhe
octahedra eeither elonggate or con
ntract in onne of the three
t
spatiaal directionss (denoted by Kanamoori
[Kanamori11960] by Q2 and Q3). Th
he Jahn-Telleer effect in a crystal beccomes a coooperative efffect since eacch
oxygen atom
m in the lattice is shared with its neigghbor.
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Fig.5. Crysttal Field Spliitting and tettragonal distoortion. Figurre adapted fro
om Ref. [Daggotto2003].

PERCOLA
ATIVE PHE
ENOMENA
The random
m character of the ion-ssubstitution iin the proceess of doping leads to a statistical distribution
d
of
clusters thatt can be treatted in the con
ntext of perccolation theory. Starting at
a the x = 0 pparent compo
ound LaMnO
O3,
substitutionns of the La3++ by Ca2+ creaates a hole inn the mangan
nite unit cell that remainss localized du
ue to Coulom
mb
repulsion. T
Then, as the doping
d
is inccreased, the number of holes
h
increasees until the fformation off clusters. Noow
these holes are delocalized within th
he cluster annd according
g to the Zeneer double excchange the Mn
M spins aliggn
ferromagnettically.
As the dopinng level incrreases furtherr, the numbeer of clusters increases an
nd they start tto overlap. When
W
a criticcal
value is reaached (percollation threshold, at x = x c) the system
m appears as a macroscoppic metallic ferromagnettic
phase of connected isllands. This percolative insulator-m
metal transitio
on is descriibed in worrks by Kressin
[Kresin20044] and morre recently in
i [Salomonn2001, Dago
otto2003]. A relevant aaspect of th
his percolativve
behavior is the intrinsiic inhomogeneity that leeads to “phaase separatio
on”, or the ssimultaneous existence of
mutually intterpenetratinng sub-phases. Percolatioon can be und
derstood as a case of phaase separation
n of coexistinng
phases in a mesoscopic scale where macroscopicc properties are
a determined by one off the sub-phaases.

PERCOLA
ATIVE PHA
ASE SEPAR
RATION AN
ND COLOSSAL MAGN
NETORESIISTANCE
After the prrevious conssiderations, we
w are now iin a position
n to describe qualitativelyy the processs taking place
near Tc that results in coolossal magnetoresistancee in optimally doped optiimal doping m
manganites.
Mayr et al. [Mayr2001] addresses th
he problem oof explaining the resistiv
vity in mangganites by ussing a randoom
work and phhase separatiion theory. T
The manganite state in the
t colossal magnetoresiistance regim
me
resistor-netw
was assumeed to be percoolative, with
h metallic filaaments acrosss the samplee. They consiidered an arrray of resistoors
arranged in a cubic system with ressistances witth either mettallic (percollative) or inssulating charracteristics. At
A
low temperratures, the resistance
r
off the insulatiing regions (R
( I(T)) is higher than thhe percolativ
ve resististance
(Rper(T)), thuus transport is mostly du
ue to the condductance patths. As temperature increeases, the perrcolative pathhs
are easily suuppressed byy temperaturre effects thaat may cut offf the line off transport accross the sam
mple, resultinng
per
I
per
in an increaase of R (T). At room tem
mperature, R (T) < R (T
T) and conduction occurs through the insulator. Thhe
combinationn of these tw
wo effective resistances
r
leeads to the metal-insulato
m
or transition ooccurring at Tc.
In the percoolative regim
me small pertturbations caan drastically
y change thee conductivitty. In the ran
ndom-netwoork
proposed byy [Mayr2001], an applieed magnetic field will in
ncrease the fraction
f
of fe
ferromagneticc clusters inn a
certain amoount, thus, near
n
the percolation, thesse small chaanges can ind
duce a largee change in the resistancce.
Then, colosssal magnetooresistance is explained by means of
o enhanced ferromagnettic regime when
w
applyinng
magnetic fieelds.
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Fig.6. Schem
me of phase separation, the
t number oof clusters off the differen
nt coexisting phases is a compromise
c
to
reduce the eenergy at thee domain wallls. Adapted from Ref. [D
Dagotto2003]].
In summaryy, the main properties of
o mixed dooped mangan
nites have been
b
summaarized. We considered
c
thhe
relevant asspects of coooperative effects
e
and phase separration and their
t
impliccations in th
he physics of
manganites.. We describbed the mod
dels of “douuble exchang
ge” mechaniism, able to explain thee formation of
ferromagnettic and antifferromagnetic phases, annd phase sepaaration. Com
mpetition betw
tween coexissting phases in
mixed dopeed manganitees is the key
y concept at the origin off a great majjority of maanganite prop
perties such as
colossal maagnetoresistannce.

BARIUM TITA
ANATE, BaTiO
B
3
This sectionn is devoted to BaTiO3 used
u
as substrrate in the heterostructurres studied inn this thesis. As one of thhe
most studieed ferroelecctric materiaals of the perovskite class, two factors aree of cruciaal importancce:
ferroelectriccity and strucctural properrties.

STRUCTU
URAL PROP
PERTIES
The Curie ttemperature of BaTiO3 is at 393 K [[Shirane1996
6]. The symm
metry of thee non-polar phase
p
is cub
bic
(point groupp m3m), thuus centrosym
mmetrical andd non-piezoeelectric. Thiss phase has a perovkite-ttype structurre.
The coordinnates of the atoms
a
in thiss structure arre given by the following spatial possitions: Ba at
a (0,0,0), Ti at
(1/2,1/2,1/22) and 3 O at (1/2,1/2,0
0), (1/2,0 ,1//2) and (0,1/2,1/2) and the cell edgge is about 4 Å. Anothher
equivalent visualizationn is as a faace-centeredd-cubic closee-packed arrrangement w
with the Ti in the centter
surrounded by an octaheedral of oxyg
gen and the B
Ba-ions in th
he vertices off the cube (as
as schematizeed in Fig. 1 for
f
manganites)).
K, BaTiO3 undergoes
u
thrree ferroelecctric phases with
w spontan
neous polarizzation along the three axxes
Below 393K
possibilitiess discussed by
b Devonshiire in ref. [D
Devonshire1949]: tetrago
onal, orthorhhombic and rhombohedrral
phases Thee spontaneouus polarizatiion, which is electrostiictive in naature, lowerss the cubic symmetry to
tetragonal (C4v, point group
g
4mm, c > a) by an elongation in
i the direction of the poolar axis (along the edge of
the cube, iddentified as the
t “c” axis) and a contraaction in thee directions perpendicular
p
ar to it. The actual
a
unit ceell
can be in oone of the sixx equivalent spatial crysstallographic configuratio
ons of strainn and polarizzation (Fig. 9).
9
Domains seeparated by 90° and 180
0° walls apppear. Externaal electric fiields can moove the actu
ual domains or
nucleate theem through the
t ferroelastic effect of domain swittching [Burccsu2001]. Thherefore, BaT
TiO3 transitioon
to the ferroeelectric phasse is displaciv
ve in nature and it is duee to the non-cubic surrouundings of th
he oxygen ionns
[Kittel1996]. In the tetrragonal phasse, a displaceement betweeen the posittive Ba2+, Tii44+ ions with respect to thhe
negative O2- implies a ceell dipole mo
oment of p ≈ 2·10-29 Cm. The tetragon
nality of thiss phase is of the
t order c/aa ≈
1.011, withh a spontaneeous strain of 1.1%. T
The spatial positions
p
of the atoms are: Ba at (0,0,0), Ti at
(1/2,1/2,1/22+δzTi), one oxygen
o
at (1//2,1/2, δzOI) aand the seco
ond (1/2,0 ,1//2+ δzOII) andd (0,1/2, 1/2+
+ δzOII), wheere
the displaceement betweeen ions is paarameterizedd as δzTi, δzOI
,
δz
(see
Table
T
I).
The
e
lattice
para
ameters
of thhis
O
OII
phase are a = 3.992 Å and c = 4.03
36 Å. The laattice parameeters of BaTiO3 in the foour phases, as
a obtained by
b
Kay and Voouden in Reff. [Kay1949],, appear in fiigure 10.
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Fig.9. Phasees of barium
m titanate. Th
he arrow indiicates the direction of sp
pontaneous ppolarization. Adapted froom
Ref. [Burcsuu2001]
At lower teemperatures (183 K < T < 278 K) thhe symmetry
y lowers to orthorhomb
o
bic (C2v) with
h polarizatioon
axis is alonng a face diaagonal [110]], (point grooup 2mm). Referring
R
to the cubic un
unit cell, the orthorhombbic
distortion aappears as ann elongation of one of thhe face diagonals and a compressionn of the otheer. The twelvve
equivalent [[110] directioons are then the twelve ppossible direcctions of the spontaneouss polarization
n in this phaase
(Fig. 9). Orrthorhombic lattice param
meters at 2773 K are: a0 = 5.682 Å, b0 = 5.669 Å and c0 = 3.990 Å. Thhe
displacemennt of the ionss in this phasse is summarrized in Tablle I. The orth
horhombic unnit cell can be
b described as
a monoclinic unit cell, conserving the edges off the unit ceell almost paarallel to thee original cu
ubic edges, thhe
relation betw
ween the moonoclinic lattice parameteers (am ,bm ,cm and γ) and the orthorhoombic ones iss given by:
a0  2am sin   2 
b0  2bm cos   2 

[3]

c0  c m

Fig.10. Latttice constantss of BaTiO3 as functionss of temperatture. Adapted
d from Ref. [[Kay1949].
Finally, at llower tempeeratures (T < 183 K) poolarization allong the bod
dy diagonalss reduces thee symmetry to
rhombohed
dral (C3v). Inn this phasee (space grooup R3m) th
he polar axiss lies along one of the original cubbic
diagonal [111]. The rhombohedral distortion
d
connsists of a strretch along one
o of the boody diagonalss and the eigght
equivalent [111] directiions becomee the possiblle directionss of the spon
ntaneous pollarization (F
Fig. 9). Agaiin,
lattice param
meters and sttructural disp
placements aare listed in Table
T
I.
TA
ABLE I. BaTiO3 latticce parameterrs and atom
mic extracted from Reffs. [Billinge1993].
Peeudomonocliinic parameteer in the orthhorhombic ph
hase is cm = 4.017
4
Å and γ = 89.824º..
RHOMBOH
HEDRAL
Parameters
(Å)

a = 4.0
004
α = 89.8
837°

A
Atomic Shifts
(Å)

δxTi = -0
0.011
δxOI = +0
0.011
δzOI = -0
0.018

ORTHOROMBIC
a0 = 3..984
b0 = 5..674
c0 = 5..692
δzTi = +0.008; δy
δ OII = +0.004
δzOI = -0.015; δz
δ OII = -0.019
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TETRAGO
ONAL

CU
UBIC

a = 3.9992
c = 4.0336

a=4

δzTi = +0..022
δzOI = -0..024
δzOII = -0 .011

-

ND DIELECTRIC PRO
OPERTIES
FERROELLECTRIC AN
The dielectric propertiies of BaTiO
O3 single crysstals were stu
udied first by
y Merz in 19949 [Merz1949]. Figure 11
1
shows the initial dielecctric constan
nts in the a-- and c-direections as a function off temperaturee in the three
ferroelectricc phases andd at the phasse transitionss. In the cub
bic phase only one dielec
ectric constan
nt is expecteed.
This dielecctric constannt follows th
he Curie-Weeiss law ε = C/(T-T0). At lower ttemperaturess, spontaneouus
polarizationn causes thee single crysstal to split into multip
ple ferroelecttric domainss with different dielectrric
constants. [W
Wang2011].

O3 as functionn of temperature. Adapted from [Merrz]
Fig.11. Diellectric constaant of BaTiO
Results of B
BaTiO3 spon
ntaneous po
olarization oobtained by measuring hysteresis
h
looops can be found in Reef.
[Merz1949]] and in Fig. 12. The valu
ue of the spoontaneous po
olarization att room tempperature is typ
pically 16·100-6
-2
C cm . Thee lower valuees obtained at the lowerr temperaturee phases are partially duee to the infeerior quality of
the crystals..

Fig.12. Spoontaneous poolarization ass function off temperaturee. The magn
nitude of thee spontaneou
us polarizatioon,
Ps, must be multiplied by
b 2 in the orthorhombicc phase and by
b 3 in the rhombohedraal phase, sincce Ps is aligneed
f
[Merz1949]
along the [1110] and [1111] directions, respectivelyy. Adapted from
Hysteresis lloops of singgle crystal BaTiO
B
bit sharp corrners and a marked recta
tangular appeearance. Earrly
3 exhib
values of thhe coercive fields
f
were obtained
o
by H
H.H. Wiederr [Wieder1957] and can be seen in Figure
F
13. Thhe
experimentaal values of the
t coercive fields were found to be smaller (0.05
5 kV/mm – 00.2 kV/mm) than expecteed
from Landaau-Devonshirre theory, ~1
1 kV/mm [Shhirane1996]. Merz found
d experimenttally that the field at whicch
the polarizaation reversess depends on
n the time in which the po
olarization vector changees its orientattion.
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Fig.13. Coeercive field of
o BaTiO3 as
a a functionn of temperaature. The vaalues shown here were extracted
e
froom
hysteresis looops measurred at 60 cyclles/s. Figure adapted from
m [Wieder19
957]
The complicated domaiin patterns present
p
in BaaTiO3 bulk were
w initially
y observed ussing polarizin
ng microscoppe
in Refs. [Kaay1949, Forssberg1949, Merz1949,
M
S
Shirane1996]. In the tetraagonal phasee it is possiblle for adjaceent
domains to be polarizedd at 90º to eaach other (Fi g. 14). When
n the polar axis
a is perpenndicular to th
he observatioon
plane the doomain is callled “c”-dom
main. When iit lies within
n plane it is called
c
“a”-doomain. In a square shapeed
sample the distribution of domains can
c be obserrved parallel to one of th
he edges of thhe sample orr at 45º. In thhe
first case, cconsecutive “a” and “c”” domains apppear separaated by a 90
0º wall; in thhe second case, only “aa”domains aree observed inn the sample plane. The ffirst conditio
on for these walls
w
to be sttable is that no
n charge maay
be accumulaated on the wall.
w
This req
quires a “heaad-to-tail” arrrangement of
o the polar ax
axes of adjaceent domains..

Fig.14. Dom
mains patternns in the tetrragonal phasse. Accommo
odation of domains in thhe configurattion of the leeft
give rise too the tetragoonal corrugaation of 0.6°°; a-domainss as in rightt figure show
w an almosst flat surfacce.
[Shirane19996]
The secondd condition is
i the contin
nuity and thee matching of the latticee at the walll. The accommodation of
domains in the tetragonnal phase can
n be seen in F
Figure 15 [S
Shirane1996]. As the tetrragonality off the BaTiO3 is
~1% the anngle betweenn two adjaceent 90º domaains is not exactly
e
90º. The corruggation angle is given by 2
arctan(c/a) ≈ 0.6º. When adjacent domains
d
are ooriented antiiparallel the domain walll is called (llogically) 1880º
wall. 180º walls are veery thin sincce the sponttaneous polaarization can
n reverse witthin one uniit-cell and thhe
periodicity oof the latticee is practicallly undisturbeed.

f
Ref. [Sh
hirane]
Fig.15. Corrrugation in thhe tetragonal phase. Figuure adapted from
Kay and V
Vousden [Kaay1949] and
d Forsbergh [Forsbergh
h1949] also studied the domain strructure in thhe
orthorhombbic and rhom
mbohedral ph
hases. In thee orthorhom
mbic phase, 90º
9 walls aree parallel to pseudo-cubbic
[001] planees and 60º walls
w
are paraallel to the [0011] pseudo
o-cubic planees. In the rhoombohedral phase domaain
walls of 1800º, 71º and 109º
1
are expeected (see Fiig. 16). How
wever, recent studies by M
Marton et al. [Marton2010]
predict that only 71º annd 109º domaain walls aree as thin and
d stable as th
he 180º dom
main walls in the tetragonnal
‐ 23 ‐

phase. The expected coorrugation off the 109º waalls by reflecction twinnin
ng in [001] R planes is 2*(90-α)=0.3
2
3º,
with α beingg the rhomboohedral anglee.

Fig.16. Dom
mains at loweer temperatu
ure. Figure addapted from Ref.
R [Catalan
n2012]

PIEZOELEECTRICITY
Y IN BaTiO
O3
Piezoelectriicity is the prroperty of so
ome crystals tto exhibit eleectric polaritty under appllied stress. Piezoelectrici
P
ity
appears in aall twenty-onne crystal claasses that do not have a center
c
of sym
mmetry with the exceptio
on of the cubbic
class 232 (ddue to its othher symmetry
y elements) [[Devonshire1
1954]. The piezoelectric
p
effect is und
derstood as thhe
linear electrromechanicaal interaction between thee mechanicall and the elecctrical state inn crystalline materials:
Di  Dijk jk

[4]

Where Di iss the electricc displacemeent vector (fi
first-rank tensor), σjk is th
he stress tennsor (second--rank) and Dijk
the piezoeleectric coefficcient (a third
d-rank tensorr). Using thee reduced maatrix Voigt nnotation [Ny
ye1985], Dijk is
expressed aas Dkm, where k denotes the componeent of electriic displacement D in the Cartesian reeference fram
me
(x1, x2, x3) and the indeex m = 1, . . . ,6 is usedd to define th
he mechaniccal stress or strain. Di is related to thhe
polarizationn, P, by Di  Pi   0 E i wh
here ε0 is thee permittivitty of free sp
pace and E iis the electriic field vecttor
[Nye1985].
In materialss exhibiting the
t opposite effect, calleed converse piezoelectric
p
c effect, the aapplication of
o an electriccal
field createss a mechaniccal deformatiion in the cryystal:

 ij  d ijk Ek

[5]

where ε is tthe strain tennsor. Note thaat the coefficcient “d” forr the direct an
nd the conveerse piezoeleectric effects is
thermodynaamically equivalent and the
t piezoelecctric effect is reversible [N
Nye1985]. T
The number of
o independeent
elements off dijk is determ
mined by thee symmetry oof the crystaal studied. What
W is comm
monly found in literature is
the longituddinal d33 piezzoelectric coeefficient thatt accounts fo
or the deform
mation expectted along thee x3 axis of thhe
crystal systeem, ε33, due to
t an electricc field compoonent along the
t same axis, P3.
We now cooncentrate on
o the piezo
oelectric prooperties of BaTiO
B
gle crystals. As we disccussed abovve,
3 sing
ferroelectricc phases of BaTiO3 can
n be consideered as smalll distortionss of the cubbic paraelecttric perovskiite
structure annd, therefore,, studied in terms
t
of the orthogonal components
c
of polarizatiion, Pj. Then
n, by using thhe
Landau-Ginnzburg-Devoonshire appro
oach and thhe free energ
gy F=U-P·E
E, the tempeerature depen
ndence of thhe
piezoelectriic coefficientts can be predicted [Damj
mjanovic2006
6, Damjanoviic2002], whiile, experimeentally, dkm caan
be calculateed from the slope of sttrain vs E-fiield curves. Typical vallues reportedd in literaturre for BaTiO
O3
longitudinall d33 coefficiient are 100 pC/N in thhe tetragonal phase and 350 pC/N inn the rhomb
bohedral phaase
[Park1999]..
There are tw
wo types of contribution
ns to the piezzoelectric efffect: the intrrinsic and exxtrinsic conttributions. Thhe
former referrs to the piezzoelectric efffect of the lat
attice and thee latter is duee mainly to m
motion of non
n-180º domaain
walls. For example, inn tetragonal BaTiO3, thiss domain wall
w contributtion comes from the ro
otation of “aa”‐ 24 ‐

domains to “c”-domains when applying an elecctric field alo
ong the x3 ax
xis. In this ccase, a strain of 1% can be
b
reached [Fuu2000]. Furtthermore, thee domain waall contributtion to d33 is significantly
ly larger in coarse-graine
c
ed
BaTiO3 crysstals, while this
t is small in
i fine-grain ed crystals [D
Damjanovic1997].
The enhancement of d33 when applying the electr
tric field alon
ng a direction
n different thhan the polarr axis observeed
by Park [P
Park1999] inn BaTiO3 is not explainned in termss of these tw
wo contribuutions. In faact, in BaTiO
O3
rhombohedrral phase thhe irreversib
ble displacem
ment of domain walls is expectedd to be low
w (~30 pC/N
N)
[Damjanoviic1997] com
mpared with the
t experimeental value observed.
o
Th
his enhancem
ment has beeen observed in
several ferrooelectric cryystals as KNb
bO3 [Budimirr2005] and solid
s
solution
ns as PZT-PT
T and PMN-P
PT [Park19999,
Fu2000, Beell2001].
There are sseveral possible mechaniisms at the oorigin of enh
hanced piezo
oelectric respponse along axes differeent
than the polar axis [Dam
mjanovic200
02]. Some o f them are: field induced
d polarizatioon rotation and
a engineereed
domain connfiguration.
-

Field Induced Polarization
P
Rotation
R

A detailed analysis of the field ind
duced polarizzation rotation mechanissm is given in Ref. [Fu2
2000b]. Three
main ideas are extracteed from thatt work: Firstt, rotating th
he polarization from spoontaneous diirection in thhe
rhombohedrral phase too the [001] (spontaneous
(
s direction in
n the tetrago
onal phase) eenhances thee piezoelectrric
effect; seconnd, this enhaanced piezoeelectric effectt is path dep
pendent, that is, depends oon the historry followed by
b
the polarizaation when aligning
a
with
h the applied electric field
d and, third, this effect iss possible beecause applieed
electric fieldds flatten thee internal eneergy surface profile [Bud
dimir2005].
-

Enggineered dom
main configuration

When a suffficiently largge field is ap
pplied along oone of the po
ossible polarr axes (of thee ground statte or zero-fieeld
state), domaain polarizattion aligns minimizing
m
tthe angle wiith respect th
he electric ffield. Then, an engineereed
domain connfiguration iss reached. When
W
applyingg electric fieelds parallel to
t the polingg direction, all
a domains are
a
equivalent aand the crysttal behaves as
a a single doomain. When
n this happen
ns, possible cchanges in po
olarization annd
strain may bbe considered as changess to the crystaal symmetry
y [Bell2001]

main configuurations in [001]
[
orienteed rhombohhedral crystaals under biaas.
Fig.17. Schhematic diaggram of dom
Adapted froom Ref. [Parkk1997]
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Consequently, the mechanism of piezoelectricity in the rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3 in engineered domain
configuration can be understood as a two-steps process (see Fig. 17). In the first step (step A), piezoelectricity
is due to either intrinsic contribution or to 71º domain switching (extrinsic contribution). In this step, the
change in strains reached is relatively low. Then, before electric breakdown of the substrate, with high enough
electric fields [Bell] a phase transition to a tetragonal phase can be induced [Park1997, Fu2000, Fu2000b,
Bellaiche2001, Damjanovic 2006] and the polarization vector rotated to be parallel to the applied electric field.
In this case, longitudinal piezoelectric strains as high as 2% are expected [Fu2000b]

In summary, in this section we described bulk BaTiO3 properties. The basic structural characterization and the
ferroelectric properties of this compound at room temperature are well known for decades. However, the
complexity derived from the multi-domain formation (and quality loss) complicate the proper characterization
at low temperature. One example of this is the disparity found in the literature of the piezoelectric coefficient
of BaTiO3, affected by the predominant mechanism of switching.
The scenario appearing in the rhombohedral phase has been described. In this phase, the polarization vector is
directed along the longest diagonal of the pseudocubic unit cell. The resulting corrugation angle is 0.3º and the
formation of 71º and 109º domain walls is expected. The ferroelectric switching in the rhombohedral phase is
affected by several factors (domain, wall and polarization rotations) that depend on the domain configuration
and sample history. Finally, the piezoelectric response appearing when applying the electric field along axes
different than the ground state polar axis has been studied. This will be of great interest for future discussion in
Chapter 8 of this thesis.
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CHAPTER 3
CHARACTERIZATION METHODS

SAMPLE PREPARATION
Samples were prepared by sputter deposition [Dam1996]. Sputtering is used extensively in industry and
material science research to deposit high quality thin films. In this process atoms are ejected from a solid target
material due to bombardment by, most typically Ar+ atoms from a plasma. The ejected atoms diffuse through
the plasma towards a substrate where the thin-film is deposited.
Deposition took place inside a chamber in which a high vacuum of around 10-6 mbar was previously realized
using a turbo-molecular pump supported by a roughing pump. For oxide thin film deposition, the sputtering
process was realized in high O2 partial pressure to guarantee the proper stoichiometry as well as the oxide thin
film quality. The flow of oxygen was controlled by a system of needle valves. The pressure of the highly
oxidizing plasma was of 3.4 mbar and the constant growth temperature was of 1173 K. The sputtered material
came from a target of manganite with the stoichiometry desired, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. The result of the deposition
strongly depends on the magnetron, target, plasma and substrate conditions and, therefore, several parameters
influence the growth of the epitaxial thin film such as the temperature of the substrate, the applied power and
the pressure inside the chamber. Sample batches were annealed in situ in 700 mbar O2 during 1 hour at 1173 K.
The deposition rate was 5 Å/min.
In this thesis we used two different substrates: unpoled and/or poled BaTiO3, nominally (001)-oriented, and
SrTiO3, (100)-oriented. Samples in both cases where grown simultaneously in exactly the same conditions. All
substrates come from MaTeck and are one side polished, cut along (100) edges. Unpoled BaTiO3 were used for
samples described in Chapters 4-7. These substrates exhibit “a”-domains and “c”-domains in the tetragonal
phase (see Chapter 2), resulting in a highly corrugated interface.
In addition, poled BaTiO3 were used for the magnetoelectric coupling experiments described in Chapter 8.
During fabrication, BaTiO3 crystals are poled, and then sliced in pieces of 5x5x1 mm3. This process ensures
the best single crystal quality possible (see Chapter 2). In the tetragonal phase, poled BaTiO3 exhibit mainly
either “c”-type or “a”-type (but not both) ferroelectric domains, as confirmed with XR diffraction and atomic
force microscopy. Through this text, we denote these substrates as “pre-poled” BaTiO3.

STRUCTURAL CHARACTERIZATION
X-RAY DIFFRACTION
X-Ray diffraction is a fundamental technique to characterize the crystallographic structure of any solid state
material and is indispensable in epitaxial thin films characterization. This technique gives information of all
the important parameters that describe these systems: epitaxy, lattice parameter, relaxation ratios, strains,
structural domain size, etc.
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We perform
med X-ray chharacterizatio
on of La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3 and La0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//SrTiO3 in
n two differeent
geometries: coplanar (ssymmetric an
nd asymmetrric XRD) an
nd grazing-in
ncidence diff
ffraction (GIX
XD). Figure 1
shows the ggeometry annd angles deefinition in G
GIXD. Room
m temperatu
ure characterrization was done using a
Bruker fourr-circle XRD
D system with
h Cu Kα1 raddiation (yield
ding an extinction length of 6.8 µm in
n our samplees)
and beam size 2 x 5 mm2 in co
oplanar (XR
RD) geometrry. Grazing-iincidence (G
GIXD) diffrraction at loow
temperaturees was donee at the ESR
RF SpLine bbeamline (BM25B) [Rub
bio2013, Fer
errer2013], with
w a 6-circcle
diffractomeeter in vertical geometry. Low tempeerature meassurements were possiblee thanks to a UHV “babyy”
were done w
chamber eqquipped with Beryllium walls.
w
All synnchrotron measurements
m
with inciden
nt energy of 15
1
keV (resultiing in extincction lengths close to 0.44 µm for our samples for GIXD and 11.2 µm for high
h
resolutioon
XRD).

metry in GIX
XRD (left) an
nd definitionss of angles. Adapted
A
from
m Ref. [Pietscch2004]
Fig.1. Geom
Two differeent detectorss available at
a the ESRF
F Spanish beeamline werre used: a ppoint detecto
or arm for thhe
determinatioon of the difffraction peak
ks and a CC
CD camera fo
or reciprocal space mappping with pix
xel size of 322.8
microns squuare and resoolution 7651 x 3825 pixells. The experrimental setu
up in the BM
M25B is show
wn in Fig. 2.

Fig.2. View
w of the ESRF
F SpLine BM
M25B diffracctometer.
ocal space m
maps with the CCD cam
mera, this prootocol was followed:
f
first,
In the process of obtainning recipro
osition of thee substrate peak (i.e. [h,k
k,l] of the parrticular reflection selecteed)
using the pooint detector,, the exact po
was determ
mined. That iss, the angles {µ, θ, φ, χ, δ , γ}lab werre determined (See Fig. 33), where µ is the incideent
angle (denooted as αi in Fig.
F 1.), θ is the Bragg anngle of the [h,k,l] reflecttion in the lab
ab reference system,
s
φ annd
χ are used tto adjust thee sample surrface and, δ and γ the point detectorr angles in tthe horizontaal and verticcal
rotations reespectively. Then
T
the po
oint detector was moved
d away and substituted bby the CCD
D camera. Thhe
pictures takken with the CCD
C
were allways at leasst two for eacch reflection
n and temperaature: one fo
or the substraate
peak (short exposure tim
me) and anotther for the th
thin film peak
k (long expo
osure time annd masked su
ubstrate peakk).
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Thus, the pposition of the
t substratee and thin fi
film peaks were
w
determined with thhe maximum
m experimenttal
accuracy avvailable.
Each peak rregistered in GIXD in a CCD
C
cameraa picture is defined
d
by tw
wo coordinattes {xCCD, zCCCD}, that is, its
i
position wiith respect to the CCD
D origin. Thhese position
ns are linkeed to the ddetector anglles {δ, γ} by
b
trigonometrric relations (see Fig. 1). After trannsforming th
he set of an
ngles {θ, φ, χ, δ ,γ}lab to the sampple
reference syystem {θ, φ, χ, δ ,γ}samplee, via the ori entation mattrix [Rubio2013, Ferrer22013], it is possible,
p
usinng
x-ray diffraaction theoryy to calculatte the indexees [h,k,l], laattice parameeters (a,b,c) or the vecttor Q for booth
substrate annd thin film [Pietsch2004
[
4]. The generral equations needed are:
Qx  K (cos  f ssin  f  cos  i sin  i )
Qy   K (cos  f cos  f  cos  i cos  i )

[1]

Qz  K (sin  f  sin  i )

Throughoutt this thesis, the nomencllature used iin relation to
o structural characterizati
c
ion is the on
ne used in Reef.
[Pietsch20004].

Fig.3. Schem
me and angles definition
n of the BM225B Spanish Beamline att ESRF 6-cirrcles station. Adapted froom
Ref. [Rubioo2013]

ATOMIC F ORCE MICROSCOP
I
PE
Atomic Forrce Microsccope (AFM) [Binnig19882, Binnig6]] is a high resolution ttechnique ussed in surface
characterizaation. AFM measures thee interactionn between a sharp probe (the tip) annd the studied sample wiith
nanometric or even atom
mic lateral resolution givving three diimensional profiles
p
of thhe sample su
urface. The nm
n
t sample eenables sensing very smaall forces in tthe 10-13-10-55 N range. Thhe
range distannce between the tip and the
specific prooperty being measured
m
deepends on thee nature of th
he force senssed by the tipp (repulsive, attractive Vaan
der Waals, magnetic, ellectrostatic…
…)[Meyer20004]. In this th
hesis the AF
FM technique
ue has been used
u
mainly to
g the attractiive Van der Waals forcees between tip
t
characterizee the morphoology of thee sample surfface, sensing
and sample,, in dynamic mode.
Two AFM systems havve been emplloyed for moorphologicall characterizaation: a room
m-temperaturre commerciial
TM
AFM (RT-A
AFM) from Nanotec and
a a low-teemperature commercial
c
AFM
A
(LT-AF
AFM) from Nanomagneti
N
ics
Instrumentss. The latter allows perfforming meaasurements in
i a temperaature range from 300K to 1.7K. Thhe
measuremennts have beeen performed in the dynnamic operaation mode, which incluudes intermitttent and noon‐ 31 ‐

contact mode. In this mode cantilever is set to oscillate near its resonance frequency, at distance typically
below 30nm from the sample surface. The forces between tip and sample are thus sensed by measuring the
changes produced in the cantilever´s oscillation amplitude, frequency and phase when the tip gets close to the
sample.
In the RT-AFM system, this is achieved with the beam deflection method in which a laser beam is focused on
the rear side of the cantilever and its reflection detected by a Position Sensitive Photodiode [Meyer1990]. On
the contrary, our LT-AFM employs optical interferometry in order to detect changes in cantilever´s oscillation
due to tip-sample interaction [Rugar1989]. Upon comparing the signal measured (amplitude, in this work) with
a user-specified set-point, and electronic feedback systems sends a signal to a piezoelectric tube located under
the sample, to retract or expand in order to re-establish the value of the set-point. Such contractions/expansions
are registered and when plotted as a function of the scanning area represent the topography image of the
sample. The piezoelectric tubes mentioned above control not only the z movement, but also the xy scans.
Maximum scan area at RT is 100µm x 100µm. At low temperatures this value decreases to 18µm x 18µm at
4.2K.
Cantilevers with integrated tips are commercially produced by standard microfabrication techniques, mostly
from silicon or silicon nitride. The later use of a coating layer allows producing tips with different surface
properties (conductive, magnetic…). In this work, sharp silicon AFM probes from Nanosensors (tips radii
below 10nm) have been used with force constants, k, around 2.8N/m and resonance frequencies in the 150-180
kHz range. Prior to imaging, samples were systematically cleaned with acetone and isopropanol in an
ultrasonic bath. Image processing was done using the WSxM commercial software[Horcas2007].

POLARIZED NEUTRON REFLECTOMETRY
Polarized neutron reflectometry (PNR) is a widely used technique in the study of magnetic surfaces and
interfaces [Majkrzak2004]. In the general sense, measuring reflectivities implies measuring the variation of the
intensity of a reflected beam in a process that varies with the depth dependent refractive index of the material.
When using polarized neutrons [Squires2012], the interaction of the magnetic moment of the neutron with the
magnetic moments in the specimen allows the magnetic characterization and the magnetic depth profiles can
be obtained. In these magnetic profiles the lateral dimensions are averaged. PNR can measure magnetic
densities as small as 30 emu/cm3 and it is sensitive to fractions of nanometer [Majkrzak2005]. For this reason,
PNR is of great interest in the study of magnetic thin films as the heterostructures studied in this thesis.
Neutron reflectometry is studied in terms of the reflection of neutrons by the scattering potential of the
material, which includes two interactions: nuclear interaction (Vn) and the interaction with the atomic
magnetism (Vm) of the material. This second interaction is fundamental in PNR and it is expressed as Vm=
 B , where  is the magnetic moment of the neutron and B is the magnetic induction which is related to the
intensity of the magnetization in the material by B  0H  M . The sign of this interaction is chosen to be
negative (positive) when the neutron spin is parallel (antiparallel) to the laboratory magnetic field of reference
(H).
The neutron scattering length density (ρ, in Å-2) is expressed as the sum of two terms, nuclear and magnetic.
When using polarized neutrons two cases can be encountered depending of the relative orientation of the
magnetization of the material: non-spin-flip (NSF) and spin-flip (SF) scattering potentials. In the first case, the
neutron magnetic moment is either parallel or antiparallel to M and no rotation of the neutron spin occurs, then,
the cross sections are R++ and R-- (see Fig. 4). If the magnetization of the material forms an angle θ with the
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magnetic fieeld, the neuttron spin can
n be rotated w
when interacting with thee material, thhe reflectivitiies in this caase
are R+- and R-+ as shownn in Fig. 4.

Adapted from
m Ref. [PynnTalk]
Fig.4. Spin flip and non-spin flip refflectivities. A
CE) in order to
PNR was pperformed at the Asterix reflectometter (Lujan Neutron Scattering Centerr at LANSC
investigate the depth prrofiles of maagnetization for both La0.7
Ca
MnO
//BaTiO
an
nd
La
Ca
M 3//SrTiO
O3.
0
0.3
3
3
0.7
0.3MnO
2
For this puurpose, 10 x 10 mm saamples were prepared in
n the same conditions
c
sppecified in Section I. For
polarized nneutron refllectometry experiments,
e
, samples were
w
cooled
d in zero ffield to 120 and 30 K
(La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO
O3) and 90 K (La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO
O3), that is, at
a the same ttemperature relative to thhe
Curie tempeerature for each sample. Subsequentlly, a saturatiing magneticc field (0.6 T or 1.0 T) was
w applied ini
plane, alongg the samplee easy axis. Both NSF aand SF neuttron cross seections were explored neear the criticcal
angle. In thhe absence of
o measurab
ble SF signaals, only NS
SF (R++ and R--) reflectivvities were recorded as a
function off momentum
m transfer, Q. This impllies that, wiithin the sen
nsitivity of th
the techniquee, all detecteed
magnetic m
moment is in--plane and alligned with tthe applied field
f
(M||). PNR
P
NSF Reeflectivities were
w
analyzeed
using the cco_nevot_crooce code wh
hich implemeents Parrat’ss formulation
n to extract nuclear and
d M|| magnettic
scattering leength profilees [Majkrzak2
2004]

FERRO
OMAGNE
ETIC RE
ESONAN
NCE
The magnettic anisotroppy of magnettic materials and thin film
ms can be sttudied using Ferromagneetic Resonance
(FMR). Onee of the majoor advantagees of this techhnique is thaat it allows th
he exact deteermination of the magnettic
anisotropy cconstants of a magnetic system
s
(and their depend
dence with teemperature) bby solving itts equations of
motion. Thhe second addvantage is that FMR aallows the study
s
of thee magnetic iinteraction (ferromagnet
(
tic
coupling) beetween diffeerent magnetiic materials iin multilayerred structures.
FMR determ
mines magnnetic properties by meassuring the ab
bsorption off microwavees due to thee precessionnal
motion of thhe magnetizaation (M) in a ferromagnnetic sample around the internal
i
magn
gnetic field (Beff) due to thhe
externally aapplied magnnetic field (Bapplied). Sincee sweeping th
he microwav
ve frequency is experimentally difficuult
over large rranges, FMR
R is often meeasured by irrradiating thee sample witth a fixed mi
microwave (ty
ypically on thhe
order of tenns of GHz) annd sweeping
g the applied magnetic fieeld. When th
he precessionnal or Larmo
or frequency at
a certain maagnetic fieldd coincides with
w the micrrowave frequ
uency (reson
nance conditiion) the microwave pow
wer
absorption takes place [Kittel1948
8, Slichter19992], see Fiig. 5. The absortion siignal has th
he shape of a
d the width of the absorrption curve depend of tthe relative angle
a
betweeen
Lorentzian. The resonannce field and
Bapplied and the thin film
fi
crystallo
ographic axxis, which is related to
o the anisottropy of thee system, thhe
gyromagnettic factor annd the magn
netization off the samplee. Usually, the derivativve spectra arre recorded at
several orientations angles [Zsolt200
08].
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Fig.5. Illusstration of the
t
precessio
on motion of the mag
gnetization vector
v
due tto Beff in th
he process of
ferromagnettic resonancee.
For the FM
MR studies inn Chapter 7, twin samplles of t = 12
20 Å thick La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 were grown on SrTiO
O3
[100] and B
BaTiO3 [1000] substratess. A thicker,, t = 150 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3 was also studied. Aftter
growth, the 1mm thick substrates were
w
cut to 2m
mm*2mm areas with a diamond
d
saw
w. The samples were fixeed
with vacuum
m grease (DowCorning) to small cyllindrical Tefflon® pieces and finally sealed in 4m
mm OD quarrtz
EPR tubes uunder 20mbaar He exchan
nge gas. Thiss arrangemen
nt permitted both
b placing the ampoulees directly innto
liquid nitroggen at 77K their
t
rotation
n around an axis perpend
dicular to th
he applied ma
magnetic field
d. The rotatioon
axis was chhosen along either of thee various cryystallographicc axes of thee substrate: [[001] for fieeld rotating ini
plane and [1100] or [110] for field ro
otating away from the film
m plane alon
ng one or thee other princiipal directionns.
The samplee holders alloowed 1° accu
uracy for thee alignment of
o the samplee axis with rrespect to thee rotation axiis,
whereas thee manual rotaation of the ampoules
a
invvoked an angular accuracy of approxx. 3°. For each orientatioon,
spectra werre recorded as
a a function
n of rotation angle (θ) att every appro
ox. 5° over aalmost the fu
ull 360°. Eacch
recorded sppectrum is a derivative of the magnnetic field dependent
d
microwave
m
abbsorption. Th
he spectra are
a
analyzed w
with least sqquares fitting
g of derivatiive Lorentziian lines, ussing an adm
mixture of absorptive
a
annd
dispersive ccontributionss to account for
f the metalllic and dieleectric distortiion effects oof the film an
nd ferroelectrric
substrate.

w of the FMR
R spectrometeer in Budapeest, adapted from
f
Ref. [Zsolt2008]
Fig.6. View

MAGNE
ETIC AN
ND TRA
ANSPOR
RT MEAS
SUREM
MENTS
MAGNETISM
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Temperaturre- and magnnetic-field-deependent maggnetization dependence
d
was
w measureed using a vib
brating sampple
magnetomeeter (VSM) and
a a Physical Property M
Magnetic Sy
ystem (PPMS) or, alternaatively, a su
uperconductinng
quantum innterference deevice (SQUIID) magnetoometer, both from Quanttum Design, and equippeed with 9-144T
and 5-T coils, respectiveely.
The PPMS Dewar connsists of an inner
i
liquid helium reseervoir and outer
o
liquid nnitrogen jacket, to reduce
excessive liiquid helium
m to boil off. The liquid hhelium is ussed both for maintaining the superco
onducting staate
and of cooling the sampple space. PP
PMS systemss allow charracterization of several phhysical prop
perties, such as
magnetism, specific heaat… just by connecting each option
n to the inneer electronic of the PPM
MS
resistivity, m
using puckss as the one show
s
in Fig. 7 for the VS
SM.
VSM basicc measuremeent is accom
mplished byy oscillating the samplee near a dettection (pick
kup) coil annd
synchronouusly detecting the voltag
ge induced. By using a compact grradiometer ppickup coil configuratioon,
relatively laarge oscillattion amplitu
udes (2mm) and a freq
quency of 40
0 Hz, the ssystem is ab
ble to resolvve
magnetizatiion changes around 10-6 emu. This feeature is releevant when measuring
m
ulltra-thin film
ms. The sampple
is attached tto the end off a sample ro
od that is drivven sinusoid
dally (see Fig
g. 7) the fieldd being alway
ys in the planne
of the La0.7C
Ca0.3MnO3 fiilm, unless in
ndicated otheerwise.

Fig.7. Schem
matic repressentation of the
t linear mootor and coill-set of the standard
s
quaantum design
n VSM optioon.
Adapted froom QD instruumentation notes.
n
The magnettization is usually
u
reported here as m
magnetic mo
oment per Mn
M ion of thhe La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3 films in
Bohr magnnetons (μB/M
Mn). The bulk saturatioon value in
n La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3 is 3..7 μB/Mn. Magnetizatioon
hysteresis looops were reecorded at vaarious temperratures, afterr cooling to 10 K in 1 T, between ±1 T with a sloow
sweep rate of 1–2 mT/ss. The diamaagnetic contriibution of th
he substrates was subtraccted by estim
mating the higgh
field linear dependence above the saaturating fieldd of La0.7Ca0.3
0 MnO3.
ZFC) and field
f
cooledd (FC) tem
mperature deependent m
magnetization
n for 120 Å
Zero field cooled (Z
MnO3//SrTiO3 and La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3 were recorded in two differennt magnetic fields 100 Oe
O
La0.7Ca0.3M
and 1000 O
Oe. In a typical ZFC, the sample is coooled in 0 Oee and then warmed
w
in 10 0 or 1000 Oe; in a FC, thhe
sample is coooled and warmed
w
in thee same magnnetic field (100 or 1000 Oe,
O in our caase). Curves considered as
ZFC-FC aree the ones takken while waarming after cooling in zero or non-zero field.

DIAMAGN
NETIC AND
D PARAMA
AGNETIC C ORRECTIIONS
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When charaacterizing magnetism
m
in
n thin films with macrosscopic probees, as in thee case of thee PPMS-VSM
systems, it shall be notted that the signal
s
measuured includees not only th
he thin film magnetic moment
m
but all
a
possible diaamagnetic orr paramagnettic moments coming from
m the substraate or impuri
rities/contam
minations in thhe
sample and sample-holdder. Thereforre, proper chharacterizatio
on of the thin
n film requirees the subtracction of all thhe
n film.
extra momeents not related to the thin
The case off the diamaggnetic substraates is simplle. The diam
magnetic mom
ment is consstant with tem
mperature annd
depends linnearly with thhe magnetic field: M=χH , where χ is the magnetiic susceptibiility and negative, then thhe
subtraction of this compponent is straaightforwardd. Paramagneetism, on the other hand, m
may be moree complicateed,
especially w
when due to impurities or
o contaminaation (commo
only with sillver paint orr similar) in the sample. In
any case, paramagnetism
m appears as an extra coomponent with
w χ > 0 thaat is proporttional to the inverse of thhe
temperaturee (χ ∝ 1/T, Cuurie’s law) [C
Cullity2011]]. Finally, to correct the raw
r data the following ex
xpression muust
be used:
m(T , H )  mraw (T , H )   (T , H )H

[2]

Where m(T
T,H) is the magnetic
m
mom
ment at eachh temperaturee and applieed magnetic field of the thin film aftter
correcting tthe extra com
mponents fro
om the signall measured with
w the VSM
M or SQUID
D, mraw, given
n in emu. χ(T
T)
in expressioon [2] denotees de slope off the magnettic loop in em
mu/Tesla.

Fig.8. Magnnetic hystereesis loops meeasured at 100K for a sam
mple of La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 of 10 nm showinng
the differennt signals extrracted during
g the diamaggnetism and paramagnetis
p
sm correctionn.
In Figure 8 we show ann illustrative example. Bllack curve iss the magnetiic loop as m
measured usin
ng the SQUID
D,
he diamagnettic
in this casee. The magnnetic hysteressis loop shoown in blue is obtained after correctting with th
signal at 3000K (where the
t manganite is not ferrromagnetic).. An identifiable paramaagnetic contaamination wiith
silver paint (used in a previous
p
meeasurement oof this samplle) can be ap
ppreciated aas a steady increase of thhe
magnetizatiion with maggnetic field in
n the magnettic loop bran
nch. The mag
gnetic loop shhown in oran
nge is the finnal
curve after correcting thhe paramagnetic and diam
magnetic signals. It shall be noted thaat similar co
orrections muust
be applied tto the momennt versus tem
mperature currves.

D OFFSET
CORRECTTION OF TH
HE MAGNE
ETIC FIELD
T IN PPMS
S SYSTEMSS
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The magnettic field repoorted in Quaantum Desiggn PPMS sysstems is baseed solely onn the currentt flowing froom
magnet pow
wer supply and
a is not meeasured direcctly. But sup
perconductin
ng magnets, eespecially th
hose that reacch
high magneetic fields (upp to 14T in our
o lab) mayy be affected by pinned magnetic
m
fluxx lines and flux
f
movemeent
within the m
magnet that in turn may change the m
magnetic fieeld near the sample.
s
Thatt is, the repo
orted magnettic
field is diffe
ferent than thhe real magn
netic field appplied [QD10
070-207]. Th
he offset in thhe magnetic field reporteed
is defined as:
Hoffset = Hrreal - HPPMS

[3]

where Hreal is the real magnetic
m
fielld applied, H PPMS is the reported maagnetic field and Hoffset is the resultaant
offset. The offsets in thhe PPMS-9T and PPMS--14T used in
n this thesis are
a of the orrder of 13 Oe and 100 Oe,
O
respectivelyy. Nevertheleess, due to vaariation in thhe pinned currrents when sweeping to high magnettic fields theese
offsets mayy change from
m one measurement to tthe other and
d in consequ
uence, if expperiments at low magnettic
fields are iintended, it is important to previouusly characteerize these offsets.
o
Hoffsset will be different
d
wheen
sweeping thhe magnetic field at diffeerent speeds (the availab
ble options raange betweeen 13 Oe/s to
o 113 Oe/s); it
may be diffferent decreasing or increeasing the maagnetic field and may be slightly affeected by temp
perature.

Fig.9. Mom
ment vs. maggnetic field measured att room temp
perature for a pure param
amagnetic Pd
d sample. Thhe
sequence inn this case was
w as follow
ws: 1) sweeeping down in field from
m 104 Oe att 131 Oe/s to
t -103 Oe; 2)
Sweeping uup to 100 Oee at the loweest speed alloowed (13 Oee/s). Notice that
t
the Hoffsfset is differen
nt for differeent
sweeping sppeeds.

mination of the
t offsets when
w
using the VSM op
ption can bee realized byy previously
y measuring a
The determ
standard puure paramagnnetic Pd samp
ple at room ttemperature (or any other T), followiing the exactt sequence thhat
is going to bbe used laterr.
-

Maggnetic Hysteeresis Loops

Since the m
magnetic field sweeping speed may cchange the offset,
o
it is important to measure thee m(H) curvves
exactly as thhey are goinng to be meassured in the experiment of
o interest. As
A a pure parramagnetic sample
s
(free of
ferromagnettic impuritiees), the m(H)) curves meaasured in Pd
d samples mu
ust look likee an straight line with zeero
coercive fieeld and positiive slope, ho
owever, due tto the magneet offset, a deeviation from
m zero will bee found, this is
our Hoffset fo
for these maggnetic hysterresis loops. N
Note that thiis offset may
y be slightlyy different beetween up annd
down sweepps in magnettic field.
-

Mom
ment versus Temperaturee Curves
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When measuring moment vs. temperature curves at very low magnetic fields (ZFC or FC at 100 Oe, for
example) the accurate determination, previous to the experiment, of Hoffset is essential. Figure 9 shows a way to
do this correction. By following the same magnetic field path and exact sweeping speeds it is possible to set
the desired magnetic field with an error of just 3 Oe. For example, for a ZFC measurement, setting the
magnetic field to zero implies setting the field to Hoffset after following a path as the one described in Fig. 9.
This path is not unique and may be adapted according to the interest of the measurement desired.

ELETRONIC AND MAGNETIC TRANSPORT
Characterization of electronic transport in manganites is essential since in these compounds ferromagnetism
and conductivity are strongly related (see Chapter 2). In this sense, transport measurements are an excellent
macroscopic probe to study the microscopic magnetic ordering in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films due to the high
sensitivity to conducting paths that may appear in the phase segregated manganite.
Electronic transport and magnetoresistance were characterized by measuring the resistance of the film in plane
with the van der Pauw method [Pauw1958], with contacts placed in the four corners of the square shaped
samples and using PPMS systems for low temperature and high magnetic fields experiments. When required
due to high resistance of the thinner samples, a Keithley 2410 source meter connected to the PPMS was used.
Magnetoresistance (MR) was calculated by normalizing to the zero-field resistance.
In electroresistance measurements, we used a Keithley 6221 (low AC and DC current source) to apply a dc
excitation current alternating its direction to eliminate thermoelectric voltages, in combination with a Keithley
2182A nanovoltmeter to measure the voltage. Furthermore, readings were taken quasi-simultaneously, with the
excitation current passed along one or the other perpendicular edges of the sample, parallel to the applied
magnetic field. In order to discern and eliminate Joule-heating effects, at several temperatures, pulsed I-V
curves were recorded. Electroresistance (ER) was calculated from the nonlinear I-V curves as described in
Chapter 6.

EXPERIMENTAL SET UP FOR CONVERSE MAGNETO-ELECTRIC
EFFECT MEASUREMENTS
Magnetic measurements of the converse magnetoelectric effect were performed using the VSM-PPMS as
described before. For the application of external voltages, we built a sample holder and sample rod modified
accordingly: two wires of Manganin® alloy were attached along the rod with dental floss and contacted to the
sample with silver paint. Voltages up to 500 V/mm were applied externally using a Keithley 2410. To avoid
electric currents and sparking, the PPMS sample chamber was put at high vacuum when applying the voltages.
Figure 10 shows a sample holder and a sample attached to it. Silver paint or epoxy was used to contact the
bottom and top of the sample to the Manganin® wires.
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Fig.10. View
w of the sam
mple holder and
a modifiedd VSM rod used
u
in the In
nverse Magnnetoelectric Measurement
M
ts.
Manganin®
® wires weree attached alo
ong the sampple rod to th
he sample and
d then contaacted with Ag. Inset show
ws
the upper siide of the sam
mple rod with
h pins that coonnect the saample.
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CHAPTER 4
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 STRUCTURAL
CHARACTERIZATION
In this chapter we concentrate on the structural characteristics of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 thin films and we
compare them with La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 control samples.
As described in Chapter 2, BaTiO3 substrates are ferroelectric at all temperatures below the Curie point, Tc =
393K, in the tetragonal, orthorhombic and rhombohedral phases. Misfit strain due to differences in lattice
parameters between the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 layer and the substrate, ferroelectric domain walls, corrugation at the
interface, and a manganite especially prone to phase separation, trigger new magnetic and transport
phenomena. The microscopic properties described in this chapter are at the origin of the strong magnetoelastic
and magnetoelectric coupling studied later in this thesis.

STRUCTURE AT ROOM TEMPERATURE
In the following, we summarize the room temperature characterization of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 and
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 heterostructures as published in Ref. [Alberca2012]. In this text, we follow the
terminology and definitions found in Ref. [Pietsch2004], unless indicated otherwise, for all the variables
considered.
We first start with samples grown on SrTiO3 substrates. SrTiO3 bulk has a cubic perovskite structure above
105 K (space group Pm3m ), with unit cell parameter a = 3.905 Å. Below that temperature, a transition to
tetragonal phase takes place. The maximum tetragonality is found at the lowest temperature measured (~10K)
with lattice parameters a = 3.897 Å and c = 3.903 Å, and tetragonality c/a = 0.15% [Loetzsch2010].
Room temperature reciprocal space maps of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 samples are shown in Fig. 1 for two
different reflections: near the symmetric (200) and near the asymmetric ( 103 ). La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grows
epitaxially on SrTiO3 and exhibits a large degree of spatial coherence. The full width at half maximum
(FWHM) in the H-direction for the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 peak near the (200) reflection is limited by instrument
resolution, indicating the quality of these thin films, and the FWHM of the L-direction allow us to determine
the thin film coherence length [Pietsch2004] in the out of plane direction which is 120Å, that is, basically the
thickness of the thin film. The asymmetric ( 103 ) reflection [Fig. 1(b)] shows the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 peak aligned
along the SrTiO3 crystal truncation rod, at H = -1. The in-plane parameter of the thin film is exactly the
substrate parameter, resulting in a fully constrained sample with R = 0. R is the relaxation coefficient, defined
as R = (aL - aS)/(aP - aS) with aL the layer in plane lattice parameter, aP the bulk parameter and aS the substrate
in plane parameter [Pietsch2004].
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Fig.1. Room
m temperaturre coplanar XRD
X
reciproocal space maaps of a) thee symmetric rreflection [0
002] and b) thhe
asymmetricc reflection (--103) of La0.77Ca0.3MnO3///SrTiO3.
TAB
BLE I. Rooom temperaature param
meters for 120Å
1
thick La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 and
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO
/
.
In
-plane
param
meters
extrac
cted
from
the
e
asymmetric
c reflections near (
3
meters extractted from the symmetric reflections neear (200).
103 ) and out-of--plane param
SAM
MPLE
LCMO
O/STO
LCMO/BTO
(relaxed)

“a”
domain
ns
“c”
domain
ns

LCMO/BTO (unrelax.)

LCMO Pseudocubic Lattice Param
meters
(Å)
In-pplane
Out-of-planee
3.824
3.9905
(±0.003)
3.83
(±0.01)
3.991
(±0..02)
3.85
(±0.01)
3.85
3.96 (±
±0.02)
(±0.01)

La

Lc

R

--

105

0.00

93
78

0.69
93

40

99

0.19

MnO3//BaTiO
O3. As discussed in Chaptter 2, at room
m temperatuure
We now cooncentrate onn the case off La0.7Ca0.3M
BaTiO3 subbstrates are teetragonal with a tetragonnality of c/a = ~1%. Con
nsequently, fo
for each nom
minal reflectioon
at least two peaks are exxpected, corrresponding tto “a” and “cc” domains of
o tetragonall BaTiO3. Figures 2(a) annd
(c) show recciprocal spacce maps nearr the nominaal (002) reflecction. The peeaks labeled as (200) corrrespond to thhe
“a” domainns (for these domains thee polar axis llies in plane)) and the peaaks labeled aas (002) corrrespond to “c”
domains (w
with polar axis aligned no
ormal to the substrate su
urface). We observed
o
thaat not only as-received unu
poled BaTiO
O3 substratess but also freeshly prepare
red samples showed
s
thesee two peaks.. But upon th
hermal cyclinng
and switchiing, each of these
t
peaks evolved intoo several lesss intense peaaks with diffferent H valu
ues [Fig. 2(c))].
This is duee to the form
mation of “slabs” (macrooscopic flat areas in thee substrate sseparated by defects) wiith
slightly diffferent orienttations, and therefore, sslightly diffeerent Bragg angles. Thee angle betw
ween domainns
in
labeled (2000) and (002) in Figure 2(a), is the exppected corrug
gation angle 0.6º in agreeement with observations
o
BaTiO3 singgle crystals described
d
in Chapter
C
2.
The differennces with respect to La0..7Ca0.3MnO3///SrTiO3 are noticeable. First,
F
their cconsiderably broader peakks
[Fig. 2(c), aand Table I] result in sm
maller cohereence lengths of 200 Å (in
n-plane) andd (70-90) Å (out-of-plane
(
e).
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 thin film
ms are partiaally relaxed. The relaxattion coefficieent R variess in the rang
ge between 0.2
0
and 0.7. In Figure 2, uppper panels belong
b
to a hhighly relaxeed sample (R
R = 0.7) andd lower paneels show a leess
mple (R = 0.22).
relaxed sam
In the next section, we shall describ
be how La0.7 Ca0.3MnO3 adapts
a
closelly to the struuctural chang
ges of BaTiO
O3.
s
reeflection dep
picted in Fig
gure 2(a), whhere two diff
fferent slabs of
A hint of thhese can be seen in the symmetric
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BaTiO3 thatt belong to “a”“
and “c””-domains reesult in two resolved La0.7
nsidering theese
0 Ca0.3MnO33 peaks. Con
two La0.7Caa0.3MnO3 peaaks we calculate their asssociated out of plane parameters as c a = 3.83 ± 0.01 Å and cc =
3.85 ± 0.011 Å on “a”- and “c”-dom
mains, respecctively. Thuss, the changee in the out of plane parrameter of thhe
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 is ~0.5%
%.

Fig.2. Room
m temperatuure coplanarr XRD recipprocal spacee maps for two La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3 samplles
(upper and llower panelss), for symmeetric (a and cc) and asymm
metric (b and
d d) reflectionns, as indicated.

LOW TEMPER
RATURE
E CHARA
ACTERIIZATION
N
Given our interest in the
t physics of the low temperaturee (T<200K) phase of L
La0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 thin film
ms,
d [Alberca20
011, Albercaa2012]. For this purposse,
structural ccharacterizatiion at low temperature s is needed
Grazing-inccidence (GIX
XD) diffraction at low tem
mperatures was
w done at the ESRF SppLine beamlline (BM25B
B),
with a six-ccircle diffracctometer (seee Chapter 3)). In Chapteer 2 the loweer temperatuure phases off the substraate
were considdered, highligghting the co
omplexity deerived from th
he domain fo
ormation.
Let us startt then with the
t reciprocaal space mapps of the substrate in co
oplanar geom
metry. Figure 3 shows thhe
reciprocal sspace maps for BaTiO3 in the thrree ferroelecctric phases as recordedd on the Bruker 4-circcle
diffractomeeter using a purpose-mad
p
de low tempeerature samp
ple chamber. The tetragonnal phase [F
Fig. 3(a)] is, as
described aabove, characcterized by the
t presencee of peaks co
orresponding
g to the “a”-- and “c”-do
omains. In thhis
case, the aliignment wass done with respect
r
to thee “a” domain
ns, which weere found to bbe majority in
i this samplle.
The calculaated corrugation angle waas, as expecteed, 0.6º. Th
he domain pattern in the oorthorhombicc phase can be
b
observed inn Fig. 3(b). This
T phase shows similar rreciprocal sp
pace maps ass the tetragonnal phase, bu
ut with slighttly
smaller missorientation angle
a
of 0.5ºº. In the rhom
mbohedral ph
hase at 77 K [Fig. 3(c)], only two peeaks, of almoost
equal intensity, are appparent with the expectedd relative misorientation
m
n of 0.27º. Inn our experiments, lattice
parameters and misorieentation anglles in the thrree phases of
o BaTiO3 were
w
in agreeement with those
t
found in
literature (seee Chapter 2 and references therein).
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Fig.3. Coplaanar XRD reeciprocal spaace maps of B
BaTiO3 in itss three ferroeelectric phasees.
The evolutiion with tem
mperature of the structurre of La0.7Caa0.3MnO3 lay
yers was studdied by syncchrotron x-raay
diffraction at the ESRF
F SpLine beamline usingg both coplaanar and graazing incidennce scatterin
ng geometriees.
Figure 4 shhows reciprocal space maps in the thhree main ph
hases of the BaTiO3 subbstrate and La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3
thin film. U
Using the poinnt detector in
n GIXRD geeometry, reciiprocal spacee maps in thee region of th
he BTO (0-12)
reflection w
were taken at low temperaatures (Fig. 55). To avoid long exposu
ure times requ
quired by the point detecttor
at ESRF, a CCD cameera was used
d to obtain rreciprocal sp
pace maps in
n the three fferroelectric phases of thhe
substrate. A
According to the obserrved diffracttion pattern
ns, La0.7Ca0.33MnO3 filmss remain ep
pitaxial at all
a
temperaturees (see also Fig.
F 5) with in-plane latttice parameteers a and b larger than thhe pseudocub
bic bulk valuue
(aP = 3.86 Å
Å), while c reemains smalller, at all tem
mperatures (ssee Fig.6), with
w the exceeption of 250
0 K (we do not
n
have an expplanation for the anomalo
ous observatiion at T = 25
50 K).
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Fig.4. Copllanar XRD reciprocal
r
sp
pace maps off the symmeetric (100) reeflection of a La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
sample. Peaak on the left
ft is the BaTiiO3, saturatedd (but not masked)
m
in this measurem
ment. The peaak on the rigght
side correspponds to La0.7Ca0.3MnO3.

Fig.5. GIX
XRD reciproocal space map
m
aroundd the asymm
metric (0-12
2) reflectionn for BaTiO3 (left) annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 (right) at
a 120K.
Figure 6 shows the calculated paarameters foor the thin film. Note that high-reesolution neeutron powdder
diffraction of BTO revveals that theere is hardlyy any changee in its lattice parameteers below T = 130 K (thhe
t rhomboh
hedral phase correspondss to 5 × 10−4 Å
maximum cchange in thee fitted lattice parameter throughout the
at 150 K, reelative to thee experimentaal value at 155 K) [Billing
ge1993] and no structuraal transition occurs
o
at thoose
temperaturees in bulk La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3. On this basis, no additional
a
strrain sources are expecteed, other thaan
thermal conntraction of the lattices. Open sym
mbols in Fig
g. 6 correspo
ond to a seecond campaaign of GIX
XD
measuremennts near ( 0 11 ) on a separaate, but magnnetically equ
uivalent, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 sam
mple.
Strains calcculated with reference to
o the room teemperature La
L 0.7Ca0.3Mn
nO3 pseudocuubic parameter, εαα = (α −
aP)/aP with α = 1, 2, 3 ≡ x, y, z, weree calculated ffor both BaT
TiO3 substrate and La0.7C
Ca0.3MnO3 thiin film and are
a
shown in Fiig. 7. Structuural coherencce lengths (F
Fig. 8) estimaated from thee widths of tthe GIXD ( 1 12 ) diffractioon
peaks are aapproximatelly constant in temperatur
ure and rangee from 200–
–250 Å in pllane and 70–
–90 Å out of
plane (smalller than the film
f
thicknesss of 120 Å) for La0.7Ca0.3
es with the reesults obtaineed
0 MnO3 layer. This agree
in coplanar room temperature XRD.

Fig.6. La0.7Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 lattiice parameteers against temperature.
t
Data extraccted from CCD reciproccal
space mapss at two diffeerent campaiigns at the E
ESRF SpLinee beamline. Closed
C
and oopen symbols refer to tw
wo
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different saamples. Closeed symbols were obtaineed from meaasurements near
n
BaTiO3 (1-12) and open symbools
O3 (0-11).
near BaTiO

Fig.7. Tempperature dependence of strains
s
relativve to pseudo
ocubic bulk parameter off La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3, for booth
BaTiO3 andd La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3 peaks (open symb
mbols) and La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 εzz in biaaxial approx
ximation froom
BaTiO3 straain values: εzz
) xx + εyy), ssuitable in first approxim
mation to desccribe the straain field in thhe
z = −(c12/c11)(ε
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 layers closer
c
to BaT
TiO3 (full syymbols). Verrtical bars indicate the teemperatures of the BaTiO
O3
structural phhase transitioons.

Fig.8. Strucctural coherennce lengths versus
v
tempeerature of thee thin film in
n plane (bluee squares) an
nd out of planne
(orange circcles). Note that
t
the stru
uctural coherrence length
h is smaller than the thiickness of th
he layer at all
a
temperaturees.
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TOPOG
GRAPHY
Y
We discusseed in Chapteer 2 the relev
vance of dom
main formatio
on in the stru
ucture of the B
BaTiO3 subsstrate surfacees.
XRD techniiques have also
a shown th
he complexitty of the stru
ucture of thin
n films of Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 when grow
wn
of
on BaTiO3 and compared with La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//SrTiO3 samples. Here
H
we diiscuss the topography
t
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 samples meeasured by at
atomic force microscopy
m
(AFM).
There is a nnoticeable diffference in surface morphhology betw
ween La0.7Ca0.3
wn on SrTiO
O3 and BaTiO
O3.
0 MnO3 grow
Over large length scalees, the La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 surfaace shows a corrugationn in the micrron range thhat
yields a mean roughness of 12 nm [Fig.
[
9(a)], w
whereas the La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 sshows a flat surface withh a
m [Fig. 9(b)]]. This differrence is betteer observed in the profilees of Fig. 9((c), and has its
i
mean roughhness of 1 nm
origin in thhe crystal syymmetry off the substraates. Figures 9(d) and 9(e),
9
correspponding to the
t microscaale
morphologyy, still show
w consideraable differennces, yieldin
ng rms vallues of 4 nnm vs. 0.6
6 nm for thhe
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 and La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//SrrTiO3, respecctively. Neveertheless, on the nanometter scale [Figgs.
8(g) and 8((h)], both suubstrates prov
vide flat suppport for thee epitaxial grrowth of La00.7Ca0.3MnO3, with simillar
surface rougghness of 0.55 nm.

Fig.9. Room
m temperaturre AFM topo
ographic imaages of a), d)), and g) La0.7
0 Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 and b), e) and h)
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 samples on different lenngth scales. c),
c f) and i) profiles
p
taken
en along the lines
l
indicateed
in the topoggraphic images.
A subsequeent topographhy study of the
t domain thhermal evolu
ution allowed
d us to estabblish some geeneral featurres
of unpoled BaTiO3 substrates in thee three phas es of interesst. Topographic images oof the same representativve
area are shoown in Fig. 10 for seleccted temperaatures at 300
0 K [Fig. 10
0(a)], 270 K [Fig. 10(b)]], 180 K [Fiig.
10(c)], and 100 K [Figg. 10(d)]. To
o better highhlight possib
ble changes in
i morpholoogy with tem
mperature, linne
profiles aree compared in
i pairs in Figs.
F
10(e)–22(g). In order to avoid im
mage processsing artifactts, only globbal
a
prior to profile m
measurement.. The corresp
ponding morrphology forr the T, O, annd
plane subtraaction was applied
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rhombohedrral phases is shown in Fiigs. 10(a)–100(c). The surrface morpho
ology at 100 K is also preesented in Fiig.
10(d).
In the scannned area, thhe BaTiO3 surface exhibbits, in all ferroelectric
f
ugation with a
phases, a prrimary corru
characteristic length arround 15 μm
m that yieldss a mean ro
oughness of 7.5 nm on 50 × 50 μm
m2 areas. Thhis
b the ferroelectric equiliibrium condiitions prevailing in the teetragonal phaase, dominattes
corrugation, explained by
3 to 180 K
K, only mino
or changes are
a
the landscappe, but somee rippling off the slopes is also apparent. From 300
observed inn the surfacee morpholog
gy corresponnding to thiss dominant corrugation,
c
which transslate into veery
similar proffiles for 300 and 270 K [F
Fig. 10(e)]. T
This behavio
our has also been
b
reportedd in BaTiO3 (111) samplles
studied by ttransmission electron miccroscopy [W
Wang2011].
At 180 K, ddifferences are
a hardly no
oticeable in tthe AFM im
mage, but linee profiles sho
how subtle deeviations froom
those measuured at higheer temperatures [Fig. 10((f)]. These differences arre marked wiith black arrrows and shoow
the disruptioon of the priimary slope and
a the form
mation of a mound-like
m
sttructure or seecondary corrrugation, wiith
a characteriistic length close to 7.5
5 μm, aboutt half the value
v
of the primary corrrugation. In
n view of thhe
variability eexhibited byy the BaTiO
O3 substrates , the precisee values of the corrugat
ation characteristic lengths
should not be understoood as generral propertiees of these ferroelectric
f
substrates. The T-O strructural phaase
ms to trigger the observved changes in surface morphology,
m
, but it is below the O--R
transition aat 295K seem
transition w
where the seccondary corru
ugation conssolidates. No further strucctural transittion is expected on coolinng
below 183 K. Surprisinngly, we observed signifficant changees in the top
pographic proofiles at 100
0 K. These are
a
marked in F
Fig. 10(g) annd include heeight differennces of up to
o 4 nm (over 2 μm) andd the final formation of thhe
secondary ccorrugation.

bstrate abovee and below the tetragon
nal-orthorhom
mbic phase trransition at (a)
(
Fig.10. Toppography of a BaTiO3 sub
300 K and (b) 270 K, in the rhom
mbohedral pphase at (c) 180 K and at (d) 100 K
K. Panels (ee)–(g) show a
comparisonn of the line profiles
p
of (a)–(d) in pairss.

CONCL
LUSION
NS
In summaryy, La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3 thin fiilms grown oon BaTiO3 are
a epitaxial in all three ferroelectricc phases of thhe
substrate, w
with tensile strain in pllane and coompressive strain
s
out off plane; typpical strains are of 1-2%
%.
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Coherence lengths are rather small when compared with control samples grown on SrTiO3, with typical grain
size of around 200 x 200 x (70-90) Å3. La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films are partially relaxed, with relaxation
coefficients between R = 0.2-0.7. La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 topography has also been explored by means of
atomic force microscopy, allowing us to characterize the corrugated surface of BaTiO3 and compare it with
SrTiO3.
These two techniques allow us to establish the following picture: first, there is a highly corrugated interface
between BaTiO3 and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 that contributes to the small coherence lengths observed, second, the
lattice mismatch between substrate and thin film bulk parameter, that results in high strains and, third,
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 is magnetoelastically coupled to BaTiO3 since the thin film adapts to the substrate lattice
parameter. As we shall see in the next chapters, the implications of these three characteristics in the magnetic
and transport properties will be crucial.
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CHAPTER 5
MAGNETISM IN La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3
ULTRA-THIN FILMS

In this chapter, the magnetic characterization of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 ultra-thin films is addressed. As we
did in the previous chapter, we compare La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 samples grown under the same conditions on BaTiO3
and SrTiO3 substrates.
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 show anomalous magnetic hysteresis between 40 K and 150 K. This hysteretic
behaviour, named Matteucci magnetic loops, display extremely unusual features: after switching at coercivity,
the magnetization overshoots the eventual high-field value. Also, the temperature dependence of the
magnetization exhibits large irreversibilities between the zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled runs and
blocking temperature pointing towards a magnetic granular behavior. These observations are compatible with
the picture of a non-uniform strain field in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on BaTiO3, caused by the corrugation of the
ferroelectric domains in the rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3.
Magnetic characterization can be summarized in two main results: 1) Matteucci-like magnetic loops in the
range 40K-150K, and, 2) magnetic granularity. We propose a basic model of two magnetic moment
populations with different magnetoelastic anisotropy. The relative weight of both populations is estimated
from the comparison with twin reference samples of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 films on non-ferroelectric SrTiO3. Then,
the observed magnetization overshoot may result from differences in the magnetostriction balance as the
applied magnetic field increases. Finally, we consider the effect thin film thickness.
We explain our main findings in terms of the intrinsic phase separation tendency of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 enhanced
by elastic effects resulting from an inhomogeneous strain map present in the ferroelectric substrate.

MAGNETISM IN La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 THIN FILMS
MAGNETIC GRANULARITY
Obvious differences between La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 (120 Å, unpoled substrate)
are apparent the ZFC and FC measured at 100 Oe and appearing in Figure 1 (a) and (b). The Curie
temperature, Tc, is depressed from the 270 K bulk value to about 180 K in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 and, to 150
K for SrTiO3 samples. For La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, the temperature dependence of M exhibits strongly
diverging zero field cooled (ZFC) and field cooled (FC) curves with a broad maximum (Blocking temperature,
TB) centred at 120 K [Fig. 1(b)] while in the case of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 system the closure temperature
(Tcl, temperature in which ZF and ZFC overlap) is around 50K.
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Notably, soome La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaT
TiO3 sampless exhibit imp
portant negaative magnetiization at low
w temperatuure
after cooling without appplied field, see
s Fig.1(c). Negative magnetization
m
n at low tempperature is ch
haracteristic of
frozen antifferromagnetic correlation
ns in a frustraated system [Mihaly2004
4, Bartoloméé2005, Melleergard2005]. It
is importannt to remark here that alll ZFC-FC inn Figure 1 were
w
measureed in exactlyy the same conditions
c
inn a
SQUID-bassed magnetom
meter equipp
ped with a 5 Tesla coil, which
w
is kno
own to have a remanent field aroundd 1
Oe, thereforre, these resuults cannot be consideredd as an instru
umental artefaact.
As expectedd, Curie tem
mperature (Tc, see Fig. 1) increases with sample th
hickness: Tc (120 Å) = 180
1 K, Tc (1550
Å) = 220 K and Tc (2440 Å) = 230 K, in the caase of the sample shown in Fig. 8. A
As previously reported on
o
La0.7Sr0.3MnnO3//BaTiO3 (Refs. [Eerrenstein20077] and [Lee2
2000]), hysteeretic jumps of the mag
gnetization are
a
detected aroound the BaT
TiO3 structurral phase trannsitions that become
b
smoother in thick
cker films (Fiig. 1, insets)..

Fig.1. Fieldd cooled (bllack squaress) and zero field cooled (blue circcles) temperrature-depend
dent magnettic
moments foor 120 Å Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 on (a) SrT
TiO3, (b) po
oled BaTiO3, (c) unpoledd BaTiO3, and
a (d) 150 Å
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 on unpooled BaTiO3 measured inn 100 Oe. In
nsets highligh
ht the magneetic momentts jumps at thhe
R-O BaTiO
O3 transition.

MAGNETIC HYSTERESIS LOO
OPS
Figures 2 annd 3 shows magnetic hy
ysteresis loopps measured
d at 10 K forr La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO
O3 (100 Å) annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3. The saturaation magnettic moment is
i quite redu
uced, from thhe limiting theoretical
t
3
3.7
μB/Mn, to 22.3 μB/Mn in
i La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//SrTiO
O3, and to 1.6
1 μB/Mn in La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3. The othher
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striking difference coomes from the coercivve fields which
w
are one order of magnitu
ude larger in
MnO3//BaTiO3 than in Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//SrTiO3. Figure
F
4 sho
ows the coerrcive fields, Hc, extracteed
La0.7Ca0.3M
in
from the magnetic hysteresis loops at different temperatures. Hc rises liinearly with decreasing temperature
t
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3.3 This linearr dependencee of coercivee fields with temperature and the high
h blocking annd
closure tem
mperatures aree an indicatiion of a maggnetic granullarity [Colino
o2005]. Notee that we do
o not refer too a
granular strructure in thee sense of a polycrystalliine film (as we showed in Chapter 44, La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
thin films arre epitaxial) but to a systtem exhibitinng an inhomo
ogeneous maagnetic behavviour.

Fig.2. Hysteeresis cycles for La0.7Ca0.3
TiO3 (blue) and
a La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//BaT
TiO3 (orange)) at 10 K.
0 MnO3//BaT

Fig.3. Satuuration mom
ments (aroun
nd 1 T) vversus temperature for La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO
O3 (blue) annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (orange) ex
xtracted from
m magnetic lo
oops.
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Fig.4. Coerrcive fields against temp
perature forr La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3 (blue) andd La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
(orange) exttracted from magnetic loops.
A remarkabbly anomalouus behaviourr of the hysteeresis cycless of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaT
TiO3 was fou
und for 40 K <
T < 150 K
K. An exampple is shown
n in Fig. 5 aat 100 K, neear the ZFC
C maximum, where the effect is moost
pronouncedd. After switching at Hc, the magnettization overrshoots the high
h
field vaalue, Ms, and
d then steadiily
decreases aas the magnnetic field in
ncreases to the saturatio
on magnetizzation. This is impropeerly termed as
saturation aand it is thee high field
d valued meeasured apprroximately at
a 1 Tesla. W
When the magnetic
m
fieeld
decreases, tthe magnetizzation remain
ns at “saturattion” until th
he magnetic field passes coercivity on
o the opposiite
side and, aggain, in negaative fields, the same ovvershoot occu
urs. This caan be interprreted as a fraaction of spinns
that cannot align with thhe applied fiield. Since nno phase tran
nsition occurs in BaTiO3 in this temp
perature rangge,
the observeed behaviouur could bee related to the corrug
gation that steadily ddevelops deeep within thhe
rhombohedrral phase.

Fig.5. Exootic, Matteucci-like, hy
ysteresis looop at 100 K of La0.77Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 sho
owing exceess
magnetizatiion, ΔM.
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This excess magnetizatiion, ΔM (the maximum ddifference beetween hysterresis loop bra
ranches, see Fig.
F 5) is sam
me
o the magnnetic field an
nd at 100 K correspond
nds to almosst 21% of thhe
for negative and positiive values of
M and the normalized
d differencee in saturaation moments betweeen
maximum moment reeached. ΔM
in
MnO3//BaTiO3 and La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//S
SrTiO3 remarrkably show the same teemperature dependence
d
La0.7Ca0.3M
the 50–120 K range, seee Fig. 6. Thee excess maggnetization ΔM
Δ relaxes, decaying linnearly with a time constaant
of 10−3 μB/M
Mn/min as determined
d
by
b SQUID m
magnetometry
y at 100 K an
nd −0.5 T, foollowing sam
mple saturatioon
at 5 T. Simiilar hysteresis loops (nam
med Matteuccci or inversee Wiedeman
nn cycles) haave been observed in mettal
bars under ttorsion stresss fields that induce
i
helicaal arrangemeents of magneetization [Heernando1975
5].

Fig.6. Tempperature dependence of ΔM,
Δ the exceess magnetizzation observ
ved in Matteeucci-like hy
ysteresis cyclles
(open circles) and xnon, the frraction of nonaligned magnetic moments, estimated as
a [1 − Ms
MnO3//BaTiO
O3) / Ms(La0.77Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3)] (fu
ull squares).
(La0.7Ca0.3M
f
applied
d both in planne, along [10
00], and out of
Figure 7 shoows magnetiization hysteeresis loops uup to 2.5 T field,
plane, alonng [001] onn a 120Å La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//BaTiO3 sample. Th
he Matteuccci effect perrsists in booth
orientationss in low fieldd, even thoug
gh magnetic fields as larg
ge as 5 T weere applied. A
Also, the outt-of-plane looop
slightly crosses the in-pplane loop ab
bove 1 T, hinnting at some missing moment in thee parallel oriientation. Noote
Fig. 5 canno
ot be attributeed to instrum
mental noise but rather too a
that the noissy trace of thhe cycles in the inset of F
non-equilibrrium conditiion of the maagnetic mom
ments in the sample, as also indicatedd by the relaaxation of ΔM
M.
In fact, thhis noise at higher fiellds was alw
ways observ
ved in all La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//BaTiO3 samples, but
b
M 3//SrTiO3 samples.
considerablyy reduced inn La0.7Ca0.3MnO
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Fig.7. Hysteeresis cycles with magneetic field in pplane (black) and out of plane
p
(blue) oof La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
at 77K. Inccreasing fieldd in black an
nd dark bluee; decreasing
g field in grray and lightt blue: note the Matteuccci
effect at low
w field in botth orientation
ns.
i La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 are the result
r
of inteerfacial effects, which are
a
The compleex magnetic properties in
more pronoounced in thiinner films. In fact, for layers as thiick as 240 Å,
Å no Matteuucci hysteressis loops weere
observed, F
Fig. 8. Magneetism of thiccker La0.7Ca00.3MnO3//BaT
TiO3 resembles that of L
La0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//SrTiO3: no
n
depressed saaturation mooments, no Matteucci
M
hyssteresis loopss and no mag
gnetic granullarity.

Fig.8. Magnnetization hyysteresis cycles at 160 K (blue), 120 K (orange),, and at 10 K (black) of a 240 Å thicck
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (Tc = 230K
K).
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Fig.9. Magnnetization hyysteresis loop
ps at the sam
me 190 K after warming from 10 K, iin the rhomb
bohedral phaase
(black lines) and coolingg from 300 K,
K in the orthhorhombic ph
hase (blue lin
nes), at the hhysteretic R-O
O transition of
BaTiO3 for 120 Å La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3.
O3//BaTiO3 th
he hysteresiss loops recorrded at 190 K after eithher
Figure 9 coompares for a 120 Å Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
cooling from
m 300 K inn the BaTiO3 orthorhombbic phase orr warming frrom 10 K inn the rhomb
bohedral. Eveen
though the magnetic moment
m
is higher
h
in thee rhombohedral phase, the coercivee fields are larger in thhe
orthorhombbic phase, inddicating the strong influeence of the surface morp
phology on tthe magneticc properties of
the La0.7Caa0.3MnO3 film
m. The obseerved magneetic moment difference between thee two phases at 190 K is
compatible with diffeerences stem
mming eitheer from su
ubstrate-inducced strain (via magneetoelastic annd
m electric poolarization [v
via giant con
nverse magnnetoelectric coupling wiith
magnetostriictive coupliing) or from
coefficientss of the orderr of magnitud
de determineed for La0.7Srr0.3MnO3 on BaTiO3, [Eeerenstein2007
7, Thiele20007]
or a combinnation of bothh.

MAGNE
ETOELA
ASTIC FREE
F
EN
NERGY DENSIT
TY
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 systems arre epitaxial thin films with
w
a finitee in-plane annd out-of-pllane structurral
coherence [[Alberca2011]. Howeverr the observved magneticc response is
i akin to a granular sy
ystem (i.e. thhe
coercive fieeld of the Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 riises linearly with decreassing temperaature up to a large value of
approximateely 500 Oe, typical of strrongly hindeered, interlink
ked granularr systems), thherefore, we refer to it ass a
magneticallly granular syystem. The most
m outstannding featuree: the anomallous hysteressis cycles in the 40–120 K
temperaturee range can only be und
derstood in tterms of a frraction of sp
pins that rotaate out of pllane when thhe
applied fieldd increases. The large co
oercive field points to a very
v
distinctive anisotroppy map when
n compared to
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3. From thee AFM toppography a noticeable roughness is apparentt, due to thhe
inhomogeneeous ferroeleectric domain
n map of BaT
TiO3.
An analysiss involving magnetoelast
m
tic energy caan be consid
dered here along
a
the linees of other studies
s
for thhe
case of maggnetite on BaaTiO3 [Vaz2009, Sterbinnsky2010]. The
T model assumes that th
there exists some
s
magnettic
moment misalignment induced
i
by th
he presence of significan
nt stress field
ds that arise due to the in
nhomogeneouus
ferroelectricc domain map
m of the substrate.
s
Too account for
f magnetoelastic anisootropy effeccts, the moddel
introduces two effectiive magnetizzation popuulations with
hin the La0.7
nd
0 Ca0.3MnO33 thin film: aligned an
nonaligned with the in-plane app
plied magnet
etic field, with
w
relative abundance fractions xalign and xnon,
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respectively. Relying on the comparison with the more uniformly stressed La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 sample we
estimate xnon = [1 − Ms (La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3) / Ms(La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3)] from the corresponding high
field magnetizations at each temperature (see Fig. 6). The relevance and implications of this estimation will be
discussed in more detail in Chapter 7, nevertheless, some remarks are in order here. First, we have seen that in
thicker layers (t > 200 Å, Fig. 8) the saturation magnetization at low temperatures is almost the theoretically
expected value 3.7 µB/Mn. It is obvious then that the depressed magnetization observed in very thin layers is
an interface effect only noticeable when the total magnetic volume is reduced. Second, the presence of a dead
layer, which is known to exist in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 samples, may be present in our BaTiO3 layers too,
especially considering the topography. Therefore, as indicated above, we consider the non-aligned population
as the difference with La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 saturation moments.
The magnetoelastic anisotropy free energy, F, is given by the sum of the contributions from both magnetic
moment populations:
F=FM ,align x align +FM ,non x non

[1]

Where F, expressed in function of the spherical coordinates, is given by:
FM =  K t cos2 +K osin2  sin 2θ+K p cos 2θ

[2]

In this notation, the coefficients Kt, Ko and Kp refer to contributions arising from tangential and orthogonal (in
plane) and perpendicular (out of plane) M components, respectively, with respect to H and are defined as Kt =
B1 (ε11 – ε22 )/2, Ko = B2ε12/2 and Kp = B1[1 + c11/(2c12)]ε33 with B1 = 3λ100 (c12 − c11)/2 and B2 = −3λ111c44
[O’Donnell1998, Seikh2004]
For a thin film, shape anisotropy would favour θ = 90º and an optimal value for φ determined by the ratio
Kt/Ko. However, it should be kept in mind that our La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 sample exhibits characteristics
proper of a kind of inhomogeneous magnetic granular system, and therefore the restriction imposed by the
shape anisotropy may be relaxed. (ε12 ≈ 3.5 × 10−3), Ko is small and so F is almost insensitive to the in-plane
angle, φ. Thus, we set φ = 0 and are left with the Kt and Kp terms to analyse the contributions of aligned and
nonaligned populations to system stabilization. We will see in Chapter 7 how this approximation is, in fact, a
good approximation.
Furthermore, we assume that nonaligned spins lay close to the interface with BaTiO3, although some
contribution from in-plane segregation might also be conceivable. This is a plausible assumption given the
limited out-of-plane structural coherence of our film (70 Å). We then characterize the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3
interface with a biaxial in-plane strain state with values for ε11 and ε22 taken directly from BaTiO3 GIXD
measurements and ε33 derived from the biaxial strain field as ε33 = −(c12/c11)(ε11 + ε22), a reasonable assumption
for epitaxial growth. The aligned population is characterized by θ = 90◦ and its strain field determined from
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 GIXD measurements. The resulting in a non-uniform strain field in our thin La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
film indicates higher relaxation away from the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 interface (compare full triangles and
open triangles in Fig. 7 in Chapter 4). Evaluating [1] with the above-mentioned assumptions and the literature
value for the magnetostriction of λ100 = +7 × 10−5 [O’Donnell1998] for both aligned and nonaligned
populations, we obtain only a marginal stabilizing effect from the aligned population contribution to F,
irrespective of the fraction of nonaligned moments: with our strain fields and positive magnetostriction, an outof-plane nonaligned population does not contribute to system stabilization (since B1 > 0)
Within the limitations of our model, such stabilization can only be introduced by a change of sign in B1 for the
nonaligned population. This sign reversal may result from a negative value of the saturation magnetostriction λ
or, away from cubic symmetry, from a change in the orientation of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 cells (a, b, c) closer to
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the BaTiO3 interface with respect to the (x, y, z) laboratory axes or by a combination of both effects. Since our
experimental input comes from macroscopic magnetic and averaged structural magnitudes, we cannot identify
on microscopic grounds the mechanism operating in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. However, if our model is
evaluated with B1 < 0 for the nonaligned population, for example by taking λ100 (nonaligned) = −λ100 (aligned),
the perpendicular (Kp) stabilizing effect of a very small fraction of nonaligned moments (1%) results in F < 0
with wide minima around θ = 0°, which becomes deeper with increasing xnon. Thus, fractions of nonaligned
moments close to xnon = 0.43, the value registered at 100 K at the peak of the anomalous effects, would
contribute to the system stabilization. Negative values of the magnetostriction through Villari reversal are not
uncommon in systems showing Matteucci and inverse Wiedemann effects like metallic glasses under torsion
stress along the applied field axis [Hernando1975]. In manganites, a sign reversal in the magnetic anisotropy
with (110) easy axis was reported by Ziese et al. [Ziese2002]
By analogy with the Matteucci systems and bearing in mind the stabilizing effect of the Kp term for such a
population of nonaligned moments at saturation (high fields), we suggest that noncollinear arrangements of
magnetic moments occur in our thin La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 films that are responsible for the anomalous
magnetization hysteresis cycles. Furthermore, since corrugation imposed by ferroelectric domains is expected
in the rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3, noncollinear (for instance helical, in view of the Matteucci-like
magnetic hysteresis phenomenology) arrangements can be expected to be located at the peaks and valleys
generated at the BaTiO3 interface by the corrugation where two different ferroelectric domains meet. These
highly frustrated regions would be responsible for the time-dependent behavior observed in the magnetic
response. Note that the particular distribution of ferroelectric domains is unique for each sample and varies
with its thermal history. We have observed the same effect reported here in a variety of samples (as prepared,
poled, and annealed), with small sample-dependent details but with the same basic phenomenology.
The existence of regions dominated by Kt and Kp would explain the limited structural coherence of the epitaxy
and the observed magnetic granular behavior of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. Excess magnetization, ΔM, as shown
by La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 in the temperature range 40 K < T < 120 K would result from the in-plane
alignment of a majority of magnetic moments immediately after the application of the coercive field. As the
applied field increases, the growth of the aligned domains is hindered by the strong pinning to BaTiO3
ferroelectric domains, triggering the switch to out-of-plane orientations of a substantial fraction of the
moments and thus increasing the number of moments involved in magnetic domain walls exhibiting helical
arrangements.
The high-field balance of this competition of magnetostriction effects would be established, as described by
our model, with a substantial fraction of the moments lying out of plane, stabilizing the system, and giving rise
to a depressed in-plane magnetization. We address the question of whether the observed phenomenology
matches what is expected for the phase segregation scenario, given the strong tendency of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 to it.
Phase segregation in the interface of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grown on different substrates is apparent around TC (TMI)
and evolves steadily to a predominantly single phase system as the temperature is lowered. However, the
anomalous behaviour in the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 magnetization cycles is maximum around 100 K, well
below TC and far apart from the region where conventional phase segregation is maximal. Therefore,
conventional phase segregation as that observed in many La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 systems (see for instance Ref.
[Paranjape2003] on phase segregation of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on SrTiO3 and NdGaO3) cannot be considered at the
root of the observed behaviour in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, but only in a very broad sense of the term. The
magnetic properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 arise from an inhomogeneous structural scenario within the
epitaxial film resulting in different magnetic interactions and magnetic orderings. In this sense, our
magnetically granular system can be considered as a kind of phase-segregated system driven by strain
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[Millis2000]. This is in contrast to what is observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, a system for which a canonical
phase segregation scenario is ascribed.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, thin epitaxial films of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 systematically exhibit anomalous Matteucci-like
hysteresis loops around 120 K, the crossover temperature in ZFC magnetization. As in granular systems, this
temperature signals the set in of a dominant anisotropy: nonuniform strains in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 generate a
significant out-of-plane magnetic anisotropy. The observed phenomenology cannot be explained in terms of
conventional phase separation. Helical arrangements of the spins, similar to those exhibited by Matteucci
systems may be responsible for the anomalous magnetic loops. Their precise location and origin are hard to
determine solely from macroscopic magnetic measurements, and so, at this point were unanswered.
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CHAPTER 6
ELECTRONIC TRANSPORT IN
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 ULTRA-THIN FILMS

In this chapter, we describe transport and magnetostransport results regarding La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. As
before, we compare these results with La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 control samples. Transport properties are deeply
linked to the magnetic ordering in manganites and very sensitive to octahedral distortions due to extrinsic
factors such as strain induced by the substrate. For these reason, electronic transport and magnetotransport
become a power technique for the characterization of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3.
In this chapter, we show new hints of out of plane population and/or antiferromagnetic clusters. The coupling
between the two magnetic moment populations is expected to severely alter the transport properties of
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 since the metal-insulator (MI) transition, accompanying the paramagnetic to ferromagnetic
transition, is percolative in nature. In addition, substrate corrugation is expected to introduce new
phenomenology related to enhanced phase separation at the micron length scale. The antiferromagnetic phase
may be likely interspersed within the ferromagnetic thin film.

RESISTIVITY
The exotic magnetic behaviour of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 shows up in its electronic transport properties.
Figure 1 compares the temperature-dependent resistivity of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 and two
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 samples. There are large differences between La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 and
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. The La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 follows the behaviour expected for an optimally
doped thin epitaxial manganite layer: there is a metal insulator transition (TMI) near the Curie temperature,
which shifts towards higher temperature when increasing the applied field [Dagotto2003]. The resistivity and
magnetoresistance are very low at low temperatures with negligible thermal hysteresis.
Thin (120 Å) La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 films exhibit two hysteretic jumps, coinciding with the two first-order
structural transitions of BaTiO3 at TR−O = 188 K (196 K) and TO−T = 283 K (293 K) upon cooling (warming).
Remarkably, the resistivity variation at the R-O transition, ΔρR−O, exceeds two orders of magnitude and
overlaps with the usual M-I transition near Tc. This resistivity jump is sample dependent, although in most
cases, it runs from higher resistance on the high-temperature side to lower resistance on the low-temperature
side. This is consistent with the typically observed upwards jump of the magnetization as the temperature is
lowered. Nevertheless, the sign of ΔρR−O may differ even between simultaneous measurements along the two
perpendicular sample edges in the van der Pauw geometry; this is suggestive of the importance of the
distribution of ferroelectric domains in BaTiO3 for the conductance pathways which may differ from one
sample to another and be further affected by thermal history. When measuring with field perpendicular to the
film plane, the observed phenomenology is qualitatively the same as with the field parallel to it.
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Indeed, mosst thin La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 (120 Å) samples show two metal
m
insulatoor transitionss at around TMI
= 160 K and T’MI = 1000 K, coincidiing with the onset of ferrromagnetism
m at TC and sslightly below
w the blockinng
of the magnnetic system around 120 K. Here, TM
f
160 K in zero magnnetic fields to
o above 260 K
MI increases from
for an appliied field of 8 T, see Fig. 1(b), behaviiour similar to
t that observ
ved for La0.77Ca0.3MnO3///SrTiO3 and as
expected foor the convenntional MI transition
t
of optimally doped
d
mangaanites. This iis not the caase for T’MI. It
hardly shiftts with field,, demonstratiing the appeearance of a fraction of magnetic
m
mooments quitee insensitive to
the applicattion of an extternal magneetic field andd forming inssulating regio
ons.

Fig.1. Tem
mperature-deppendent resiistivity of ((a) La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiiO3, (b) Laa00.7Ca0.3MnO3// BaTiO3 in
several in-pplane magnettic fields, arrrows are guuides to the eye,
e
(c) La0.7Ca0.3MnO3// BaTiO3, 24
40 Å showinng
one MI trannsition and strong
s
hysteeretic behavi or. Inset sho
ows the hystteretic jumpss in resistiviity at the T--O
BaTiO3 trannsition.

mal behaviorr of La0.7Ca0.3
TiO3. Figuree 2 shows th
he temperatuure
There is a striking hystteretic therm
0 MnO3//BaT
nd cooling rruns (note th
he logarithm
mic
dependencee of the diffference of reesistivity (Δ ρ) between warming an
scale). Irrevversibilities (Δρ > 0) arre apparent aaround both metal-insulaator transitioons, although they are far
f
more pronoounced for the
t T’MI freezing transittion in zero
o fields and,, curiously eenough, are also stronggly
enhanced inn the paramaagnetic region
n. The latter persists up to
t the highesst fields studdied. Also, arround TMI theey
are very sennsitive to the application
n of an exterrnal magnetiic field. This observationn rules out secondary
s
annd
nonstoichioometric fractiions as respo
onsible for thhe appearancee of a second
d transition aat TMI. In add
dition, the R--O
BaTiO3 struuctural transsition triviallly yields verry large Δρ between 188 K and 1996 K, due to
o its hysterettic
nature.
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Fig.2. Tempperature depeendence of th
hermal resisttivity hystereesis (Δρ) in selected
s
maggnetic fields: 0 T (black),, 4
T (blue), annd 8 T (greenn).

O3 domains in the maagnetic and electronic properties of
To exploree the role of ferroelecctric BaTiO
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3, we studied the effect on the film
m resistivity of electricallly poling th
he substrate at
room tempeerature. Figuure 3 shows the
t resistivityy of a thin (120 Å) film before and aafter BaTiO3 poling. Upoon
cooling afteer poling, thee peak at T’MI
while the tran
nsition at TMI
ge
M remains, w
M is practicallly obscured by the chang
induced by the O-R struuctural transiition. The low
w-temperatu
ure resistivity
y increases an order of magnitude
m
aftter
poling and tthermal hystteresis is stro
ongly enhancced. Interestin
ngly, the sign of Δρ channges upon ap
pproaching thhe
O-R transittion from beelow. In spiite of this hhysteretic beehaviour, thee high-tempeerature resistance remainns
unchanged, assuring the reprodu
ucibility off the current paths (i.e. lack oof fractures)). In thickker
MnO3//BaTiO3, the effect of the BaTiO
O3 morpholo
ogy on transp
port propertiees can also be
b appreciateed:
La0.7Ca0.3M
the resistiviity around thhe O-R transition is dram
matically alteered upon po
oling (inset too Fig. 3), ev
ven though TMI
was not seenn either befoore or after poling.

Fig.3. Tempperature-dependent resisttivity of 120 Å thick La0.7
/
0 Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO
3 beffore (black lines) and aftter
(blue lines) poling the BaTiO
B
subst
rate.
The
ins
set
shows
dat
ta
for
a
thick
ker
sample
(1150 Å).
3
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MAGNE
ETORES
SISTAN
NCE
The isotherrmal magnettoresistance (MR)
(
also rreveals impo
ortant differeences betweeen La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO
O3
and La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3. Figuree 4 shows thhe field depeendent MR at several tem
mperatures fo
or 120 Å thicck
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 and La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3. Colossal MR ratio
os are observved at temperratures near TC
as expectedd in optimallyy doped man
nganites. For thin (120 Å)) La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3, large and hysteretic MR
M
is observeed at low temperatu
ures that iis absent in either La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 or thickker
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3. Again, hy
ysteretic behhaviour, this time with applied
a
fieldd, is observeed for the thhin
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 over a broaad temperatur
ure range. Forr temperatures above T’M
ent
MI hysteresis is also prese
in La0.7Ca00.3MnO3//SrT
TiO3, as ex
xpected from
m the perccolative natu
ure of the transition. The MR of
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 remains larrge at low tem
mperature, in
ndicating lacck of compleete magnetic ordering. Thhis
is in agreem
ment with thee granular maagnetic behavviour exhibitted below the freezing teemperature.

Fig.4. Maggnetoresistannce of (a) La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 and (b) La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 at selecteed
temperaturees (thickness: 120 Å in bo
oth cases).

ELECTRORESIISTANC
CE
A complem
mentary phennomenon to magnetoresis
m
stance, electrroresistance, refers in itss broadest to any nonlineear
current-volttage charactteristics [Wu
u2001]. Elecctroresistancce is sensitive to condu
duction pathw
ways and thhe
associated ddistribution of
o potential barriers;
b
therrefore it is a good measu
ure of electricc inhomogen
neity. Figuree 5
shows the vvoltage depeendent normaalized resistiivity R/R0 cu
urves (wheree R0 is low bbias resistancce) at selecteed
temperaturees for 120 Å thin films of La0.7Ca0..3MnO3//SrTiO3 and La0.7
C
to thhe
0 Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3. Contrary
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La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 case, wheere it is neegligible, ER
R in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 is siignificant annd
nontrivial. F
For the form
mer, the resisttance is eitheer ohmic (lin
near, e.g. at 200 K) or deecreases slig
ghtly (ΔR/R0 <
1%, e.g. aat 100 K and
a
the low
w-voltage paart at 10 K).
K The increase of reesistance with voltage in
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 (e.g. at 10 or 140 K) iss a mere con
nsequence off Joule heatiing in the metallic regim
me.
This extrem
me was alsoo checked with
w
pulsed measuremeents at certaain temperatu
tures. Electroresistance in
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 reaches 20%
% at T = 1500 K and V = 1V. Once again,
a
the uptturn of R/R0 for V > 1V is
a consequennce of Joule heating and is not considdered in our analysis.
a

Fig.5. Resiistance vs. applied voltage for (aa) La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//SrTiiO3 and (b)) La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
normalized to the low bias value R0 at selected teemperatures.
ER threshold
d voltage Vthh as the voltaage where R departs froom
In order to quantify theese data, we define the E
R0 = (R(V) − R0)/R0 for V = 2Vth. We
W summarize
ohmic behaavior, as illusstrated in Fig. 5(b), and ER as ΔR/R
these data in Figs. 6(aa) and 6(b) showing thee temperaturre dependen
nce of threshhold voltagee Vth and ER
R,
respectivelyy. The threshhold voltagee has a broaad dip centeered around T ≈ 130–1660 K, coinciiding with thhe
strongest E
ER. These saalient chang
ges of ER aand threshold
d voltage occcur in the temperaturee range wheere
anomalies iin the magnnetic hystereesis cycles aare observed
d and also near
n
T’MI. N
Note that thee rather smaall
magnitude oof ER (up too 4%) is only
y due to our operational definition
d
off ER, taken aat V = 2Vth. To summarize
our electrorresistance exxperiments, La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//BaTiO3 shows very steep and laarge resistance drop abovve
threshold upp to TMI, as opposed
o
to La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//SrTiO3, which
w
barely displays a teemperature-d
dependent ER
R.
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Fig.6. (a) T
Threshold vooltage and (b
b) electroressistance for La0.7Ca0.3Mn
nO3//SrTiO3 (black solid
d squares) annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (blue open circles) as a function of temperature..

DISCUS
SSION
Magnetotrannsport propeerties are exttremely senssitive to chan
nges in doub
ble-exchangee interactionss, which are in
turn stronglly affected byy the variatio
ons in the anngles between
n MnO6 octaahedra inducced by strain or by changges
in the crysttal field. Unnlike La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//SrT
TiO3 films and
a bulk La0.7
M 3//BaTiO
O3
0 Ca0.3MnO33, La0.7Ca0.3MnO
thin films (120 Å) shoow two welll defined M
MI transition
ns. TMI is described as the usual metal-insulat
m
tor
transition iin ferromagnnetic perovsskite mangaanites [Dago
otto2003, To
omioka2000,, García-Hernandez20033].
Insulating cclusters inteermixed into
o the long-rrange condu
ucting ferrom
magnetic ordder grow with
w
increasinng
temperaturee, and electronic transp
port becomees dominated
d by electriic percolatioon through ferromagnettic
regions. As summarizedd in Chapterr 2, the usuall paramagnetic insulating
g phase appeears above Tc. A magnettic
field strenggthens the feerromagneticc clusters annd shifts thee transition to higher teemperature. However, thhe
second trannsition, T’MI, does not fit this picture as the magn
netic field do
oes not shift tthe transition
n temperaturre,
nsible for thhe T’MI are not affecteed by the m
magnetic field, unlike thhe
suggesting that the cluusters respon
i the usuall MI transitiion. The co
onsiderable magnetoresis
m
stance is theen due to thhe
paramagnettic regions in
interface beetween smalll ferromagn
netic and noon-ferromagn
netic regionss. Irreversibiility between
n cooling annd
warming is usually connsidered a sig
gnature of thhe percolativ
ve nature of the transitionn. Around T’
T MI the phasseseparation bbalance channges, favourring the insuulating non--ferromagnettic clusters. Structural changes
c
of thhe
substrate leead to evoluttion of the surface
s
morpphology. This drives thee competitionn between phases.
p
It theen
causes the hhighly hysterretic MI transsition.
Although inn the previouus chapter we
w interpretedd the magnettism solely on the basis oof the purely ferromagnettic
order with spatially innhomogeneo
ous anisotroppy (coexistiing regions of in-planee and out ofo plane FM
interaction), hints comiing from neegative magnnetization measured
m
in the ZFC off some samp
ples cannot be
b
ignored eithher. In this seense, the insu
ulating behavviour of the spins
s
responsible for the T’MI transitiion support thhe
idea of antiiferromagnettic correlations that couldd be enhanceed in La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaaTiO3 close to the BaTiO
O3
interface annd that shouuld be also present to a much lessser extent in
n La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO
O3 and thickker
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 samples). In this piccture, La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 thinn films wou
uld consist of
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ferromagnetic regions interspersed with antiferromagnetic ones, with strong magnetic frustration at their
boundaries.
This enhancement of antiferromagnetic interactions in an optimally (x = 0.3) doped manganite thin film grown
on BaTiO3 is also supported by other works in the literature. In 50 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on SrTiO3 [Ziese2003],
under uniform strain conditions, magnetic and transport measurements have been interpreted on the basis of
the existence of an antiferromagnetic-insulating phase which occupies nearly 70% of the film. Also, theoretical
works predict that the tetragonal distortion induced by strain, which affects orbital ordering, can alter the phase
diagram of the thin film. Indeed, for La1−xSrxMnO3 [Fang2000] the phase diagram calculated from first
principles shows the stability region of the ferromagnetic order to be reduced: for x = 0.3 doping in
La0.7Sr0.3MnO3, c/a < 0.96 corresponds to antiferromagnetic order.
For our La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 samples, the c/a ratio for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 can be estimated in the
rhombohedral phase of BaTiO3 from synchrotron x-ray diffraction, giving c/a = 0.98 at 132 K [Alberca2011],
implying ferromagnetic order. However, in line with the magnetoelastic model described in Chapter 5, we may
assume that the clusters of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 layer lying close to BaTiO3 are severely strained. Under this
hypothesis, the tetragonality ratio would be c/a = 0.94, making the presence of an antiferromagnetic order
plausible close to the interface. Finally, recent ab initio and two-orbital model calculations explore the effect of
the electric polarization of the ferroelectric on the magnetic state of manganite in connection with
manganite/ferroelectric/manganite heterostructures [Burton2011]. They conclude that interfacial spins, under
various ferroelectric polarization scenarios, switch to non-ferromagnetic arrangements, most of them
concerning antiferromagnetic coupling. In films thicker than a few atomic layers, antiferromagnetic
arrangements would therefore coexist with ferromagnetic arrangements, giving rise to phase separation, similar
to that observed in bulk La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. These effects predominate near the ferromagnetic/ferroelectric
interface over only a few unit cells, so the associated phenomenology blurs out in thicker films, akin to our
observations.
With either the strain or electric-field-induced antiferromagnetic mechanism, transport properties of the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 layer will be very sensitive to the electric poling of the BaTiO3 substrate. In these conditions,
magnetoelectric effects are expected, changing the equilibrium between the manganite microphases from that
corresponding to a random polarization distribution. We observed precisely this (Fig. 3): upon poling, the
resistance near T’MI increases, whereas the usual MI transition is depleted, showing that a larger fraction of the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 could be in an antiferromagnetic state. In the rhombohedral phase, the polarization lies along
the unit cell diagonals. A poling process perpendicular to the sample surface at room temperature enhances the
formation of larger domains oriented parallel to the applied electric field. When cooling to the rhombohedral
phase, these ferroelectric domains remain with a large net component of polarization in the poling direction.
These domains can act as nucleation centers for the antiferromagnetic patches. As the new ferromagnetic and
antiferromagnetic magnetic domains develop simultaneously with decreasing temperature due to the new
pattern of ferroelectric domains, no exchange bias in the hysteresis cycles is expected, indeed none is observed.

CONCLUSIONS
In summary, our model of a granular metallic system is confirmed by the high resistivity and large
magnetoresistance at low temperatures of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films [Alberca2012]. Between 180 and 100 K
and triggered by the O-R BaTiO3 phase transition, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 experiences a renormalization of
the existing delicate equilibrium between intrinsic phases that was developing below TMI. The
magnetic/metallic granularity can be explained by the intimate mixing of antiferromagnetic and ferromagnetic
phases that are overcome when ferromagnetism starts to be the dominant phase at lower temperatures. Also,
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the anomalies become smoother with increasing La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thickness, suggesting a vertically segregated
structure.
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CHAPTER 7
MAGNETOELASTIC COUPLING IN
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 ULTRA-THIN FILMS
The complex magnetic anisotropy of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 thin films is studied in this chapter by means of
Polarized Neutron Reflectometry (PNR) and Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR). The resulting depth profiles of
magnetization reveal a vertical segregated structure, confirming our predictions in Chapter 5, with a strongly
suppressed magnetization throughout the thin film (300 kA/m, equivalent to a magnetic moment of 2 µB/Mn)
and with largest suppression near the interface with BaTiO3 (50 kA/m, equivalent to 0.3 µB/Mn).
We observe remarkable differences in FMR spectra measured in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 thin films when
compared to control samples grown on SrTiO3 in which low strains and no corrugation are expected. FMR is
observable at 8.9 GHz only around the [110] crystallographic direction in thin La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. The
resonance field is hardly affected when the applied field is rotated away from [110].
Results from both techniques are addressed in terms of the magnetoelastic energy density and combined in a
model of 2 magnetic layers coupled ferromagnetically: one thin layer near the interface with out-of-plane
anisotropy and the other with in-plane biaxial anisotropy, typical in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films. This model
qualitatively explains the characteristics of the FMR spectra, confirming the presence of an out-of-plane spin
population highly coupled magneto-elastically to the substrate.

POLARIZED NEUTRON REFLECTOMETRY
During the experiments performed at the Asterix reflectometer, we measured reflectivities of two samples, one
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 and another La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, both with thickness t = 120 Å. For the grown on
BaTiO3, we measured reflectivities at two representative temperatures: 120K, near T’MI (see Chapter 6,
[Alberca2012]) when ΔM is maximum in the Matteucci magnetic loops (see Chapter 5, [Alberca2011]) and
30K, far for the Curie temperature and where ferromagnetism is stronger. In the case of
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, we measured the reflectivity at 90K, which is similar to 120K, as these two
temperatures are similar fractions of the respective Curie temperatures. Figure 1 shows the reflectivities for
these samples [Alberca2013].
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Fig.1. Nonn Spin-Flip Reflectivitiees measuredd on Astérix
x (LANSCE
E) for the ssamples and experimenttal
conditions ggiven. Magnetic field was applied aloong the easy axis, [110] direction.
d

o
by partitioning the manganiite layer proffile in two zo
ones: an uppper
Best fits to experimentaal data were obtained
he interface with the suubstrate. Thee Nevot-Croce
one close tto the air intterface and a lower onee, close to th
roughness ((σ) of the intterfaces, thicckness (Δ) oof the layers and magnettic scatteringg lengths (ρM) were left as
free parameeters for thee fits. Best values
v
and cconfidence limits
l
are lissted in Tablle I. The intterpretation of
profiles for layers with σ ≈ Δ is besst done in terrms of their derivatives with
w respect to the depth
h coordinate as
discussed inn Ref. [Parkk2008]. Figu
ure 2 showss the nucleaar scattering length denssity (NSLD)) and in-planne
magnetizatiion profiles.

Fig.2. Maggnetization annd nuclear scattering leength density
y profiles obtained withh co_nevot_ccroce from thhe
netization pro
ofile of La0.7C
Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 at 1220
experimentaal data. Notee the absencee of a plateauu in the magn
K, which is present bothh for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrT
TiO3 and La0.7
30 K.
0 Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 at 3
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It is apparennt that near the
t La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//BaT iO3 interfacee no significaant differencces in NSLD exist betweeen
the results oon BaTiO3 att 120 and 30 K. Howeverr, the differeence in M|| magnetization
m
n profiles is significant:
s
thhe
measuremennts on BaTiiO3 at 30 K (and on S rTiO3) show
w a significaant plateau iin the centrral part of thhe
magnetizatiion profile annd a steep deecrease whenn approachin
ng the substraate interface.. On BaTiO3 at 120 K thhis
plateau is aabsent and M||
M decreasess steadily froom its maxim
mum value near the cennter of the La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3
layer to the interface wiith BaTiO3 (n
note that besst fit parametters for this zone
z
of the L
La0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 layer impply
netic moments aligned wi
with the saturaating magnettic
σ > Δ). Wee interpret thiis as evidencce of a deplettion of magn
field on Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//BaTiO3 at
a 120 K w
when compaared with th
he same sysstem at 30 K. From our
o
experimentss, however, it
i is impossib
ble to decidee whether this depletion arises from a significantt population of
out-of-planee magnetic moments orr by a vectoor cancellation of in-pllane magnettizations corrresponding to
magnetic ddomains whoose magneticc coherencee length is smaller
s
than
n the neutronn beam coh
herence lenggth
(estimated iin the range 1-10 µm).
Table I. Fitted values obtainedd with co_nevvot_croce for the two-zonne model
M 3 layer.. Numbers in brackets correspond to 68%
for thhe La0.7Ca0.3MnO
confiddence limits for the beest value sh
hown. An assterisk (*) iindicates
unreallistic values for the uppper and low
wer confidencce limits duue to the
strongg correlation between Δ aand σ parameeters.
Air/LCM
MO
interfa
ace

LCM
MO Upper zone (A)

LCMO
L
Bottom zzone (B)

Sampple

σ (Å))

Δ (Å)

σ (Å)

ρM
(10
( -6 Å-2)

Δ (Å)

σ (Å)

ρM
(10-6 Å-2)

LCMO//STO
90K 0.6 T

16
(15.8-16
6.3)

112
(111-113))

9
(8-10.4)

1.4
(1
1.38-1.44)

7
(5.4
4-8.7)

2
(0.4-3)

1.0
(0.8-1.4)

LCMO//BTO
120K 0.6
0 T

16
(15.5-16
6.9)

92
(88-94)

21
(12-25)

0.8
(0
0.74-0.82)

6
(*)
(

9
(*)

0.1
(0-0.3)

LCMO//BTO
30K 1.0T
1

7
(4.6-7..8)

94
(91-98)

12
(6-23)

0.8
(0
0.76-0.84)

13
(*)
(

7
(*)

0.2
(0-0.3)

FMR SP
PECTRA
A
FMR spectrra were recorrded at 77K for four diffferent samplees: three La0.7Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 thin
n films, one of
t=150 Å annd two of t=
=120 Å (onee of the latteer exhibiting
g Matteucci magnetic
m
looops, see Chaapter 5) andd a
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//SrTiO3 with t=120 Å. The diaggram in Fig. 3 shows th
he different oorientations of the applieed
magnetic fiield, Bapplied, with respecct to the sam
mple surfacee and the co
orresponding values of the
t orientatioon
angles.

matics of thee geometry of
o magnetic ffield with resspect to the sample.
Fig.3. Schem
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Figures 4-66 show the FMR spectrra for the L
La0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//SrTiO3, La0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//BaTiO3 (150 Å) annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (120 Å), respectivelyy. The specctra are offfset verticallly by the correspondinng
orientation angle of thee applied fielld. Left paneels show thee in-plane rottations wherre 0° denotess field applieed
along the [100] directioon, B//[100], and 45º aloong the B//[[110] direction. Right paanels show rotations
r
froom
ne) directionn for La0.7Ca0.3
MnO
//SrT
TiO
and
rota
ations
from
B//[110]
B
to
thhe
B//[100] to the B//[001]] (out-of-plan
0
3
3
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//BaTiO3. For the fourr films, out-o
of-plane rotaations reveal the hard axiis,
B//[001] dirrection for La
along [001]], and in-planne rotations show an eassy axis along
g the [110], where the reesonance fieeld, denoted as
B0, is observved. Howeveer, several sttriking differrences between them can be observedd:
- The FMR signal is muuch weaker in
n La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO
O3 than in La0.7Ca0.3MnO33//SrTiO3.
MnO3//BaTiiO3 shows considerably
c
broader ressonances and
d, unlike foor La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//SrTiO
O3,
- La0.7Ca0.3M
these get shharper near thhe B//[110] and
a B//[001] directions.
- For La0.7C
Ca0.3MnO3//B
BaTiO3 when
n the applieed field is ro
otated away from the fillm plane, no
o FMR can be
b
conclusivelyy identified in
i an experim
ment where tthe in-plane direction
d
is along
a
[100] [[Figs. 5(a) an
nd 6(a)].
- When thee field rotation starts fro
om [110] annd progressess towards [0
001], the FM
MR is well resolved
r
up to
approx. θ ~ 75-80° and the
t FMR shiifts to higherr field rather slowly, stayiing near the easy axis value.
- Close to B
B//[001], or perpendicular
p
r to the film plane, the FMR appears as a sharp reesonance at high
h
field, juust
below the liimit of the maximum
m
fielld of the specctrometer [Fiig. 5(b)].

Fig.4. FMR
R spectra witth various magnetic
m
fieldd orientation
ns (a) in-plan
ne, (b) out-oof-plane, of a 120 Å thicck
to
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 film on SrTiO3 at 77
7K. The specctra are offseet for clarity and
a their basseline value corresponds
c
the orientatiion angle.
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Fig.5. FMR
R spectra wiith various magnetic
m
fielld orientatio
ons a. in-plan
ne, b. out-off-plane, of a 150 Å thicck
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 film on BaTiO3 at 77K.
7
The speectra are shiffted vertically and their bbaseline valu
ue corresponds
to the orienttation angle. The resonan
nce observedd at 0.3 T is DPPH
D
used as
a reference.

Fig.6. FMR
R spectra wiith various magnetic
m
fielld orientatio
ons a. in-plan
ne, b. out-off-plane, of a 120 Å thicck
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 film on BaTiO3 at 77K.
7
The speectra are shiffted vertically and their bbaseline valu
ue corresponds
to the orienttation angle. The resonan
nce observedd at 0.3 T is DPPH
D
used as
a reference.

The obtaineed resonancee fields (B0) are plotted vvs. the rotatiion angle in Fig. 7(a)-7(cc) (in-plane rotations) annd
Fig. 7(d)-7(f) (out-of-pplane) for La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//SrTiO3 (120 Å), La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//BaTiO3 (150 Å), annd
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (120 Å), respectively.
r
. Out-of-plan
ne resonance fields are plotted in Fig. 7(d)-7(ff).
FMR for booth La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//BaTiiO3 [Figs. 7((e) and 7(f)] was measureed with B-fieeld between [110] in-planne
(θ = 0°, see Fig. 3) annd [001] outt-of-plane (θθ = 90°). For La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//SrTiO
O3 [Fig. 7(d))] the in-planne
direction w
was less criticcal and was chosen as [1100] (ϕ = 0°°). The in-pllane data [Fiig. 7(a)-7(c)]] show typiccal
w
easy axes along tthe four [11
10] directionns.
sinusoidal vvariation, chharacteristic of biaxial symmetry with
However, as Figs. 5 and 6 demonstratee, around [100] no resonance could be resolved in
MnO3//BaTiO3 samples. In
n out-of-planne rotations of
o La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3 [Figs. 7(e)) and 7(f)], thhe
La0.7Ca0.3M
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FMR barelyy shifts untill 50° and theen starts to sslowly creep upwards up
p to 75° wheere it rapidly
y broadens annd
disappears. Sharper resonances appear arround 1T near the [001] orieentation in the thickker
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 (150Å) film. Narrow
w lines in thee spectra aro
ound 0.33 T (g=2) corrrespond to thhe
electron parramagnetic reesonance (EP
PR) of the reeference 2,2--diphenyl-1-p
picrylhydrazzyl (DPPH). Other, angullar
dependent, lines aroundd 0.6 T corresspond to EPR
R of defects in
i the substraates.

Fig.7. FMR
R resonancee fields for the La0.7C
Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 120Å
Å in-plane ((a) and outt-of-plane (dd),
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO3 150 Å in-p
plane (b) andd out-of-plan
ne (e), and Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3//BaTiO3 120
1 Å in-planne
(c) and out--of-plane (f),, as extracted
d from FMR spectra show
wn in Figurees 4-6. Lines correspond to simulationns
using Eq. [11] and param
meters listed in
i Table II.

ANISOT
TROPY ENERG
GIES
For the inteerpretation off the FMR reesults we usee a classical free
f energy anisotropy
a
m
model to deteermine first thhe
equilibrium
m magnetizatiion orientation for a givven applied field
f
(magnittude and direection): M(Bapplied) and thhe
eigenoscillaation aroundd this equilib
birium. We then vary the magnitud
de of Bappliedd until the eigenfrequenc
e
cy
equals the frequency of
o the simulaated experim
ment, we deenote Bapplied by B0. Thee free energy
y includes thhe
Zeeman eneergy and shaape anisotrop
py terms andd the power series of thee directionall cosines as the anisotroppy
energy [Chiikazumi20099]:
E / V   0M·Bappllied  ½ 0M·N·M  K2c32  K 4 ab (14   24 )  K4c34

[1]

Where V is the volume of the ferrom
magnetic lay er, α1, α2 and
d α3 are the direction
d
cosiines of the La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3
2
2
2
magnetizatiion (αi = Mi/Msat, i= 1,2,3 and α1 + α2 + α3 = 1), N is thee demagnetiization tenssor
((N11,N22,N33)=(0,0,1) inn the case of
o a film perp
rpendicular to the z-axis)), K2c is the lowest ordeer out-of-planne
anisotropy tterm, K4c thee next order, K4ab is the llowest order in-plane aniisotropy term
m and Msat is the saturatioon
magnetizatiion (determinned from VSM).
3
Here, for thhe La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//SrTiO
O3 layer we obtained K2c
nd K4ab= + 1.7 ± 0.5 kJ/m
m3
2 = + 140 ± 30 kJ/m and
(see Table III). No higheer order term
ms appearing in Eq. [1] were
w needed to
t describe thhe fundamen
ntal features of
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La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3. In Ref. [Nemes2008], lower values, K2c= + 48 kJ/m3 and K4ab= + 1.6 kJ/m3, were
obtained for t = 150 Å thick La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3. Simulations of the angular dependence of the FMR B0
with these parameters are shown in Fig. 7 (a) and 7 (d).
FMR spectra of a t = 120 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, not exhibiting Matteucci-loops, are shown in Fig. 6. As
in the case of the 150 Å thick La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, no resonance was observed near the B//[100] and,
although, B//[110] remains the easy axis, its shift to higher fields is small [Fig. 6(a)] away from [110]. The outof-plane rotations are in Fig. 6(b), again, resonance fields shift slowly up when rotating to B//[001] remaining
at B0 ~ 0.3 T even at 80°. In the thinner layer no resonance was observed around B//[001] within the limit of
our spectrometer. Compared with La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, broad and weak signals are characteristic of these
spectra. Figure 7(c) and 7(f) show the in-plane and out-of-plane angular dependence of the resonance fields,
respectively. The corresponding parameters for Eq. [1] of the FMR simulation are summarized in Table II.
Remarkably, in another thin 120 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 film, which did exhibit Matteucci magnetic loops,
no FMR could be observed for any magnetic field orientation.
A strong tendency for out-of-plane orientation of the magnetic moments is apparent in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3: the FMR can be described by incorporating the fourth order out-of-plane K4c term,
with values given in Table II. The salient feature of these results is the large and negative K4c = - 70 ± 20
kJ/m3 for the thicker layer and K4c = - 140 ± 20 kJ/m3 for the thinner layer. Indeed, the out-of-plane FMR of
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 cannot be described without recurring to the K4c term not needed for
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3. This large, negative K4c term yields the low values of the resonance field near [001].
Indeed, the curious backwards turn of the simulation near [001] is a direct consequence of K4c being
comparable to K2c but negative.
Table II. Anisotropy energies of 120 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 and
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 and 150 Å La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 at 77K. tB
is the estimated 30 Å thickness of the highly strained sub-layer near the
BaTiO3.
K2c[kJ/m3]

K4c [kJ/m3]

K4ab [kJ/m3]

Msat[kA/m]/msat[µB/Mn]

tB/tA

LCMO/STO
(120 Å)

140±30

-

1.7±0.5

400/2.52

0

LCMO/BTO
(150 Å)

220±30

-70±20

2.1±0.7

379/2.38

0.25

LCMO/BTO
(120 Å)

190±50

-140±20

2.1±0.7

375/2.36

0.33

The large negative K4c indicates the existence of a fraction of magnetic moments that prefer to be out-of-plane
in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. The overall energy balance, K2c and the shape anisotropy keep the sample plane as
the easy plane of the system. Yet, a negative K4c comparable to K2c is needed to simulate the low resonance
field, implying a tendency of spins to be out-of-plane. The non-uniform distribution of magnetization extracted
from PNR depth profiles indicates that the non-aligned population of spins must reside near the interface with
the substrate. The influence of these out-of-plane spins in the macroscopic properties is thickness dependent. In
thicker layers (t > 150 Å) the effect of these spins in magnetic and transport properties weakens [Alberca2012].
In this sense, the relative amount of the two populations plays an important role. We consider the ratio tB/tA,
where tB is the thickness of the sub-layer at the interface with BaTiO3 estimated from PNR (see Fig. 2) to be 30
Å and tA is the thickness of the more relaxed sub-layer further from the BaTiO3. As tA increases with
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film thickness, K4c diminishes (Table II). Also, the small reduction of K2c in the thinner layer
can be a result of an increase of K4c. In this respect, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 can be considered as the limit
tB→0.
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MAGNETOELASTIC ENERGY DENSITY
The highly negative anisotropy shown in the previous section can be addressed just by looking at the
magnetoelastic energy density. Internal strains in thin films due to the substrate (as high as 2% in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 [Alberca2011]) affect significantly the magnetic anisotropy through magnetoelastic
coupling. Here, we turn to the more general expression of the free energy density in powers of strains, εij:
E / V  Kij i j  Bij i j ij  Dijkl i j k l  ij kl  Cijkl  ij kl 

[2]

This expansion includes the magnetocrystalline anisotropy (MCA) energy density, with coefficients Kij, as the
zero order term, the magnetoelastic energy density with coefficients of first (Bij) and second (Dijkl) order, as
well as the elastic energy density terms (Cijkl) [Chikazumi2009, Lacheisserie2006, Lacheisserie1993,
delMoral2008]. When strains are less than 1%, as in the case of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, only linear terms are
needed. Then, by minimizing the elastic and magnetoelastic contributions and incorporating them to the MCA,
it is possible to calculate analytical expressions for the anisotropic constants of Eq. [1]. For a cubic system,
assuming a coherently strained film with in-plane strain εxx = εyy = ε, ignoring shear in-plane, εxy=0, and
denoting the out-of-plane strain as εzz = εz, the anisotropy constants in Eq. [1] can be expressed as follows:
K 2 c  K 2 z , MCA  B1   z     B2 2 /  2c44 

[3]

K 4 ab  K 4 xy , MCA

K 4 c  K 4 z , MCA  B2 2 /  2c44 

where B1 and B2 are the magnetoelastic coefficients, c44 the elastic modulus and K2z,MCA, K4xy,MCA and K4z,MCA
are the MCA coefficients [Vaz2009, O’Donnell1998, Chang1993].
For higher strains (1-3%) and also in presence of corrugation at the interface, terms quadratic in strains are
needed [O'Handley1992, Lacheisserie1982, Kittel1996]. High corrugation can cause larger shears which in
turn strongly affect the anisotropy, yielding very complex analytical expressions, beyond the scope of the
present work. Nonetheless, assuming cubic symmetry, with zero in-plane shear, εxy=0, but small out-of-plane
shears, εxz and εyz, (ie. terms of the form εijεkl and εiiεkl are neglected) similar calculations can lead to expressions
for the anisotropy constants. Thus, the proposed approximations eliminate a considerable number of
magnetoelastic coefficients and the anisotropy constants read as:
K 2 c  K 2 z , MCA  B1   z     B2 2 /  2c44 
K 4 ab  K 4 xy , MCA  D12 z  D11 2
K 4 c  K 4 z , MCA  B2 / 2c44  D12  D11 z
2

2

[4]
2

where the dependence of K4c and K4ab on strains is now explicit. When strains are small, K4c is dominated by
K4z,MCA. Since B2 is proportional to magnetostriction, λ111, B22 is considerably smaller than B1 and the term
B22/(2c44) can be neglected [Kittel1996]. This results in the expected K2c ≠ 0 and K4c ≈ 0 for systems like
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3. Now, the case of high strains includes new magnetoelastic coefficients (D12 and D11
in this approximation), that add to the anisotropy constants. Thus, negative magnetoelastic coefficients can
lead to the high negative value of K4c coefficient in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 thin films.

THE TWO-LAYER MODEL
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In this section we reach back to the idea discussed in Chapter 5 of two different populations of spins in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 [Alberca2011]. In sight of PNR results of a vertically segregated structure and
supported by magnetoelastic theory discussed in section IV, we propose a two layers model that might be able
to explain the differences in FMR spectra between La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 thin
films. It is the large out-of-plane anisotropy (indicated by the negative K4c) and the strongly suppressed depthdependent in-plane magnetization seen by PNR that lead us to postulate a two-layer model. One sub-layer
corresponds to relaxed La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, akin to La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, with in-plane magnetic anisotropy
(positive K2c). The other one is highly affected by inhomogeneous strain from the BaTiO3 substrate, with outof-plane anisotropy (negative K2c). By considering these two regions, the magnetic granularity and many of
the unusual properties observed in magnetism and transport can be explained.
In the following, we discuss the model, and simulations of the corresponding FMR. We express the free energy
areal density of the system as the sum of two different populations of spins distributed as layers of different
thicknesses, coupled together at the interface:
Sub-layer A: We assume a top-layer with anisotropy constants found for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 with in-plane

easy axis: KA2c = + 140 kJ/m3 and KA4ab = + 1.7 kJ/m3 (see Table II) and saturation magnetization, based on
VSM measurements: MA= 379 kA/m (2.5 µB/Mn).
Sub-layer B: For the bottom layer, highly affected by the BaTiO3 substrate, we assume out-of-plane easy axis,

ie., negative anisotropy constant KB2c. Here we proceed as suggested in Ref. [O'Handley1992] where the
negative K4c is included as an effective K2c that accounts for the large strains and corrugation. In addition,
according to Eq. [4] a large, negative KB4ab can be expected. The thickness and magnetization of this sub-layer
are estimated from PNR as tB = 30 Å and MB = 50 kA/m (0.3 µB/Mn).
We consider in the free energy the corresponding volumetric Zeeman and shape anisotropy terms and finally
the simplest coupling between sub-layers, an interfacial exchange type ferromagnetic coupling of the adjacent
Mn ions. The resulting free energy density is:

E/ A
[  0M A ·B applied  ½ 0 M A ·N ·M A  K A 2c A32  K A 4 ab ( A14   A 2 4 )]·t A
[ 0 M B ·B applied  ½ 0M B ·N ·M B  K B 2 c B 32  K B 4 ab ( B14   B 2 4 )]·t B

[5]

 J eff  S S AS B

where αji = Mji/Mjsat, i= 1,2,3 and αj12 + αj22 + αj32 =1, j=A or B, N is the demagnetization tensor
((N11,N22,N33)=(0,0,1), A is the (arbitrary) surface of the layer, ρS the surface density of Mn ions (spins/area),
Sj = Mj /(-gj×B×ρj) is the polarization (expectation value) of the spin in the j-th layer, ρj is the density of the
spins in the j-th layer, and t = tA+tB = 150 Å is the total La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film thickness. We focus on
simulations (maps of FMR intensity over the magnetic field / excitation frequency plane) for the t = 150 Å
thick La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 film. With the experimental values of MA, MB, tA and tB, and the anisotropy
constants of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 used for the upper layer, only KB2c, KB4ab and Jeff remain as free
parameters for the simulations. We selected these so as to capture most of the qualitative features of the
experimental FMR listed in Section II. Table III gives the values best approximating the experimental results,
as described below.
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Table III.
I Simulatioon parameters at 77K ussed in the
two lay
yers modes ddescribed by Eq. [5]. The coupling
value used
u
is Jeff ≈ 4·10-23 kJ ~ 250 meV
V per spin
pair.
K2c [kJJ/m3]

K4ab [kJ//m3]

Msat[kA/m
m]

t [Å]

Sub-Laayer A

1400

1.7

379

120

Sub-Laayer B

-220±±30

-50±10

50

30

pled ferromag
gnetic layerss can be calcu
ulated once all
a
The resonannce modes annd frequencies of this sysstem of coup
the parameeters, includiing the size and directiion of Bapplieed are fixed:: We determ
mine first th
he equilibriuum
orientation of MA and MB by minim
mizing E. T
Then the cou
upled equatio
ons of motioon for Ṁj=γj (MjBeff,j) are
a
j
solved afterr linearizatioon for small variations oof M from their
t
equilibrrium. The cooupling emeerges from thhe
of
(dynamic) eexchange torrque produceed by the layyers on each
h other. To simulate the orientation dependence
d
the FMR (recorded by sweeping
s
Bappplied at a fixeed frequency
y), for each orientation
o
w
we varied thee magnitude of
Bapplied syste
ematically unntil one of thee resonance ffrequencies matched
m
the measuremennt frequency.
The FMR m
mode can exxhibit fairly complex beehavior, espeecially for the two-layerr model. Fo
or comparisoon,
simulations for La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//SrT
TiO3 are shoown in Fig. 8(a)-8(c). These
T
2D FM
MR maps show
s
expecteed
microwave absorption (in
( a false co
olor scale) aas a function of the excittation frequeency and app
plied magnettic
plied along tthe two prin
ncipal in-planne
field, at thrree representtative orienttations: withh the magnettic field app
directions, [[100] and [110], and in th
he out-of-plaane orientatio
on [001]. Th
he shift of thee whole mod
de between thhe
in-plane eassy and hard axes is deterrmined by K 4ab. Around the hard axis the resonannce mode is dominated by
b
K2c, where Zeeman annd anisotropy
y energies ccompete in the
t magnetizzation proceess, resulting
g in the initiial
downturn oof the resonaance mode and its final upturn [Fig. 8(c)] for sttrong enoughh fields to reeach magnettic
saturation [Fig. 8(i), blaack line, aro
ound 1.2 T). The FMR mode
m
crossees the excitattion microw
wave frequenccy
(indicated aas green linees at 8.9 GHz) at smallerr magnetic field
f
in the expected
e
[11 0] direction,, in agreemeent
with this beeing the easyy axis given by the positiive K4ab of th
he simulation. In the outt-of-plane orrientation [Fiig.
8(c)], the rresonance iss predicted above the eexperimentallly availablee magnetic field (at B = 1.2 T), in
accordance with no resoonance obserrved for thiss direction in
n Fig. 4. Thee relative inteensity of thee resonances at
different orrientations observed
o
in La0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//SrTiO3 spectra is also reproduuced: the in
ntensity of thhe
resonance nnear the easy axis is loweer than arounnd the B//[100
0].
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Fig.8. FMR maps calculated for the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3120 Å layer (upper panels) and the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 150 Å layer (central panels) in three selected applied field orientations B//[100],
B//[110] and B//[001]. For the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 layer a 1-layer model described by equation 1 was used.
In the case of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 sample the 2-layer model described by Eq. [5] was used. Green line
indicates the experimental microwave excitation frequency. Lower panels show the simulated magnetic loops
in the direction of the applied magnetic field for La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 (black), and La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3
sub-layer A (red) and sub-layer B (blue).

We employ the two-layer model of Eq. [5] to describe the magnetism of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. A complex
FMR mode results from the coupling of the individual resonances of the two sub-layers. The model has 9
parameters of which we fix 6 based on experiment, as discussed above: the two magnetizations, the sub-layer
thicknesses, and the in-plane KA4ab and out-of-plane KA2c anisotropy constants of the top-layer. There is no
obvious guidance from experiment for the other 3 parameters: KB4ab, KB2c and the A-B layer coupling, Jeff. We
studied a large set of simulated FMR maps varying all three parameters systematically, until a parameter-set
was found that reproduces the important features, described in Section II, of the FMR data qualitatively. These
parameters are given in Table III, and the corresponding FMR maps in the three main orientations of the
magnetic B-field are shown in Figs. 8(d)-8(f).
In the following we discuss each of the free parameters of the two-layer model separately by comparing their
effects on the simulated FMR maps to the experiment.
The most striking difference of the FMR maps of the two-layer model with respect to the one-layer model is
that in the [110] orientation the low frequency, experimentally achievable, mode shows a maximum frequency
in low applied B-field, indicated as Bmax in Fig. 8(e). We tuned this “bump” with the chosen model parameters
to be just above the measurement frequency, 8.9 GHz, indicated with a green line. In-plane characteristics of
the observed spectra in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 are determined mainly by KB4ab. The model forces us to use a
large negative KB4ab anisotropy constant in order to push the Bmax “bump” up to observable frequencies. For
certain orientations near [110] of the applied B-field, the two-layer model predicts more than one FMR peaks.
We identify the experimental FMR with the low-field peak, B0(1)~Bmax, and will comment below on why the
higher-field peak, B0(2) reminiscent of the resonance of the one-layer model, is not observed except for near
perpendicular directions. Figures 8(d)-8(f), show the FMR maps with KB2c = -220 kJ/m3, KB4ab = -50 kJ/m3 and
Jeff = 4·10-23 kJ (~ 250 meV) per interfacial spin pair to simulate the observed FMR of 150 Å thick
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3.
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Fig.9. Overrlayed FMR
R maps wherre B is rotaated in-planee from B//[1
100] (ϕ = 0°°) to B//[110] (ϕ = 45°°).
Resonance B0(1) is onlly observed after a certaain angle is reached
r
(ϕ = 35° in ourr model), theen it moves to
lower fieldss.

magnetic fielld is applied
d near [110],, the directio
on where exp
perimentallyy FMR were observed, thhe
When the m
two-layer m
model has a minimum
m
freequency, corrresponding to
t the reorien
ntation/saturaation of the magnetizatio
m
on.
In low fieldds the bottom
m layer forcess the top layeer to bend towards [100] and [001]. T
This minimum slowly risses
and then dissappears as the
t field is orriented towarrds [100], as shown in Fiig. 9. Cruciallly, at the experimental 8.9
8
GHz frequeency the obsserved FMR is more inttense near [1
110] than alo
ong B//[100]] and it is also
a
broadeneed
around B//[[110]. Both effects
e
are diirect consequuences of th
he “bump” feeature of the resonance around
a
0.04 T,
since the obbservation at fixed frequeency cuts thee mode tangeentially, preccisely near [1110]. This B0(1) resonance
in Fig. 9 barrely moves when
w
rotating
g in-plane annd finally dissappears towards B//[1000], concurren
nt with the lacck
of resonancce observed there
t
in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3. Quaantitatively, the simulateed FMR disap
ppears alreaddy
10° away frrom [110] coontrary to exp
periment whhere it is obseerved up to 20°,
2 indicatinng the limits of our modeel.
Neverthelesss, the modell predicts B0(1)
( to be smaallest at B//[1
110], in agreement with eexperiment.
Figure 10 shows FMR maps
m
using the
t same moodel parametters but diffeerent top layeer thickness.. Interestinglly,
nance mode is raised oveer the experiimental frequuency, coincciding with thhe
for a total layer of 120 Å, the reson
he La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//BaTiiO3 Matteucci sample. A
At the otherr extreme, thhe
lack of obsservable resoonance in th
thickness neeeded to get the FMR maaps to approoximate La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3, is 10000 Å with the
t parameteers
of Table IIII. This thickkness is mucch larger thaan the 250 Å expected experimental
e
ally accordin
ng to magnettic
characterizaation in Ref. [Alberca201
12]. Quantitaative agreem
ment between model and eexperiment is not expecteed
as the com
mplexity derrived from the
t interfacee with the inhomogeneeous BaTiO33 substrate, with varyinng
topography and ferroeleectric domain
n distributionn is addresseed in our model only throough KB4ab. As
A a result, we
w
B
are forced too use a ratheer large in-plaane K 4ab to reproduce th
he qualitativee features of the FMR experiment. Yeet,
the magnetooelastic calcuulations (Eq.[4]) also preedict a gain with
w increased strain.
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Fig.10. Oveerlayed FMR
R maps at tw
wo different orientationss B//[100], and
a B//[110],, of the 2-laayer model for
f
three differrent model thickness:
t
a)) 120 Å, b) 500 Å and
d c) 1000 Å.
Å Green horrizontal linee indicates thhe
frequency dduring the exxperiments.

d
the asppect of FMR
R. The relativve
For out of-pplane rotatioons, it is the correspondinng KB2c paraameter that drives
intensity off the resonancces in differeent orientatioons plays an important ro
ole. Near the perpendicullar directionss a
second resoonance, denooted as B0(2), also appeaars. Figure 11
1 shows the simulated spectra wheen rotating thhe
field from B
B//[110] to B//[001].
B
Iniitially, the reesonance at B0(1) is mo
ore intense, aand shifts to
o higher fields
rather slowlly as it broaddens, exactly
y as observedd [Figs. 5(b) and 6(b)]. This
T is the reesult of the “bump”
“
of Fiig.
8(e), movinng slowly and broadening
g, when rotaating towardss the hard ax
xis. In the saame process, the sharp annd
less intensee B0(2) resonnance slowly
y gains intennsity as it brroadens and can be finallly observed near the haard
axis. The obbservation of this resonaance (at low enough field
ds for the sp
pectrometer) is the naturaal result of thhe
large and nnegative KB2c. The exp
planation forr the processs in which the observe
ved lower field resonance
(equivalent to B0(1)) losses, and the higher
h
field rresonance (iee. B0(2)) gain
ns, intensity towards the hard axis is as
i
follows. Thhe two branchhes are sepaarated by thee field of reorientation/saaturation of tthe magnetizzation from inplane to ouut-of -plane as
a indicated in Fig. 8(f))-8(i). In stro
ong in-planee fields the Z
Zeeman-enerrgy, the shappe
anisotropy aand the posittive KA2c of the
t top layerr all force thee bottom layer (B) orientted in-plane, along its haard
axis where it is very seensitive to heeterogeneity,, given by th
he highly inh
homogeneouus BaTiO3 su
ubstrate. Thuus,
the coupledd B0(1) resonnance frequen
ncy drops beelow the 8.9 GHz of the experiment, furthermore it also suffeers
strong inhom
mogeneous broadening
b
(not
(
capturedd by our model) and its integrated inntensity dimiinishes rapiddly
while B0(2) becomes preedominant.
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Fig.11. Simulated FMR spectra for the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 150 Å sample in out-of-plane field rotation
between B//[110] (0°) and B//[001] (90°).

The strength of the ferromagnetic coupling (Jeff) determines the shape of the new FMR modes, through the
field where the [001] and [110] mode frequencies tend to zero. Decreasing Jeff pushes Bmax to higher
frequencies and also increases modestly the resonance field in the [001] orientation (B0(2)). The actual value of
magnetic exchange coupling between Mn spins is hard to determine both experimentally and theoretically
[Dagotto2003, Ziese2002, Martin1996, Millis1997]. Nevertheless, it is widely accepted that the effective
hopping amplitude between Mn ions must be fractions of an eV (from 1 to 0.2 eV) and the on-site Hubbard
repulsion to be ~6 eV [Dagotto2003]. With this, approximating Jeff ~ t2/U, the coupling is expected to be
between 5 meV and 200 meV. In our model, a relatively broad range of values of the coupling could reproduce
the observations, anywhere between -30 and -300 meV per spin-pair, with appropriate choice of the anisotropy
constants and the MB magnetization. Smaller Jeff is needed with stronger MB, as only their product appears in
Eq.[5]. Operationally, our choice of the low value of MB based on PNR leads to the large coupling. In this
sense, our Jeff must be considered as an effective coupling that accounts for the presence of the much larger
out-of-plane moments, not actually included in our model. Physically, even near the interface there are
magnetic moments (MB, seen by PNR) that can be reoriented in-plane with a reasonable applied field. These
have a preferred orientation out-of-plane, due to their coupling to moments, with much larger overall
magnetization that cannot be reoriented easily.

DISCUSSION
The two-layer model proposed here is in robust agreement with FMR experimental data. The need of high
negative anisotropic constants, supported by magnetoelastic theory reveals the strong magnetolastic coupling
in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. Thus, in line with what was discussed in Chapters 5 and 6, the following picture is
proposed: first, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 may be segregated into an antiferromagnetic phase (AF); second, this AF phase
results from high strains and corrugation and is vertically segregated, as PNR results suggest; third, AF clusters
may not be uniformly distributed near the interface with BaTiO3 [see Fig. 12(a)] and, fourth, these AF clusters
may be at the origin of the high negative anisotropy in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. That is, both FM and AF
phases must be interspersed within layer B, near the interface (besides, some of these clusters may protrude far
into the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3, as seen in PNR profiles) with overall strongly reduced magnetization. When a
sufficiently strong magnetic field is applied in plane, the FM phase aligns with it exhibiting a strong magnetic
anisotropy as revealed by FMR. This situation is illustrated in Fig. 12(a) and (b). In low applied fields, MA lies
in-plane. On the other hand, MB keeps out-of-plane due to the negative anisotropy induced by AF population.
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Fig.12. Illusstration of thhe two-layer model. (a) W
With no app
plied field, magnetization
m
n near the su
ubstrate is ouutof-plane due to negativee anisotropy possibly indduced by cou
upling to AF clusters. b) U
Under saturaating fields MB
turns in-planne.

me insight: the hysterettic
Although oour model does not captture the Maatteucci physsics, it does provide som
behavior beetween 0.1 and
a 1 T in Matteucci m
magnetic loops may have its origin in the magn
netic interface
between strrained and reelaxed La0.7Ca
C 0.3MnO3. D
During the magnetization
m
n process witith increasing
g applied fieeld
in-plane, Laa0.7Ca0.3MnO
O3 magnetizaation at the ggrain boundaaries rotates out-of-plane
o
e. Even in lay
yers as thin as
120 Å, thee relative am
mount of FM
M and AF ppopulations may vary, since the acctual ferroellectric domaain
configuratioon is dramattically differrent amongsst unpoled BaTiO
B
trates. We ppostulate this as the maain
3 subst
reason for thhe big differrences observ
ved between thin La0.7Caa0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 films.

CONCL
LUSION
NS
In this chappter, we studiied the stron
ng magnetoellastic couplin
ng present in
n La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiO
O3 by means of
the joint anaalysis of PNR
R and FMR data. We devveloped a tw
wo-layer magnetic model that addresses the relevaant
differences of La0.7Ca0.3
MnO
//BaT
TiO
FMR
spectra
com
mpared to La
L 0.7Ca0.3MnnO3//SrTiO3: i) weak annd
0
3
3
broadened ssignals; ii) absence
a
of reesonance aroound B//[100
0]; iii) lower field resonaances, B0(2), near the haard
axis; iv) sloow shift of FM
MR to higher field in outt-of-plane rottations and, v)
v lack of ressonance for the
t Matteucccilike samples. Relying onn high strain
ns and corruggation near th
he interface with the BaT
TiO3 and tog
gether with thhe
experimentaal results froom PNR depth profiles, tthe FMR datta are qualitaatively explaained just by
y consideringg a
two-layer m
model. Our findings
f
are compatible
c
w
with the exisstence of anttiferromagneetic (AF) clu
usters resultinng
from the inhhomogeneouus strain map
p and corruggation at the BaTiO
B
/La
Ca
MnO
i
interface.
Th
he FM and AF
A
3
0.7
7
0.3
3
phases musst be intersppersed near the
t interfacee. Besides, some
s
of these clusters m
may protrud
de far into thhe
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3, as seenn in PNR pro
ofiles with ovverall stronglly reduced magnetization
m
n. Even in laayers as thin as
120 Å, the rrelative amouunt of FM an
nd AF populaations may vary,
v
as does the BaTiO3 domain distrribution.
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C
CHAP
PTER 8
MAGN
M
NETO
OELEC
CTRIC
C COU
UPLIN
NG IN
N
Laa0.7Ca0.3
O3//BaaTiO3 ULTR
RA-TH
HIN FILMS
F
S
0 MnO
m
tric coupling in La0.7Ca0.33MnO3//BaT
TiO3 thin film
ms. We discuuss
In this chappter, we inveestigate the magnetoelectr
experimentss based on thhe converse magnetoelect
m
W report chaanges in maggnetization around
a
30-400%
tric effect. We
upon applying electric fields, and estimate
e
maggnetoelectricc coupling constants, α, of the orderr of (2-5)·100-7
w those fo
found in literrature. Magn
netic anisotroopy is also highly
h
affecteed
s/m. This efffect is giantt compared with
upon applyiing electric fields,
f
resulting in a consiiderable redu
uction of coeercive fields.
We comparre the magnettoelectric efffect in pre-pooled and unp
poled BaTiO3. The observved behaviou
ur is distinct in
the two kinds of substraates and our findings cann be explaineed in terms of
o differencees of domain
n configuratioon
as describedd in Chapterr 2. The stron
ng magnetoeelastic couplling present in La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3//BaTiiO3 (studied in
Chapter 7) is at the origin of this strong m
magnetoelecctric couplin
ng, as the m
magnetoelecctric effect in
MnO3//BaTiO3 is strain meediated.
La0.7Ca0.3M

CHARA
ACTERIZATION
N
In order to explore the converse maagnetoelectriic coupling we
w worked with
w 100 Å tthick La0.7Caa0.3MnO3 film
ms
TiO3 substraates. Essentiaally, these su
ubstrates difffer from the unpoled onees, used in thhe
grown on ppre-poled BaT
previous chhapters of thiis thesis, by a poling proocess during fabrication, prior to sliciing the largee single crysttal
into individdual pieces. We
W do not reefer to polingg the actual substrate po
ost-production
on. See Chap
pter 3 for moore
details on thhese substrattes and Chapter 4 for the characterizaation at room temperaturee of unpoled BaTiO3.
We chose fo
for these expeeriments sub
bstrates exhibbiting mainly
y “c”-type feerroelectric ddomains (deteermined by XX
Ray diffracttion). That iss, in the tetraagonal phase,, the polar ax
xis (lattice paarameter c = 4.036 Å) is directed alonng
the out-of-pplane directioon, with the shorter
s
param
meter, a = 3.9
992 Å, in-plaane.
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Fig.1. a) aand b) AFM
M images showing
s
thee topograph
hy of a BaaTiO3 substrrate used in
n the inverrse
magnetoelectric effect experiments.
e
c) Line proffile showing the characterristic roughnness of these substrates.
M prior to fillm growth. T
Two represen
ntative imagges
The morphoology of the BaTiO3 wass characteriz ed with AFM
are shown inn Figure 1, for
f two differrent scan areeas. Figure 1(a)
1 corresponds to a 50μμm x 50μm arrea, showingg a
relatively fllat surface with
w features in the 10-155nm range as
a can be observed in thee correspond
ding profile of
Fig. 1(c). Thhe calculatedd rms for thiss scan area iss 4.8nm. Thiis value is approximatelyy three times lower than thhe
value obtaiined for unppoled BaTiO
O3 substratees (Chapter 4), which was
w dominaated by the characteristtic
corrugation of a-c domaain walls. Fiigure 1(b) shhows a 10μm
m x 10μm scan area. Thee features ob
bserved, withh a
height of ~110nm, have been
b
ascribed
d to a selectivve polishing
g effect on the different feerroelectric domains.
d
La0.7Ca0.3M
MnO3 films grrown on pree-poled substtrates had a thickness off 100 Å and were characcterized by XX
Ray diffracttion at room
m temperaturee. Figure 2 sshows two reeciprocal spaace maps of a symmetricc (200) and an
a
asymmetricc (-103) refl
flection. La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films are epitaxial with a nnear cubic structure
s
wiith
parameters in-plane a = 3.88 ± 0.02 Å and, out-oof-plane c = 3.86 ± 0.01 Å. The averaage c/a ratio is ~ 0.99. Thhe
ms are partiallly
relaxation ccoefficient foor this particcular sample is R ≈ 0.8, that is, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3///BaTiO3 film
relaxed. Cohherence lenggths are 130±
±10 Å in-planne and 90±10 Å in the ou
ut of plane di
direction. La0.7
0 Ca0.3MnO3 is
under a tenssile strain in--plane of ε11=0.5%
=
and oout-of-plane ε33=0.1%, ap
pproximatelyy.

a)

b)

Fig.2. Recipprocal space maps around a) the (2000) symmetricc direction an
nd b) the (-1 03) asymmeetric reflectioon.
Black lines in b) are guiides to the ey
ye.
m. Zero field
d cooled (ZFFC) and field cooled (FC
C)
Magnetic chharacterizatiion was donee using the VSM system
temperaturee dependent magnetizatio
on is shown in Fig. 3. Ass for films grown on unppoled BaTiO
O3 substrates,, a
broad paraamagnetic-ferromagnetic (PM-FM) transition is observed
d with the characterisstic depresseed
magnetizatiion (saturation magnetizzation, Msat ≈ 1.8 μB/M
Mn at 20 K,
K see Fig. 4) and dep
pressed Currie
temperaturee, Tc ≈ 190 K.
K Large hystteretic behavviour between FC and ZF
FC measuredd in an applieed field of 1000
Oe with elevvated blockiing (TB ≈ 140
0K) and clossure (Tcl ≈ 15
55K) temperaatures are alsso observed.
The similarities in magnnetism with samples
s
grow
wn on unpolled substratess are evidentt. Remanent and saturatioon
m magnetic hysteresis
h
looops are show
wn in Fig. 5. Coercive
C
fiellds are large, up to 500 Oe
O
moments exxtracted from
at low tempperatures, denoting the sttrong magneetic anisotrop
py and inhom
mogeneous ddomains structure (see Fiig.
6). Furtherm
more, the liinear temperrature depenndence of th
he coercive fields alongg with the broad
b
PM-FM
transition annd high bloccking temperrature indicaate that La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin
t
films grrown on pre--poled BaTiO
O3
are also maggnetic granuular systems.
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Fig.3. ZFC--FC measureed at a) 100 Oe
O and b) 10000 Oe. The small jump around
a
190 K is due to substrate
s
phaase
transition frrom Rhomboohedral to Orrthorhombic phase.

Fig.4. Magnnetic hysteresis loops at selected
s
tempperatures.

Fig.5. Remaanent and satturation mom
ments vs. tem
mperature.
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Fig.6. Coerccive fields ass a function of
o temperatuure.

MAGNE
ETOELE
ECTRIC
C COUPL
LING TO
O PRE-POLED B
BaTiO3
SUBSTRATES
We measurred the magnnetization changes upon application of electric fiields to the fferroelectric substrate. For
this purposee we used a modified
m
sam
mple rod for tthe VSM-PP
PMS system described inn Chapter 3, section
s
VI.
Optimal ressults were obbtained when
n adopting thhe following protocol: In the ferroelecctric, tetragon
nal phase (T
T=
300K) an ellectric field higher
h
than the
t ferroelecctric coerciviity was appliied to the sam
mple in a dirrection norm
mal
to the sampple surface (E
E > 1 kV/cm
m). Direct obsservation of the current peak
p
at the sswitching fieeld ensured thhe
sample wass properly coontacted and
d that the sw
witching proccess was tak
king place. T
The electric field
f
was theen
maintained during all suubsequent meeasurements at lower tem
mperatures, essentially keeeping the BaaTiO3 poled.

Fig.7. Magnnetic hysteresis loops at four
f
selectedd temperaturees measured under an appplied voltagee of 300 V/m
mm
(ferroelectriic polarizatioon points aw
way from sam
mple plane). This figure can be direcctly compareed with Fig. 4,
where the magnetic looops of the same samplle measured
d in the initial ferroelecctric depolarrized state are
a
depicted.
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Figure 7 shoows the maggnetic hysteresis loops off the sample of Fig. 4 with an appliedd electric fieeld of 3 kV/ccm
directed tow
wards samplee plane, thuss inducing a polarization away from it, see inset iin Fig. 7. Tw
wo remarkabble
differences can be seenn: i) Strong reduction
r
off the saturatio
on momentss, Msat ≈ 1.1 µB/Mn at 20 K, that is,, a
c
e reduction oof the coerciv
ve fields, fro
om 450 Oe aat 0 kV/cm to
t 150 Oe att 3
variation off a 38%; ii) considerable
kV/cm, at 220 K.

netization annd coercive fields in thhe
In Figures 8-10, we compare satturation mooments, remanent magn
Fig. 7) states of the BaT
d polarized (F
TiO3. The efffect of electric polarizatioon
ferroelectricc depolarizedd (Fig.4) and
of the substtrate is strikiing: the mag
gnetization iss strongly reduced and th
his is enhancced at lowerr temperaturees.
Furthermoree, the magneetization reaaches a broadd maximum
m in the polarrized state bbetween 50 and
a 100 K, as
opposed to the monotonnic behavior in the depolaarized one. The
T coercive field also ceeases to grow
w linearly wiith
and instead becomes
b
pracctically consstant below 100
1 K. This is
decreasing temperature in the polarrised state, an
pe of magnettic hysteresiss loops) due to
deeply linkeed to the chaange of magnetic anisotrropy (changee in the shap
changes in the ferroelecctric substrate and denottes a changee in the mag
gnetic granullarity of the system beloow
100K.

Fig.8. Saturration momeents vs. temp
perature for tthe same sam
mple at 0 an
nd 3 kV/cm with polarizzation pointinng
away from sample plane. Dark greeen squares coorrespond to applied elecctric field andd light green
n open squarres
mple plane w
with an appllied electric field of 3 kV
V/cm, from another set of
to polarizattion pointingg towards sam
measuremennts in a diffeerent sample.
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Fig.9. Remaanent magneetization verssus temperatuure extracted
d from magneetic hysteresiis loops in Fig. 7.

Fig.10. Coeercive fields vs.
v temperatu
ure extractedd from magnetic hysteressis loops in FFig. 7. Dark and
a light greeen
points correespond to daata obtained from
f
anotherr sample in which
w
the electric field w
was applied pointing awaay
from samplee plane.
m
ric
The effect of applying the electric field in oppposite directtions was also studied. Since the magnetoelectr
t
different
nt experimen
nts. First, in a
effect is strrongly depeendent of thee substrate hhistory we performed two
different sample, the exxperiment waas repeated, this time ap
pplying the electric
e
field away from sample planne.
This way thhe effect is coomparable in
n magnitude to that in as prepared sam
mples. Seconnd, in anotheer same sampple
we measureed the effectt by applying
g the electricc fields in diifferent direcctions alternaatively. We show the firrst
case in greeen squares inn Figs. 8-10, as extracteed from mag
gnetic hystereesis loops annd the secon
nd case can be
b
appreciated in the momeent vs. tempeerature curvees in Fig. 11..
When channging the diirection of the
t applied electric field
d, the effect was practiically the saame: a stronng
reduction oof saturation and remaneent momentss, and coerciive fields up
pon applyingg saturating electric fieldds.
This is a reelevant resultt since it lin
nks the magnnetoelectric coupling
c
obsserved in Laa00.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 too a
strain meddiated mechhanism, insteead of inteerface recon
nstruction, when
w
differrences betw
ween differeent
polarizationn senses are expected [B
Burton2009, Dagotto2011, Sohrab20
012] We willl discuss thiis later in thhis
chapter.
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Fig.11. ZFC
C measured at a) 1000 Oe and b) 1100 Oe. Blue lines correespond to thhe depolarizeed state of thhe
ferroelectricc. Orange annd gray correespond to appplied electriic fields poin
nting towardds (+300 V/m
mm) and awaay
from (-300 V
V/mm) sampple plane. No
ote the differrent y-scales in both grap
phs.

urements witth different polarization
p
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Fig.12. Callculated maggnetoelectric coupling c onstant acco
ording to Eq
q. [1]. ΔM iis the differrence betweeen
saturation m
moments with applied eleectric fields of 0 and 3 kV/cm.
k
Green squares coorrespond to the calculateed
values for aanother sampple in which the same ellectric field was
w applied in the oppossite sense. In
nset: Magnettic
hysteresis looops at 20 K with no app
plied electric field (initiall ferroelectricc depolarizedd state) and 3 kV/cm.
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Fig.13. Maagnetoelectric coupling constant vss. temperatu
ure for two equivalentss La0.7Ca0.3MnO
M 3//BaTiO
O3
(unpoled) saamples. Diffferent colors indicate diffferent applied
d magnetic fields,
fi
as indiicated.
The remarkkable differennce with thee samples grrown on poleed substratess, is the deppendence witth temperatuure
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f
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In addition, the change in magnetic moments upon applied electric fields was only observed in a limited
sequence of “switching” events (typically, less than 5) as ΔM quickly reduced when consecutively applying
the same electric field, until no effect was indeed observed. Nevertheless, the effect was persistent and “turning
off” the electric field usually resulted in a recovery of the previous magnetic state. Several attempts to recover
the initial state of the sample, and therefore, the possibility of observing the magnetoelectric effect again, were
investigated (as, for example, depolarizing electrically and magnetically the samples at room temperature or
heating the substrates over the ferroelectric Curie temperature in O2 atmosphere), to no avail.

DISCUSSION
BaTiO3 QUALITY
The differences presented in this chapter between thin films grown on unpoled and poled substrates can be
understood in terms of the substrate nature.
In Chapter 2 we considered the effects of domain configuration on the piezoelectric response of BaTiO3. In
general, three contributions are expected: intrinsic contribution, domain rotation, and polarization rotation.
Particularly relevant is the fact that BaTiO3 substrates exhibit enhanced piezoelectric effects when the electric
field is applied in directions different than the polar axis [Fu2000b, Fu2000, Budimir2005, Damjanovic2006].
However, this effect is observed in coarse grained or engineered states of BaTiO3 single crystals where the
dominant mechanism that contributes to piezoelectricity is polarization rotation [Park1997].
In fact, the piezoelectric strains expected in the case of fine grained substrates, (such as our unpoled BaTiO3
substrates) in the rhombohedral phase are small (<<1%) compared with those in the tetragonal phase (when
ferroelectric domains are rotated from a “a”-type domains to a “c”-type domains the strain changes a 1%). In
this sense, although unpoled BaTiO3 can be used in room temperature heterostructures [Eerenstein2007], in
order to enhance the piezoelectric effect and, consequently, the magnetoelectric effect in the heterostructure,
high substrate homogeneity, as in pre-poled substrates, is required.
It is worth noticing that although high piezoelectric strains are expected to be at the origin of the enhanced
magnetoelectric effect observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 on poled BaTiO3, the actual path followed by the
polarization vector in the rhombohedral phase is unknown as the calculations usually do not involve changes in
temperature (see, for instance, Ref. [Fu2000b]), thus, the values of these piezoelectric strains in BaTiO3
substrates are unknown.

MAGNETOELECTRIC COUPLING MECHANISM
Let us now discuss the possible processes that lead to magnetization reduction upon applying electric fields to
the ferroelectric substrate. The mechanisms that allow magnetoelectric coupling (described in Chapter 1) are,
basically: polarization (charge accumulation/depletion at the interface) and structural (phase separation
mediated by strain) mechanisms [Velev2011].
A relevant aspect that allows us to discern between polarization and structural mechanisms is the “symmetric”
nature of the magnetoelectric effect in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3: we observed exactly the same effect when
polarizing the substrate with polarization vector pointing towards the thin film or away from it. Then, if we
hypothetically consider the magnetoelectric effect discussed here as a polarization effect, either poling with
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holes or electrons has the same consequence on the magnetic thin film, which is in disagreement with all
proposed mechanisms of this type [Hajo2009]. Therefore, the magnetoelectric effect (see below) in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 is largely dominated by structural changes.
For example, a shift in the manganite phase diagram can only be understood if the effect favours FM ordering
when increasing the doping level x (for small changes in x), and the AF ordering when decreasing x (see La1xCaxMnO3 phase diagram in Chapter 2). Note, that an increase in x would imply an increase in the Tc and a
reduction of the magnetization –given by (4-x)μB– and vice versa. Then, a change in the doping level induced
by charge depletion fails to explain the magnetoelectric effect observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. Other
possibilities, like Ca segregation near the interface would only favour the antiferromagnetic ordering in
accumulation, and for the same reason are ruled out [Hajo2009].
Moreover, changes in carrier density would favour non-parallel spin arrangement [Burton2009, Dagotto2011,
Sohrab2012] by inducing deformation in the Mn octahedra, but the calculated phase diagrams show a
preference for AF only in one of the polarization states of the ferroelectric. Besides, these effects require high
interface quality and, generally, only involve a few unit cells near the ferroelectric (with magnetic modulations
of ~10% [Lu2012]).
Hence, only structural deformations are left to explain the giant magnetoelectric effect observed in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3. To address this mechanism, we rely on the strain-driven phase separation in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 as the most plausible explanation (as we already did in Chapters 5 and 6). The ingredients that
lead to strong magnetoelastic coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 are large and inhomogeneous strains
induced by lattice mismatch and corrugation. These result in the coexistence of two magnetic phases in the thin
film in the depolarized state of the substrate. One phase is metallic, ferromagnetic and behaves as expected for
low tensile strains; the other one is insulating, antiferromagnetic and is highly affected by strain. These phases
are vertically segregated and distributed in patches near the interface. When electric fields are applied to
BaTiO3 the strain distribution drastically changes, modifying the sensitive structural distortions present in the
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and enhancing/favouring the AF phase. Presumably, corrugation is smoothed by the electric
fields leading to a more uniformly distributed FM and AF phases that would lead to reduced anisotropy in the
system.

MAGNETIC ANISOTROPY
The changes in the magnetic anisotropy and magnetic granularity of the thin film give a positive insight to the
picture considered above. First, the behaviour observed in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grown on pre-poled BaTiO3 when
no electric fields are applied, is similar to that observed in samples grown on unpoled BaTiO3: linear
dependence with coercive fields (Fig. 6) and high blocking and closure temperatures (Fig. 3). As we showed in
Chapter 7, the magnetic anisotropy can be seen in those samples as a footprint of the coexistence of AF and
FM clusters near the interface. Nevertheless, when the electric fields are applied this behaviour changes
drastically and at all temperatures we observe a noticeable reduction of coercive fields and saturation moments
(see inset in Fig. 12). Below 100K, the granular character of these systems is lessened and the whole thin film
behaves similarly to a less strained, homogeneous and thinner layer, suggesting a higher concentration of AF
clusters near the BaTiO3 and clusters more uniformly distributed.
Also, in line with previous considerations in Chapters 5 and 6, this reduced anisotropy is consistent with the
less corrugated interface. This idea comes from the enhanced piezoelectric effect expected in these substrates
with a rotation of the polarization vector from the [111] rhombohedral diagonal to the [100] parallel to the
electric field (the in plane parameter of the BaTiO3 may be reduced, and thus the strain induced in the thin
film). In this sense, a future study of the topography at low temperature of these substrates with applied
electrics fields seems to be in order.
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CONCLUSIONS
In this chapter, we demonstrated strong magnetoelectric coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 ultra-thin films.
This coupling is strain mediated and even in partially relaxed thin films can be appreciated. However, as our
study with different substrates has shown, magnetoelectric coupling is highly affected by the substrate nature.
In fact, La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 grown on unpoled substrates with generally small size grains systematically exhibited
weak magnetoelectric coupling constant and low reproducibility. On the other hand, thin films grown on poled
substrates with mainly “c”-type ferroelectric domains and high quality (coarse grains), exhibited high
magnetoelectric coupling at all temperatures measured. The strong magnetoelectric coupling in these samples
can only be understood as the effect of polarization rotation from the [111] direction to the [100] (parallel to
the applied electric field) and the consequent large strain involved. One relevant aspect of this coupling is the
effect of ferroelectric polarization in the thin film magnetic anisotropy, with reduced coercive fields. In
addition, the magnetic granularity, observed in all La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3, is affected by the electric fields as
the blocking temperature is shifted by 5K and the linear dependence with temperature of the coercive fields is
broken below 100K.
In conclusion, magnetoelectric coupling is possible in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 mediated by the strong
magnetoelastic coupling between thin film and substrate in high quality substrates where polarization rotation
yields large piezoelectric strains.
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CHAPTER 9
SUMMARY AND FUTURE
In this thesis we have studied the interfacial effects appearing in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 multiferroic
heterostructures. These systems exhibit exotic magnetic and transport properties and can be described as a
vertically segregated structure with coexistence of two La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 magnetic phases. The key to understand
this phenomenology is the strong magnetoelastic coupling between thin film and substrate that arises from high
inhomogeneous strain and corrugation.
We observed giant magnetoelectric coupling between the magnetic thin film and ferroelectric substrate,
resulting from strain effects (magnetoelastic effect). The large value of the magnetoelectric coupling constant
obtained in thin films can only be understood in terms of the high strains that may result from a ferroelectric
polarization rotation in the high-quality BaTiO3 substrates.
Below, we summarized these conclusions and propose future experiments.

GENERAL PROPERTIES OF La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3
BaTiO3 substrates have a complex surface with a typical roughness of 40 Å, corrugation angles varying from
0.27º in the rhombohedral phase to 0.6º in the tetragonal phase, and with ferroelectric domain patterns that
change with thermal and electric history. In addition, the lattice parameter misfit between thin film and
substrate is over 3%, resulting in partially relaxed thin films (Chapter 4) with inhomogeneous strain
distribution. The BaTiO3 corrugation is enormous compared with the non-ferroelectric SrTiO3 that has a
typical roughness of only 4-9 Å and small lattice parameter misfit (less than 1%) with La0.7Ca0.3MnO3. The
latter system was taken as the reference.
The structural and morphological characteristics of BaTiO3 lead to the enhancement of interfacial effects in
ultra-thin films of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 (with thicknesses below 120 Å) that involve approximately the 3040% of the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 film.
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 exhibit depressed saturation moments, broad paramagnetic-ferromagnetic transitions,
high coercive fields with linear temperature dependence and elevated blocking temperatures. Furthermore,
Matteucci magnetic hysteresis loops have been observed between 40 K and 150 K indicating two relevant
aspects: 1) an important fraction of the ”missing”, non-ferromagnetic, moments participate actively in the
overall properties of La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 thin films, and 2) large magnetoelastic energy (due to high strains) is at
the origin of these anomalies (Chapter 5). Consistently, large magnetoresistance and electroresistance and an
atypical second percolative metal-insulator transition appear in the same temperature interval, indicating the
coexistence of two La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 magnetic phases (Chapter 6).

MAGNETOELASTIC COUPLING
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The study of the strong magnetoelastic coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 was done using Polarized Neutron
Reflectometry (PNR) and Ferromagnetic Resonance (FMR) techniques supported with magnetic anisotropy
theory (Chapter 7), which in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 predicts high magnetoelastic energies.
The analysis of FMR in terms of magnetic anisotropy energy densities allowed us to link the complex spectra
and the large negative anisotropy observed to magnetoelastic coupling. We used a basic model of two layers
with different anisotropy constants. One layer is considered relaxed (low strains) with anisotropy coefficients
similar to those in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3. The second accounts for the La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 highly affected by
strain near the interface. Using this vertically segregated structure with thickness obtained from the PNR
analysis, we simulated the FMR spectra and estimated the various magnetoelastic anisotropy constants.
The success of this manageable model to explain the FMR spectra is interpreted as a confirmation of the strong
magnetoelastic coupling between thin film and substrate. In addition, magnetoelastic coupling may be at the
origin of the second magnetic phase suggested in Chapters 5 and 6 which is also favored by La0.7Ca0.3MnO3
tendency to phase separation. Although, the direct observation of the second magnetic phase was not possible,
the antiferromagnetic ordering near the interface is most likely at the origin of the high negative anisotropy
observed in FMR and explains the high resistance observed at low temperatures. Matteucci magnetic loops can
result from the interaction between these two magnetic phases in a magnetostrictive process and may involve
spins in the magnetic interface between FM and AF moments.

MAGNETOELECTRIC COUPLING
We observed magnetoelectric coupling in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 heterostructures with magnetoelectric
coupling constant α, on the order of (2-5)·10-7 s/m (Chapter 8). This coupling affects nearly 50% of magnetic
moments at low temperatures. Two factors determine the magnitude of this effect: 1) the change in strain
between thin film and substrate and 2) substrate nature. In BaTiO3, these two factors are related. When using
pre-poled substrates with mainly “c”-type domains higher magnetoelectric coupling constants were measured
and the effect was more reproducible (since these substrates are generally of better quality and have larger
ferroelectric domains). In addition, by keeping the electric field applied while cooling into the rhombohedral
phase this almost “single domain” state was preserved, thus favouring the polarization rotation mechanism
over domain rotation. This switching process may involve strains exceeding 1%, explaining the magnitude of
the magnetoelectric effect. The effect is systematically smaller in samples grown on unpoled substrates. Again,
the explanation for such weak effects comes from the substrate nature: unpoled substrates are fine grained and
the switching process is dominated by domain rotation and the intrinsic piezoelectric effect, resulting in
smaller piezo-strains.
In conclusion, the magnetoelectric effect in La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 is strain mediated and the magnitude of
the effect depends of the magnitude of the strains involved. The magnetoelectric effect in
La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 can be enhanced by using high quality pre-poled substrates by virtue of the increased
piezoelectric effect for applied electric fields in directions other than the spontaneous polarization direction.

FUTURE
In this Thesis, we have studied the simplest nanostructured combination of two prototypical materials, that is
thin layers of optimally doped manganite La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 and bulk ferroelectric BaTiO3 crystals, with a view to
enhance interfacial effects. A rich, hitherto unreported, phenomenology has been unveiled and we have shown
that this combination of materials offers excellent possibilities for the study of the underlying physics of the
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manganite/ferroelectric interface and of the phase segregation-prone manganite films under high strains. In
fact, one of the most relevant results of this thesis is the enhancement of interfacial effects arising from lattice
mismatch and highly strained thin films caused by the substrate.
As a result of the contribution presented in this Thesis, some directions for the future work in this field can be
formulated:
1) From the point of view of achieving real-world applications, the systematic study of ultra-thin films of
manganites of different composition which remain ferromagnetic at room temperature is an obvious route.
2) Developing thermal and electric field cycles in order to control the domain pattern in the ferroelectric
substrate (“the engineering of ferroelectric domains”) is a requirement of importance from both the
fundamental and the applied points of view. To a large extent, miniaturization techniques can alleviate this
problem by selecting specific sample areas with a uniform electrical polarization but currently an extensive
suite of experimental characterization techniques cannot yet be implemented at the micron or sub-micron scale.
With bulk substrates, larger domain widths are expected than with thin ferroelectric films (the latter are prone
to exhibiting large leakage currents).
3) Alternatively to 2), the thin ferroelectric film route should be pursued by studying bilayered heterostructures
of the types La0.7Ca0.3MnO3/BaTiO3//SrTiO3 or BaTiO3/La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//SrTiO3 combined with nanopattering
techniques on the ferroelectric film that may induce inhomogeneous strain in the manganite and, therefore,
give rise to enhanced interfacial effects.
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RESUMEN EN ESPAÑOL
Una de las aplicaciones más interesantes de la espintrónica es el desarrollo de nuevas arquitecturas para la
mejora de memorias de tipo RAM (del inglés, Random Access Memory). Hoy en día, este problema se aborda
utilizando, entre otros métodos, campos eléctricos con el propósito de modificar el ordenamiento magnético,
permitiendo así escribir datos eléctricamente y leerlos magnéticamente en un bit multiferroico. Esto se puede
conseguir, por ejemplo, modificando la anisotropía magnética de sistemas basados en estructuras de Fe o
explotando la interacción entre órdenes ferroicos acoplados en heteroestructuras multiferroicas basadas en
óxidos. La ventaja de este método, comparado con los utilizados para otras RAM es la reducción considerable
de consumo energético en el proceso de polarización magnética, a lo que hay que añadir el hecho de que el
carácter no-local de los campos magnéticos utilizados en otros dispositivos puede afectar a los bits de memoria
circundantes, con lo que el uso de campos eléctricos (generados con voltajes locales) se convierte en una
ventaja.
Una de las arquitecturas más prometedoras que se pretende alcanzar es la de las memorias de cuatro estados
lógicos. En este tipo de memorias, sería posible codificar la información cuaternaria en un dispositivo donde
los órdenes ferroeléctrico y ferromagnético estuvieran acoplados. En estos dispositivos, se obtienen cuatro
estados de resistencia combinando el alineamiento paralelo y anti-paralelo de las láminas magnéticas de una
MTJ (del inglés Magnetic Tunnel Junction) y los dos posibles estados de polarización ferroeléctrica de la
barrera (véase Capítulo 1).
Con esta motivación en mente, en esta tesis hemos estudiado un tipo particular de heteroestructura
multiferroica que consiste en una lámina ferromagnética de manganita (La0.7Ca0.3MnO3) crecida sobre sustratos
de BaTiO3 ferroeléctrico. La elección de estos materiales está motivada por sus propiedades intrínsecas. Esta
manganita en el dopaje óptimo es un sistema fuertemente correlacionado, muy conocido por exhibir
magnetoresistencia colosal (CMR), además de una fuerte tendencia a la segregación de fases, lo que la hace
susceptible de ser fuertemente afectada por polarización y strains (deformaciones) debidos al sustrato. Por otro
lado, el sustrato de BaTiO3 es uno de los ferroeléctricos más estudiados de la clase de perovskita.
Uno de los objetivos más importantes de esta tesis es explorar los efectos interfaciales que aparecen en láminas
ultradelgadas de este tipo y que tienen su origen en la interacción entre órdenes ferroeléctrico y ferromagnético
en la discontinuidad entre lámina y sustrato. Nuestro otro objetivo es el estudio del efecto magnetoeléctrico en
este sistema, modificando la fase magnética cambiando el estado de polarización del sustrato al aplicar voltajes
(efecto magnetoeléctrico inverso). Los resultados mostrados a lo largo de esta tesis revelan nueva e inesperada
física que está relacionada, en última instancia, con el fuerte acoplo magnetoelástico entre sustrato y lámina
delgada. Este acoplo magnetoelástico es también responsable del acoplo magnetoeléctrico observado en estos
sistemas.

PROPIEDADES GENERALES DE La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3
El sustrato de BaTiO3 muestra una superficie compleja con, típicamente, rugosidades de 40 Å, ángulos de
corrugación que varían de 0.27º en la fase romboédrica a 0.6º en la fase tetragonal, y una configuración de
dominios ferroeléctricos que cambia varía debido a la aplicación de ciclados térmicos y eléctricos. Además, la
diferencia entre el parámetro de la celda unidad de la lámina delgada y el sustrato es mayor del 3 %, lo que en
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general resulta en láminas parcialmente relajadas (Capítulo 4) con una distribución inhomogénea de strain. La
corrugación del BaTiO3 es enorme si se compara con sustratos no ferroeléctricos como el SrTiO3 que también
tienen una estructura de perovskita y parámetro de celda unidad similar. Los sustratos de SrTiO3 exhiben una
rugosidad media de 4-9 Å y menor diferencia entre parámetros con la manganita (menos del 1%). En esta tesis
utilizamos láminas de La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 crecidas sobre estos sustratos como sistema de referencia.
La principal consecuencia de las características estructurales del BaTiO3 es el aumento de lo que se puede
considerar efectos interfaciales en láminas ultra delgadas y que en La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 (con grosores
menores que 120Å) implica aproximadamente el 30-40% de la muestra.
El sistema La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 exhibe momentos magnéticos de saturación deprimidos, una transición de
la fase paramagnética a la ferromagnética ancha, altos campos coercitivos que dependen linealmente de la
temperatura, y una temperatura de bloqueo alta (típicamente 120K). Además, se han observado ciclos
magnéticos de tipo Matteucci en el rango de temperaturas que va de 40K a 150K indicando dos aspectos
relevantes en este sistema: 1) una importante parte de los espines no observados en saturación, no
ferromagnéticos, participan activamente en las propiedades generales de estas láminas delgadas, y 2) debido al
alto nivel de strain, el origen de estas anomalías está relacionado con la energía magnetoelástica que es
relativamente más alta (Capítulo 5). De forma consistente, se han observado alta electroresistencia y una
segunda transición metal-aislante de carácter percolativo en el mismo intervalo de temperaturas, indicando la
coexistencia de dos fases magnéticas de La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (Capítulo 6).

ACOPLO MAGNETOELÁSTICO
Para estudiar el acoplo magnetoelástico en las muestras de La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 recurrimos a las técnicas
de Reflectometría de Neutrones Polarizados (PNR) y Resonancia Ferromagnética (FMR), y a la teoría de
anisotropía magnética (Capítulo 7), que en estas muestras predice alta energía magnetoelástica, dado que el
strain en La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 es mayor que el 1%.
Se han analizado los datos de FMR utilizando densidades de energía de anisotropía magnética, lo que nos ha
permitido relacionar los espectros medidos con el acoplo magnetoelástico. Para ello utilizamos un modelo
sencillo de dos láminas con diferentes constantes de anisotropía. Una lámina relajada (con bajo strain) con
constantes de anisotropía similares a aquellos medidos en las muestras de control crecidas sobre SrTiO3. Y una
segunda lámina, que está localizada cerca de la interface con el sustrato y que, por tanto, está muy afectada por
el strain. Considerando esta estructura vertical con parámetros extraídos del análisis de PNR, realizamos
simulaciones de los mapas de FMR que describen de forma satisfactoria los espectros de FMR medidos.
El éxito de este sencillo modelo para explicar los espectros de FMR es considerado como una confirmación del
fuerte acoplo magnetoelástico entre lámina delgada y sustrato. Además, el acoplo magnetoelástico puede estar
en el origen de la formación de la segunda fase magnética en el La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 (Capítulos 5 y 6), favorecida
por la tendencia de esta manganita a la segregación de fases. Aunque la observación directa de esta segunda
fase magnética ha sido imposible, debido probablemente a su carácter de corto alcance, el ordenamiento
antiferromagnético cerca de la interfaz puede estar en el origen de la anisotropía negativa medida en FMR y
explicar a su vez la gran resistencia observada a bajas temperaturas. Los ciclos de histéresis de tipo Matteucci
pueden tener su origen en la interacción entre estas dos fases magnéticas en un proceso magnetostrictivo que
debe implicar espines localizados en la interfaz entre momentos ferromagnéticos y antiferromagnéticos.
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ACOPLO MAGNETOELÉCTRICO
El carácter multiferroico de las láminas de La0.7Ca0.3MnO3 sobre BaTiO3 resulta clave para entender la
fenomenología observada. En este sistema hemos podido observar el acoplo magnetoeléctrico entre lámina
ferromagnética y sustrato ferroeléctrico con constantes de acoplo magnetoeléctrico α del orden de (2-5)·10-7
s/m (Capítulo 8). Este acoplo afecta a cerca del 50 % de los momentos implicados, a bajas temperaturas. Dos
factores determinan la magnitud de este efecto: 1) el cambio de strain entre lámina y sustrato y 2) la calidad
del sustrato. En BaTiO3, estos dos factores están relacionados. Al usar sustratos pre-poleados, principalmente
con dominios de tipo “c”, se observaron mayores constantes de acoplo magnetoeléctrico y el efecto es más
reproducible. Esto es debido a que estos sustratos son en general de mayor calidad y tiene mayores dominios
ferroeléctricos. A esto hay que sumar el hecho de que se mantenía fijado el campo eléctrico aplicado durante el
proceso de enfriado de las muestras hasta llegar a la fase romboédrica del sustrato de modo que este estado
cercano al de “mono-dominio” se puede conservar, favoreciendo al mismo tiempo el mecanismo de rotación
de la polarización ferroeléctrica en vez del de rotación de dominios. Este mecanismo de polarización
ferroeléctrica implica strains mayores que 1 %, explicando así la magnitud del efecto observado. En
contraposición a esto, las muestras crecidas sobre sustratos no polarizados de BaTiO3 exhiben un efecto mucho
menor con α ≈ 10-8 s/m. De nuevo, la explicación reside en la naturaleza del sustrato: los dominios
ferroeléctricos son mucho más pequeños en sustratos no polarizados y, en consecuencia, el proceso de
polarización está dominado por rotación de dominios y efecto piezoeléctrico intrínseco, resultando en strains
piezoeléctricos mucho menores del 1 %.
En definitiva, el efecto magnetoeléctrico medido en las muestras de La0.7Ca0.3MnO3//BaTiO3 está mediado por
el strain y su magnitud depende estrechamente del proceso de polarización ferroeléctrica dominante en el
sustrato, y este, a su vez, depende de la calidad del sustrato. Solamente utilizando sustratos de BaTiO3 de gran
calidad es posible alcanzar cambios de strain suficientemente altos como para mejorar el efecto
magnetoeléctrico, ya que solo en estos casos, es posible aprovechar el strain piezoeléctrico alcanzable cuando
el campo eléctrico es aplicado en direcciones distintas a la dirección de polarización espontánea del sustrato.
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